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Predicting fluid flow and solute transport through fractured rock is an important component of 

engineering analysis and design in many disciplines including groundwater contamination, drinkuig 

water supply, nuclear waste disposal, petroleum and gas production, mine and excavation stability, 

and geothermal production. Fractures largely influence the flow of fiuids in a fractured rock 
environment by forming conduits that are typicalIy orders of magnitude more conductive to fluid 

flow than the surrounding rock. 

This thesis examines flow and transport through a single laboratory scale rock fracture, which 

is the necessary starting point for predicting flow and transport through large scale fractured rock 
systerns. In the past, single fractures were idealized as a set of parallel pIates in order to obtain a 

tractable mathematical description of fluid flow, narnely the cubic Iaw. However, it is now well 

established in the Literamre that single fractures are rough-walled conduits with variable aperture 

and points of contact- In fact, modem laboratory rnethods have diiectly rnapped the void space of 

fracture samples, and provide the unique opportunity of simulating flow and transport at the scale 

of these measurements. 

The prirnary objective of this investigation was to develop a nurnerical model to sirnulate 

three-dimensional srnd-scale fluid flow within a single fracture using the Navier-Stokes (NS) 

equations. The NS equations are the fundamental equations for fluid flow and form a complex 

non-linear system of equations that require nurnerical solution. In this work, the NS equations 

were solved using the finite volume method with a structureci non-orthogonal grid rnapped onto the 

three-dimensional void space. The fracture flow model was verified by cornparhg simulations to 

analytical and published results of fluid flow through paraliel and sinusoidal piates. The flow 

model was applied to numerous s ynthetic or randornly generated rough-walled fractures, and the 
results clearly demonstrate for Reynolds numbers (Re) above unity, that the inertial forces may 

significantly influence the intemal flow field within a fracture and the bulk fiow rate across a 

fracture. Conversely , these simulations demonstrated that inertial forces may be neglected when 

Re was below unity. Two additional constraints uivolvhg the product of Re and statistical 

roughness parameters were also used to delineate the influence of inertial forces. For simulations 

with Re below unity, the bulk flow rates were shown to be within 10% of a two-dimensional 

approximation commonly referred as the local cubic law. 

The secondary objective of this investigation was to develop a numerical model to simuiate 

three-dimensional srnaII-scale solute transport within a single fracture using the fiow field 

deterrnined by the NS flow model. To accomplish this task, the random w a k  particle method 

(RWPM) which uses particle tracking mthods to sùnulate advective transport of rnassless marker 

particles through the fracture flow field, and random displacements to simulate diffusive transport 

was employed. The fracture transport mode1 was verifid by comparing the simulation results to 

analytical solutions of solute transport through a set of parallel plates. Furthermore, the mode! 



simulations were compared to observations of solute breakthrough during tracer experiments on an 

actua.1 rough-wded fracture, and a rough-wailed transparent fracture repllca. The mode1 was 

successful in predicting the breakthrougb cuve for the actual fracture, and moderately successful 

for the transparent fiacture replica. 

B y comparing the developed modeis to analyticai solutions, simplifieci numerical simulations, 

and Iaboratory experirnents, it was concluded that the modek adequately describe fluid flow and 

contaminant transport through a single rough-walled fracture. S o m  examples of future 

applications of these models include: the comparïsorr of the the-dimensional RWPM to the two- 

dimensional advection-dispersion equation for various synthetic fractures, high Reynolds number 

fluid flow and contaminant transport, and the dissolution of irnmiscible fluids trapped within a 

rough-walled fracture. 
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction 

Predicting fluid flow and solute transport through fractured rock is an important component of 

engineering analysis and design in many disciphes including groundwater contamination, drinking 

water supply, nuclear waste disposal, petroleum and gas production, mine and excavation stability, 

and geothermal production. Fractures largely influence the flow of fluids and hence solute 

transport in a fractured rock environment by forming conduits that are typically orders of 

magnitude more conductive to fluid flow than the surroundhg rock. The starting point or building 

block in these environments is fluid flow and solute transport through a single fracture. 

The traditional and most basic conceptual model of a single fracture is a set of smooth parailel 

plates. Figure l.l(a) shows an example of a single fracture formed by two pardel plates 

separated by a distance defied as the plate aperture b. This conceptual model has been widely 
used [e.g., Snow, 1965; Louis, 19693 since the steady flow rate between the parallel plates m y  be 

easily predicted by the sc~called cubic law. Under a steady and uniforrn hydraulic gradient, the 

cubic law predicts that the one-dimensional fiow rate Q will be 

where U is the average velocity between the upper and lower plates, AH is the average total head 

difference applied between the flow boundaries, W and L are the width and lengh of the plates, p 

is the fluid viscosity, and y is the specific gravity of the fluid. The cubic law is a simple closed 

forrn solution of the Navier-Stokes equations assuming that the vehcity field is uniform, steady, 

one-dimensiond and sufficiently slow to ensure lamïnar flow, and the plates are smooth, parallel 

and suficiently wide so that edge effects are negiigible. Under these assumptions the cubic law 

predicts that the velocity profile between the plates is parabolic, and that the flow rate is 

proportional to the cube of the pIate aperture. This behaviour has been experimentaily verifÏed 

ushg smooth parallel plates with apertures ranging from 1 cm to below 1 pm provided that the 

flow regime was larninar [Lomize, 195 1; Romm, 1968; buis, 19691. 

The parallel plate mode1 and the cubic law are attractive for predicting fluid fiow in Fractures 

due to their simplicity. However, many laboratory and field studies have observed that single 
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fractures are not smooth paraIlel plates, but rather are rough surfaces that are locally non-planar, 

non-paralle1 and potentially in contact [e-g., Hakami and Bartun, 1990; Novakowski and Lapcevic, 

1994; Brown, 19951. As a result, theoretical studies have revised the conceptual model of single 

fractures to include these c haractenstics b y subdividing the fracture into piece-wise continuous 

voids with variable geometry [e.g., Tsang, 1984; Brown, 19871. Figure l.l(b) shows an example 
of a rough-walled fracture that has been forrned using this conceptual model. The one-dimensional 

cubic Iaw is not valid for predicting fluid flow in this fracture. It is clear that a hydraulic gradient 

imposed across the fracture will result in a three-dimensional, non-uniform and tortuous ffow field. 

Moreover, it is possible that this complex flow behaviour will produce non-negligible inertial 

forces even though the flow field is Iaminar. In fact, this condition has been experimentally 

observed [Sharp and Maini, 1972; Schrarrfand Evans, 19861 and it causei the flow field to be 

non-linearly dependent on the applied hydraulic gradient. Therefore, a complete description of 

fiuid flow in this rough-walled fracture requires the use of the three-dimensional Navier-S tokes 

(NS) equations. 
The NS equations form a nonlinear system of partial differentiai equations that are difficult to 

solvc in complex geometries such as a rough-walled fracture. Due to this fact, there are apparently 

no pubIished studies using the NS equations to sirnulate three-dimensiond flow in a rough-walled 

fiacture (as depicted in Figure 1. lm)). At this the, the NS equations have onIy been used to 

simulate flow in fractures with ideal geornetry. Coakley et al. [1987] simulated three-dimensional 

flow in a very simple fracture plane with four saw-tooth constrictions, and Brown et al. [1995] 

simuiated two-dimensional flow in fracture profiles with sinusoidual surfaces. The only apparent 

work to simulate three-dimensional fluid flow in rough-walled fractures used the Stokes equations 

[Mourzenko et ai., 19951. The Stokes equations are an important subset of the NS equations 

where the inertial force terms have been neglected and are ofien referred to as the creeping flow 

equations, The Stokes equations are a linear system of partial differential equations that are more 

easily solved than the NS equations- In practice however, the computational burden of solving 

either the three-dimensional NS or Stokes equations is signif~cant- Consequently, it is widely 

assumed that the three-dimensional flow field in a rough-walled fracture rnay be approximated as 

two-dimensional and governed by a form of the ReynoIds equation [e-g., Iwai, 1976; Neuzil and 

Tracy, 198 1 ; Tsang, 1984; Brown, 19871. The Reynolds equation comes from the field of 

hydrodynarnic lubrication [ s e  Mitchell, 19501 and it is a two-dimensional approximation of the 

Stokes equations for fluid flow through a set of plates with slightly non-parallel walls. The form 

used for flow in fractures is commonly referred to as the Iocal cubic law &CL) since the 

magnitude of fluid flow through the subdivided or local fracture voids is proportional to the cube of 

the Iwal aperture. In other words, the cubic law is assumed to hold locally [Walsh, 19811. 

The LCL currently represents the state-of-the-art for simulating fluid flow in rough-walled 

fractures. Numerical simulations have demonstrated cornpiex two-dimensional flow fields and that 
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the total flow rate is a function of the mean and standard deviation of the local aperture distribution 

and the arnount of surface contact [e.g., Brown, 1987; Zimrnerman and Bodvarsson, 19961. 

Qualitatively, these results agree with what has been observed in laboratory and Field studies [e-g., 

Novakuwski and Lapevic, 1994; Brown et al., 19981. Quantitatively however, the LCL has 

predicted total flow rates that are over 1.5 to 2 times higher than those observed in Iaboratory flow 

expenments where the geometry of the fracture has been rnapped [e-g., Hakami and Larsson, 
1996; Yeo et al., 19981. This magnitude of discrepancy has also been observed in flow simulations 

perforrned on randody generated ruugh-walled fractures using the three-dimensional Stokes 

equations and LCL [Mourzenko et al., 19951. An important and unresolved issue is whether these 

differences are due to experïmental, numerical, or conceptual errors. 

The tortuous nature of fluid flow through a rough-walled fracture will also impact the 
transport of solutes through the fracture. S everal laboratory experirnents have observed non- 

traditional breakthrough curves that exhibit a steep initial nse, long tail, and intermediate jumps or 
stair-step features [Neretnieks et al. 1982; Moreno et al. 19851. These properties have been 

attributed to advection domulateci transport along distinct channels contained within the overaII 

flow field [Tsang and Tsang, 19871 and have been qualitatively reproduced using particle tracking 

models based on the LCL [Moreno et al., i988; Tsang et al., 19881. Other laboratory expenments 
and theoretical studies have observed traditional Gaussian s-shaped breakthrough curves that are 

easily fit to the one-dimensionai advection-dispersion equation [Thompsorz and Brown, 199 1 ; 

Piggott and Elswonh, 19931. Thus, it is of interest to observe and assess the behaviour of a 

robust solute transport mode1 applicable to rough-walled fractures that employs the flow field 

derived from the solution of the three-dimensional NS equations. 

Research Objectives 

The research objectives of this thesis are: 

To develop nurnericd models to simulate three-dimensional tluid flow and solute transport 
through a rough-walled fracture using the Navier-Stokes equations. 

To develop a numencal mode1 to simulate two-dimensional fracture fluid Flow based on the 

local cubic law approach. 

To demonstrate differences between various fluid flow models and to determine critena for the 

validity of the two-dimensional local cubic law approximation using randorn rough-walled 

fractures generated fiom literature-based statistical parameters. 

To compare the results frorn fluid flow and solute transport simulations to experimental data. 
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1.2 Scope of Thesis 

This thesis consists of five additional chapters. Chapter 2 examines the characterization of 

single fractures and presents the fracture characterization mtfiodology used in this thesis, Chapter 

3 presents the goveming equations used to simulate flow and transport in single fnctures, and also 

provides the relevant background that shaped this investigation. Chapter 4 presents the 

formulation of the numerical flow and transport models, and Chapter 5 presents and discusses the 
results of validation, random fkacture, and Iaboratory fracture simulations. FinaUy, Chapter 6 

outlines the paramount concIusions and important contributions of this thesis. 



y-x 

Figure 1.1. Conceptual modds of a single fracture: (a) a set of parailel plates with length L, width 
W, and constant aperture b, and @) a set of rough-walled surfaces with the same length and width, 
but variable aperture b(x, y). 



CHAPTER 2. Characterization of Single Fractures 

2.1 Introduction 

The void space in a single fracture is a compfex three-dimensional volume formed between 

two rough surfaces. In the work presented in this thesis, this three-dimensional volume is mapped 
ont0 a reference plane, which is defmed as the x-y plane. Given that the overall dimensions or x-y 

lirnits of this reference plane are known, the fracture void space rnay be fuily characterized by 

rneasuring the distribution of aperture and mean waU topography relative to the plane. The 

distribution of aperture represents the variation in the separation of the fracture walls and ir?cludes 

potential points of contact, The distribution of the mean wali topography represents the alignment 

of the void space or the degree of fracture undulation that generally occurs at a larger scale than 

the aperture variation. 

Many experimentai, theoretical, and numencal studies have demonstrated that aperture 

variation has a very significant influence on the fiuid flow and mass transport properties within a 

single fracture [ e g ,  Neretniekr; et al., 1982; Tsang, 1984; Brown, 1987; Raven e t  aL, 1988; 

Tsang and Tsang, 1989; Thornpson and Brown, 1991; Brown et al., 19981. In fact, the majority 

of these studies conceptualize the fractures as two-dimensional planar fields of variable aperture 

and ignore undulation in the void space altogether. More recently, numerical studies using two- 

dimensional Fracture flow models have incorporated corrections to reflect the influence of 

undulation on the void space geometry [e-g., Ge, 1997; Nicholl et al., 19991. In this thesis, two- 

and three-dimensional flow simulations are performed on variable aperture fractures with and 

without considering the effects of surface undulation. 

The next section (Section 2.2) of this chapter examines the characterization of single fractures 

using bulk aperture rneasurements. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 examine the characterization of fractures 

by directly rneasuring the distribution of aperture and waii topography in laboratory sarnples. 

Section 2.5 presents waii topography data for two Iaboratory fractures used to validate the 

numericai flow and transport models. Finally, Section 2.6 presents the methodology and parameter 

Selection used to generate random fractures in this thesis. 
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2.2. Bulk Aperture Meusurement 

Single fractures are most often characterized using buik rneasurernents of the fracture 

aperture. These are effective aperture values that are inferred from laboratory or field 

rneasurernents of flow andor transport parameters, and are analogous to effective permeability 

values defmed in heterogenous porous media. In practice, the most comrnon definitions are the 

hydraulic, tracer, and mass balance apertures. These are d e f d  for linear and radial flow fields 

which are typical of laboratory experiments and in situ field tests, respectively [see review by 

Tsang, 19921. 

The hydraulic aperture b, of a rough-walled fracture is detined as the effective paralle1 plate 

aperture required to satisfi the cubic law given the known flow rate, hydraulic head difference and 

fracture plane dimensions. Considering a linear flow field (as s h o w  in Figure 1. l), bH is given by 

rearranging (1.1) as 

where Hi and Ho are the values of hydraulic head at the inlet and outlet boundaries of the fracture. 

The hydraulic aperture is a rneasure of the effective transmissivity (where T = W b,) 112) of the 

rough-wailed fracture. Considering a radial flow field, b, may be given as 

where ri is the radius of the injection borehole and r,, is the radial distance from the injection 

borehole to the observation borehole or outflow boundary. 

The tracer aperture 6, is defuied by the velocity f o m  of the cubic law where the average 

velocity of the flow field is estimated fkom the residence time t, of a tracer as inferred from tracer 

breakthrough data. The tracer aperture for a linear flow field may be given as 

and for a radial flow field as 

This buk  aperture is a rneasure of the effective permeability (where k = b$/12) of the rough- 

walled fracture. 

The mass balance aperture bB is a measure of the average aperture required to balance a 

bown  volume of fluid (Q rd over the areal extent of a tracer assumed to migrate under plug flow 

conditions. The mass balance aperture for a Iinear flow field may be aven as 
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and for a radial flow field as 

Tsang Cl9921 reviewed these three bulk aperture definitions in order to clear up discrepancies 

reported in the literature. Essenti* the bulk apertures using tracer information (6, and b, as 

d e f d  here) were used inter-changeably and yielded significantly different results. Tsang [1992] 

suggested the following order for two-dimensional heterogeneous aperture fields: 

bB 2 bH 2 b7' (2.4) 

This ordering of bu& apertures has been widely observai in field and laboratory observations ( s e  

Table 2.1). The hydraulic and tracer apertures are largely dependent on the hydraulic head 

difference across the flow field and are therefore sensitive to the regions of high head loss within 

the flow field. These high head loss regions typically correspond to regions of srnall aperture 

andor high velocity. Consequently, bH and 6, are weighted toward the srnai l  aperture values 

encountered dong the fi  ow pathways andor the aperture values of high velocity regions such as 

the radially converging fiow field at an extraction well. On the other han& the mass balance 

aperture is not dependent on the pressure head difference and is sensitive to the storage of tracer 

rnass in the void space. In other words. it is more sensitive to the large aperture regions. For this 

reason Tsang [1992] States that 6, is the bat  estirnate of the arithrnetic mean of the aperture 

distribution ((b)) given that there is certainty in determinhg the areal geornetry of the tracer flow 

pathways- 

Silliman LI9891 theoretically examineci the ordering of bulk aperture measurements in 

fractures with two-dimensional aperhire variation and presented the foilowing bulk aperture: 

b* = bi lb ;  , (2 .3  

which is defmed here as the effective flow area aperture determineci by dividing the fracture 

transmissivity by the permeability. For the special condition where the aperture variation is one- 

dimensional and parailel to the direction of flow, Silliman [1989] showed that b, is equal to (b)  (or 

6,) and is smaller than b, and 6, This result suggests that there may be situations where the 
ordering of bulk apertures is different fiom (2.4) (e-g., see data fiom Cady et al., [1993] presented 

in Table 2.1). Prac t icdy however, the def~tion of b, rnay be subject to a large uncertainty since 

the uncertainties in bH and b, are rnagriified by (2.5) (e.g., see Figure 3 in Rasmussen [1995]). 
There are severai additional bulk aperture measurements that are specific to laboratory 

studies. In normal stress experiments the rnechanicai aperture is de£îned as 

b , =  8-6, (2.6) 
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where 6 is the normal displacement in the void space at a specified n o d  stress, and 6, is the total 

void space displacement at the maximum normal stress [e.g., Raven and Gale, 1985; Durham and 

Bonner, 19941. At the highest applied normal stress, the fracture surfaces contact forming 

asperities, and by defuiition, b, equals zero. However, except for well-mated surfaces under very 

high normal stresses [e.g., Durham and Bonner, 19941, the fracture void space wiil still conduct 

fluid flow. To reflect this property, many studies [e-g., Iwai, 1976; Witherspoon et al. 1980; 

Raverz and Gale, 19851 have modified the mechanical aperture as 

6, = b,+ b , ,  (2.7) 

where bH, is the hydraulic aperture at the maximum normal stress or the so-calied residual 

aperture. 

FinaDy, the volume aperture for a linear flow field rnay be defmed as 

and for a radial flow field as 

where V is the total volume of the void space. This void space volume has been measured using an 

ideal gas and a pycnorneter [Sclzraufand Evans, 1986; Rasmussen, 19951 or by weighing a 

rernovable cast of the void space [Yeo et al., 19981. Rasmussen [1995] found that b, was 

equivalent to b,, and Yeo et al. [1998] found that b, was very close to (b). 
Table 2.1 summarizes the results of various laboratory and field studies that attempted to 

masure the bulk aperture values of single fractures. In general, the bulk apertures followed the 

ranking given by (2.4), with b, ranging fiorn 0.05 to 1.54 mm, bH ranging from 0.06 to 1.18 mm, 

and bT ranging from 0.05 to 1.03 mm 

2.3 Aperture Distribution Measurements 

The distribution of aperture in single fractures has been widely assurned to be lognormal [e-g., 

Neuzil and Tracy, 198 1; Moreno et al., 1988; Tsang and Tsang, 1989; Pruess and Tsang, 1990; 

Murphy and Thomson, 19931. This follows the early field work of Snow [1970] who performed 

rnany hydraulic field tests on in situ fractures isolated with borehole packers and concluded that b, 

was lognormally distributed. However, it is important to note that b, is a bulk aperture 

rneasurement which characterizes the bulk flow behaviour of a region near the borehole using the 

çubic law. More recently, laboratory methods have been developed to sample the actual 

distribution of aperture or information used to infer the distribution of aperture in single rough- 
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waiied fractures using the following techniques: (i) void space injection, (ii) void space casting, 
(6) wall topography measurernents, (iv) X-ray transmission, and (v) light transmission through 

transparent replicas. 

The fusst group involves permanently injecting a dyed resin or epoxy into the Fracture void 

space, sectionhg the entire sarnple to expose the fracture profüe at a desired interval, and mapping 

the aperture profde with image analysis or profdometry [e-g., Gale et al., 1990; Hakami and 

Larsson, 19961. The second group involves injecting the void space with a casting material, 

removing the cast by separating the fracture surfaces, and mapping the aperture field with image 

analysis or profdometry [Gentier et al., 1989; Yeo er al., 19981. The third group rneasures the 

topography of each separated fracture wall using laser or stylus profùometry, and then combines 

the topographie surfaces to infer the fracture aperture field [e.g., Reimus et al., 1993; Brown, 

1995; Tunnicliffe, 19991. The fourth group uses a cornputer aided tomography (CAT) X-ray 

scanner to image the the-dimensional Fracture void space contained in core samples [e-g., Keller 
et al. 1995; Keller, 19981. The fmal group rneasures the transmission of visible Light through 

transparent fracture replicas containing dyed Liquid within the void space using image analysis 

techniques to infer the aperture field [e.g., Cox and Wang, 1993; Nicholl et al., 19991. An 

interesting and simple variation of this methoci was developed by Hakami and Barton [1990] who 

placed Liquid droplets of a known volume on one surface of a transparent replica, rnated the 

adjacent surface, mapped the areal extent of each droplet, and calculated the average aperture 

encapsulated by each droplet. 

Table 2.2 s u a z e s  the results of various studies characterizing the aperture distribution of 

rough-wailed fractures. The distributions are statistically describeci by the aridimetic mean (6). 
standard deviation cr, correlation length A, and fraction of contact points c in the aperture field. 

Also included is the coefficient of variation a,/(b) which has been defïned as the relative roughness 

of the aperture field [Zinzrnerman and Bodvarsson, 19961. The information in Table 2.2 indicates 

that both normally and lognormally distnbuted aperture fields have b e n  observed. that (b) ranged 
from 0.056 to 1.024 mm, ranged fiom 0.017 to 0.683 mm, q/(b) ranged from 0.3 to 1.2, Ab 
ranged from 0.65 to 24 mm, and fuially, that c ranged from O to 35% but was typicalIy below 5%. 

It is important to note that these ranges are subject to the scale of the rneasurements and the sample 

size. 



2.4 Wall Topography Measurements 

The topography of individual fracture walls h a  been studied to detennine their fractal or seif- 

affine characteristics [e.g., Brown and Schoitz, 1985; Power and Tullis, 199 1; Poon et al., 1992; 

Brown 19951, and to infer aperture distributions of the assembleci fkacture [Brown, 1995; 

Tunniclifle, 1999; Anderson, 200 f 1- Iii this thesis, traditional statistical parameters (standard 

deviation and exponentiai correlation length) are used to describe the waii topography. Brown et 

al. 119861 exarnined 25 mm profiles dong the wails of two naturai granodiorite fractures and 

observed standard deviations in the topography of 0.18 and 0.23 mm. Brown [1995] exarnined 13 

to 52 mm profdes in 23 rock samples and found that the waU topography was nonnally distributed 

with standard deviations ranging from 0.1 to 1 mm- Tunnicliffe [1999] measured the wall 

topography of an induced Limestone fracture and found that the rnean topography (fomed by 

averaging the two fields of w d  topography) was n o d y  distributeci with a standard deviation of 

1.4 mm and a correlation length of 13 mm. Anderson [2001] d s o  measured the wall topography 

of an induced l i m t o n e  fracture and found that the mean topography was normalIy distnbuted with 

a standard deviation of 5.2 mm and a correlation length of 42 mm. The data of Tunnicliffe [1999] 

and Anderson [ZOO I] are discussed in more detail in Section 2.5. 

In this research effort, the mean wall topography is defmed as the fracture nid-surface. For 

well-mated fractures the topography of the mid-surface will be very simiiar to the topography of 

each individual wall, For poorly-mated fractures the mid-surface will be smoother than the walls 

since the misrnatched walls will tend to cancel the other in the calculation of the rnean wall 

topography. For example, if a fracture wall is rnated with its &or image, the mean of these 

surfaces will forrn a plane. This suggests that the standard deviation of the rnid-surface 

topography in naturd fractures d be within the range of standard deviations observed on 

individual fracture walls- In the observations presented above this range is 0.1 to 5 mm; however, 

rnost observations fall within the range of O. 1 to 1 .O mm. 
There are few measurements fitting the traditional exponentid correlation mode1 to the 

correlation structure of natural rock fracture walis. The work of Tunnicliffe [1999] and Anderson 

[2001] suggests that the correlation Iength of the mid-surface will be on the order of 10 to 40 mm 

However, it is important to note, that other observations using fractal correlation models suggest 

that the traditional correlation lengths of natural fracture wails are a function of the sample size 

[e-,o., Brown and Scholrz, 1985; Power and Tullis, 1991; Poon et al., 1992; Brown 19951. 
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2.5 Two Laboratory Fractures Characterized using Wall 
Topography Measurements 

This section presents the wall topography of two induced limestone fractures measured using 

stylus profdometry. These fractures were examined separately in the work of TunnicliJTe [1999] 

and Anderson [200 11, and are referred to hereafter as Fracture 1 and Fracture II, respectively. The 

original rock samples were cut out of a limestone outcrop Iocated near Kingtson, Ontario, and 

trimmed in the laboratory to overd  dimensions (depth x width x length) of 130 x 155 x 255 mm, 

and 130 x 160 x 245 mm. Each sampIe was fractured aiong a horizontal bedding plane by 

forcing wedges hto  3 mm deep grooves cut on opposite sides of the sample. Each part of the 

fractured sample was mounted on a steel baseplate which served as reference planes for the 

topographic measurements. The topography of each separated wall was measured over a 2 x 2 

rnm grid using a CO-ordiate measurement machine with a pointed stylus- Further details of the 

sample collection, fracture induction and topography measurements are given in each source. 

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the topography of the limestone fracture walls measured on a 2 x 2 

mm x-y grid, A vertical distance of 10 mm is shown on each surface to indicate the relative scale 

of each field and the standard deviation and correlation length of each wall are also shown. Part 

(a) of each figure shows the topography of the upper walls which is defmed as a two-dimension 

elevation field, Zu(x,y). Likewise, part (b) of the each figure shows the elevation field of the lower 

walls, ZL (x, y). It is important to note that any planar trends in the surfaces have been removed 

and that the mean elevation value of each wall bas been set to zero ( (Z,) = (ZL) = O)- In other 

words, the fieids have b e n  adjusted so that on average they lie dong the x-y plane. These 

elevation fields may be us& to defme a raw aperture field as 

and a rnid-surface field as 

where 6, (x, y) and Z(x, y) are shown for each fracture in Figures 2.3 and 2-4. A vertical distance 

of 5 mm is shown on each surface to indicate the relative scale of each field. Figure 2.5 shows the 

histogram and correlation for each raw aperture field. These figures illustrate that the raw aperture 

is a function of the small scale differences between the wall elevation fields. These differences 

seem to be normally distributed and are correlate. over shorter distances than the wail topography. 

It is also noteworthy that there is negligible cross-correlation between the b, and Z fields. 

The actual aperture field b(x, y) of each fracture may be inferreci fiom (2.9) using 

where b, is a constant separation distance or mechanicd aperture that is added to the raw aperture 

field, and b, is defmed as the contact aperture, us& to defmed points of contact in the aperture 
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field. Equation (2.1 1) positively shifts the raw aperture field by b, and truncates the aperture 

values below b, Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the aperture fields inferred for each fracture using 

mechanicd apertures that were estirnated fiom exterior measurements on the assembted fracture 

sarnples. Also shown in the figures are the inferred distribution of contact points, and a su- 

of aperture and closure statistics. Figure 2.8 displays how b,/(b), o,/(b) and c change with b,,, for 

each inferred aperture field. 

2.6 Random Fracture Generation 

In this thesis, the random generation of fractures is Iargely based on the w d  topography 

method of characterizing of the fracture void space (see Sections 2.4 and 2.5). The three- 

dimensional void space of a fracture is characterized with random two-dimensional fields of 

aperture and mid-surface. AU aperture and elevation fields are defmed perpendicular to the x-y 

plane and parallel to the z-axis or vertical-axis. This method is a simple extension to earlier 

theoretical work which used only two-dimensional aperture distributions to represent roua-walled 

fractures reg., Tsang and Tsang, 1989; Pruess and Tsang, 1990; Murphy and Thomson, 19931. 

This new method is flexible in that it allows the two-dimensional fields to be describeci by any 

distribution function and correlation structure. In this work, the randorn aperture fields are 

n o m l i y  and lognorrnally distributed, and the rnid-surface fields are n o d y  distributed. Both of 

these fields are generated independently using the exponential autocorrelation function with 

different correlation lengths. This rnethod assumes that there is negligible cross-correlation 

between the aperture and rnid-surface fields, and that the aperture fields do not contain planar 

trends. 

2.6.1 Methodology 

The rnethod of fracture generation is presented in the foLlowing steps. The fust step is to 

randomly generate two independent spatialiy correlated standardized normal distributions (Le., 

having a mean of zero and standard deviation of unity) over a uniforrn x-y grid. One of the 

standardized distributions is associated with the aperture eb(x, y) and the other with the mid- 

surface etCr, y). The traditional exponential auto-correlation function is used to mode1 spatial 

correlation within each field and rnay be given as 

r = exp(-[/A), (2.12) 

where r is the auto-correlation between grid point values separated by a distance 1, and A is the 

correlation length. The correlation lengths of the eb and e, fields are Ab and &, respectively. 

The second step is to transform the standardized eb field into an initial aperture field with a 

specified mean and standard deviation (b, and 03, and truncate this initial aperture field at a 
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specified contact aperture b, The initial m, b,, conceptudy represents the mechanical aperture 

of the fmal aperture field. For n o d y  distributed aperture fields, the second step may be given 

as 

b = max(b,+%eb9 b,) , (2.13) 

and for log-normally distributed aperture fields as [Aitehison and Brown, 19571 

6 = max(biexp(gmeb), b,) , (2.14a) 

with 

where b,' and a,' are the initial mean and standard deviation of the log-aperture field. 

Equations (2.13) and (2.14) defme the aperture fields by scaling and shifting the eb or log-e, fields, 

and potentially truncating aperture values below 6,. This truncation rnirnics fracture closure and 

conceptually assumes that the points of contact (or asperities) dissolve as the degree of closure 

increases [Brown, 19871. If the aperture field is not truncated then the fracture is considered open 

and the Final mean aperture (b)  will equal b, and the final standard deviation O,+ d l  equal a,. If 
the aperture field is truncated the fracture is considered closed and (b) will be p a t e r  than b, and 

oh will be less than a,. In addition, the fraction of contact points c in the n o d y  distributed 

aperture field rnay be approximated as 

c = ~( (b , -b , ) / a , ) ,  (2.15) 

and in a log-normally distributed aperture field as 
c = ~ ( l n ( b , / b , ' ) f  0;) , 

where F is the cumulative probability function of the standardueci normal distribution. These 

equations are approximate since the aperture distributions are discrete and finite whereas the 

probability hnction is continuous and infinite. 

The thid step transforrns the standardized eZ field into the desired mid-surface elevation field 

according t3  

Z =  o ; e Z ,  (2.17) 

where a, is the standard deviation of the rnid-surface. Equation (2.17) defines a Z field with a 

mean of zero and a standard deviation of ai, and is not affected by truncation of the aperture field. 
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The fmal step defines the fracture walls by combining the aperture and mid-surface clevation 

fields according to 
1 2, = ~ + f b  ; 2, = Z - - 6  . - 2 (2.18) 

where Zu (x, y) and ZL (x, y) are the elevation fields of the upper and lower surfaces of the fracture, 

S ince b and Z are independent, it follows fiom (2.18) that 

(b) = (2,) - (ZL) , (2.19) 

and 

where a, is defmed as the standard deviation of the wail roughness. 

2.5.2. Parameter Selection and Examples of Generated Fractures 

Table 2.3 surnmarizes the parameters used to generate the random fractures used in this study. 

AU fractures were generated over 26 x 26 grid points with a uniform spacing of 2 x 2 mm yielding 

total dimensions dong the x-y plane of 50 x 50 mm. The aperture field parameters were chosen to 

represent moderate to large aperture fractures (0.25,O.S and 1.0 mm) which are correlated on the 

scale of rnillimeaes (2 or 5 mm). The range of aperture relative roughness values corresponds to 

the range previously examined in other fracture flow studies [e.g., Brown. 1987; Mounenko et al., 

19951. These aperture parameters were used to generate both n o d y  and lognormally 

distributed aperture fields. Finally, the mid-surface field parameters were chosen to examine the 

influence of fracture undulation. 

Figure 2.9 shows the histograms of various aperture fieIds generated over the standard x-y 

grid. Part (a) of this figure is a histogram of a normally distributed e, field with a correlation 

length of 2 mm. Parts (b) and (c) are histograms of n o d y  and l o g n o d y  distributed aperture 

fields defuied by transforming eb with (2.13) and (2.14) ushg dFfferent values of b, and a,. 
Surface pIots of these aperture fields are s h o m  in Figure 2.10. The histograms in Figure 2.9(b) 

and the aperture fields in Figures 2.10(a) and 2. IO@) have an initial relative roughness (a, lb, ) 

equal to 0.25. These figures have no points of contact, and consequently, the values of (b) and 4 

are equal to the initial b, and a, values. These figures demonstrate that the difference between the 

normal and lognormal aperture fields are minimal for srnalI a,/b, values. The histograms in 
Figure 2.9(c) and the aperture fields in Figures 2.10(c) and 2.10(d) have an ~,,lb,,, value equal to 

1.0. The normally distributed aperture field has a significant number of contact points, as 

indicated by the large spike (= 15%) in the histograrn at the value of 6, Therefore, the values of 

(b) and ab for this truncated distribution are moderately different than the initial b, and a, values. 

Conversely, the lognormal aperture field has no points of contact, and the values of (b) and 4 are 
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approxirnately equd to the initial values, The truncated normal distribution is birnodd due to the 

spike at b, but for apertures greater than b, the typical Gaussian shape is maintained. On the 

other hand, the lognormal distribution is unimodal and has a significant positive skew (Le., a large 

mode significantly less than the median with a long tail in the positive direction). Figure 2,10(d) 

clearly shows the effèct of the positive skew where a large portion of the field has a low to 

moderate aperture values and a s m l l  portion of the field has large aperture spikes- These figures 

demonstrate that the normally and lognormally distributed aperture fields becorne significantly 

different for large am/bm values. 

Figures 2.1 l(a) and 2.1 l(b) show histograms of the normally distributed b field from Figure 

2,9(b) and a norrnally distributed rnid-surface field defineci by (2.17). Figure 2.1 l(c) shows 

histograms of the upper and lower fracture surfaces formed by substituting the Z and b fields uito 

(2.18). Surface plots of the aperture field, rnid-surface field, and resulting upper and lower wails 

are shown in Figure 2.12. 

Figure 2.13 shows examples of ftactures generated without undulation (i.e., a, = 0) and 

various values of o,fbm. Figure 2.14 shows examph of fractures with low a,/b, values and 

various values of oz Both figures demonstrate that the geometry of the fracture void space 

becornes more variable and complex as am lb, andor a, increase. 
Finally, Figure 2.15 shows how the relative roughness of the truncated aperture field ( q / ( b ) )  

and the contact ratio (c) relate to the initial or mechanical relative roughness (a,/bm) for aii the 

normally distributed aperture fields used in this work. As shown, for a,/b,,, values greater than 

0.25, the aperture fields become tmncated, resulting in ~ / ( b )  values are less than cr,/b, and non- 

zero c vaiues that match (2.15). 
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Table 2.1. Sumrnacy of various studies rneasuring bulk aperture values of a single Cacture. 

mass balance hydraulic tracer 
source and description aperture, aperture, aperture, 

b,[-l bH [mm1 6, [ m l  

Raven e t  al- [l988 1; naturd fkcture, Chaik River 
Nuclear Laboratories, AECL, Canada; borehok 
test with r, - ri = 13-30 m 

Novakowski [1992]; natural ftacture in shaie with 
dolornitic interbed, Ontario, Canada; borehole test 
withr,-ri= l 5 m  

Cady er al. 119931; natural fiacture in dolomite, 
Illinois, US; borehole test with r, - ri = 20-22 m 

Piggot and Elsworth [1993]; natural fiacture in 
core sample from URL of AEU, Canada; 
Iaboratory test with W = 190, L = 320 mm 

Novakowski and Lapcevic [1994]; natural Eacture 
in shde  with dolornitic interbed, Ontario, Canada; 
borehole test with r, - ri = 5-27 rn 

Rasmussen [1995]; natural fracture in core sarnple 
of Apache Leap Tuff, Arizona, US; laboratory test 
with W=202, L = 9 Z  mm 

Tunniclifie [1999]; induced fracture in outcrop 
sarnple of lirnestone, On tario, Canada; laboratory 
test with W = 150, L = 250 mm 

Anderson [200 13; transparent replica of induced 
fracture in outcrop sarnple of limestone, Ontario, 
Canada; laboratory test with W =  160, L = 245 mm 

' 6, was back-cdculated from (2.5) using bH by assuming 6, = b,, 
$ 6 ,  and bT were ahered from original values after reinterpretation of tracer data 
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Table 22(a). Description of studies measuring the aperture distribution in a singie fracture, 

study source and description of fracture(s) description of method 

(a) H a h i  and Barton [1990]; 5 transparent replicas areal rneasurernent of emplaced droplets 

(b) Gak et al, (19901; 2 natural fractures resin injection, section imaging 

(c) Cux and Wang [1993]; 2 natural rock replicas Iight transmission through dyed fluid 

(d) Reimus et al. [1993]; 1 naturai rock wall topography by Iaser profilometry 

(e) Brom [1995]; 20 natural and 3 induced rock waIl topography by laser profilometry; 3- 10 
Fractures; fiom outcrops in central New Mexico profiles of 13-52 mm; 0.025 mm resolution 

(0 Hakami and Larsson [1996]; natural 190 x 410 epoxy injection, sectioning and image anaiysis; 
mm granite fracture; core fiom south-eastern 65 profiles of - 100 mm; 0-2 mm resolution 
S weden 

( g )  Keller (19981; natural53-82 x 165-240 mm 3-D imaging of cores by CAT X-ray scanner; 
granite fractures; induced -50 x 225 mm 1-3 mm sIices with resolution of 0.27 x 0.27 
sandstone fracture; cores fiom northern California, mm per pixel; minimum aperture of 0.038 mm 
us 

(h) Yeo et al. [1998]; 200 x 200 mm transparent silicone casting, stylus profiIometry of profiles 
fracture analog; replica of a natural sandstone exposed by subdividing cast into 5 mm slices; 
fracture waII mated with its own negative cast resolution of 5 x 5 mm 

(i) Tunnicliffe [1999]; induced lSOx250rnrn wall topography by stylus profilornetry; 
limestone fracture; fiom outcrop in eastern Ontario resolution of 2 x 2 mm 

(j) Nicholl er al. [1999]; 148 x 302 mm transparent light transmission through dyed flüid in voids; 
fracture analog; mated roughened glass plates resolution of 0.15 x 0.15 mm per pixel 

(k) Anderson [200 11; induced 160 x 245 mm wall topograph y by stylus profilometry; 
limestone fracture; from outcrop in eastern resolution of 2 x 2 mm 
Ontario, Canada 
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Table 23(b). Statistical summary of studies measuring the aperture distribution in single tiactures. 

- 

aperture arithmetic standard relative correlation surface 
study distribution mean, deviation, roughness, length, contact, 

(6)  [mm] ab mm1 ~ l ( b )  1-1 Ab [ m l  C m l  

Iognormal 

lognormal 

lognormal 

normaV 
Iognormal 

normal 

normal 

lognormal 

normal 

normal 

normal 
neg. skew 

l normal 0.750 0.550 0.73 6.3 3.6 

Table 2.3. Parameters used to generate random fractures. 

parameter value(s) units 

x-y grid: 
total nurnber of points, N,, N,, 
uniform spacing, A,, 4, 
total dimensions, L, W 

aperture field: 
correlation length, 1, 2, 5 mm 
initial mean, b, 0.25.0.5, 1.0 mm 
initiai standard deviation, a, 0.0625,0.125,0.25, 0.5 m 
initial relative roughness, q,lb, 0.0625 - 2.0 - 

rnid-surface field: 
correlation length, 1, 
standard deviation, a, 
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(a) upper wall? Zu 

@) lower wall, ZL 

Figure 2.1. Fracture 1 surface plots of (a) upper, and @) lower wall topography [data from 
Tunniciiffe, 19991. These elevation fields were measured using stylus profilometry over a 
2 x 2 mm grid. A vertical scale of 10 mm is displayed. Ail length dimensions are given in mm 
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Figure 2.2. Fracture II surface plots of (a) upper, and (b) lower wall topography [data from 
Anderson. 20011. These elevation fields were measured usùig stylus profüometry over a 2 x 2 mm 
grid. A vertical scale of 10 mm is displayed. AU length dimensions are given in mm. 
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(a) raw aperture, br 

Figure 2.3. Fracture 1 surface plots of (a) raw aperture, and (b) mid-surface. These fields were 
calculated using (2.9) and (2. IO), respectively. A vertical scde of 5 mm is displayed. All length 
dimensions are given in m m  
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@) mid-surface, Z 

Figure 2.4. Fracture II surface plots of (a) raw aperture, and (b) mid-surface. These fields were 
calculated using (2.9) and (2. IO), respectively . A vertical scale of 5 mm is displayed. AU length 
dimensions are given in mm. 
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O 5 10 15 20 25 30 
lag distance, r [mm] 

Figure 2.5. Histograrns of raw aperture fields fiom (a) Fracture 1 and @) Fracture II, and (c) 
autocorrelation plots from Fracture 1 (circles) and Fracture II (squares). 
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(a) aperture, 6 (bm = 0.2) 

(b) points of contact 

Figure 2.6. (a) Surface plot of inferred aperture fidd for Fracture 1 calculated using (2.11) with 
b, = 0.2 mm, and @) distribution of contact points within aperture field. AU length dimensions are 
given in mm. 
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points of contact 

Figure 2.7. (a) Surface plot of inferred aperture field for Fracture II calculated using (2.1 1) with 
6, = 0.74 mm, and (b) distribution of contact points within aperture field. Al1 length dimensions 
are given in mm. 
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Figure 2.8. Plot of three dimensionless ratios (b,/(b), and c)  versus b, for the inferred 
aperture field of (a) Fracture 1, and (b) Fracture II. 
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(e) = O 
(a) L:[ 5.1 

(6) Ob 

norrn 1.000 0.250 
- . . . .  log 1.000 0.247 

- .  * -  - 
(b) Ob 

n o m  0.273 0.212 
. . . - . -  log 0.248 0.240 

Figure 2.9. Histograrns of (a) standardized eb field, @) aperture fields with 6, = 1 and q = 0.25, 
and (c) aperture fields with b,,, = 0.25 and a, = 0.25. The normal fields are calculated using (2.13), 
and the lognormal fields using (2.14). AU length dimensions are given in mm. 
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(a) normal: b = 1-0, a = 0.25 
m rn 

O O 
@) lognormal: bm = 1.0, a rn = 0.25 

. . . 

(c) normal: bm = 0.25, \ = 0.25 O O 

(d) l o g n o d :  bm = 0.25, = 0.25 O O 

Figure 2.10. Surface plots of n o d y  and lognormally distnbuted aperture fields s h o w  in parts 
(b) and (c) of Figure 2.9. Ail length dimensions are given in mm. 
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20 r 
(b) = 1 -000 
q = 0.250 

15 - 

10 - 

5 - 

O I 

O 0.5 1 .O 1 -5 2.0 

Figure 2.11. Histograms of (a) a normally distributed aperture field, (b) a n o d y  distributed 
rnid-surface field, and (c) the resulting upper and lower wails. The mid-surface and wail fields are 
calculated using (2.1 7) and (2.1 8), respectively. AU length dimensions are given in mm. 
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O O 
(b) mid-surface, Z 

(c) upper & lower wails, 2, & 2, 
O O 

A 

Figure 2.12. Surface plots of (a) a normally distributed aperture field, @) a n o d y  disnibuted 
mid-surface field, and (c) the resulting upper and lower walls. These surface plots correspond to 
the histograms shown in Figure 2.1 1. AU Iength dimensions are given in mm. 
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(a) O / b  =0.125 
m rn 

(c) D l b  = 0.5 
rn rn 

2 

1 

N O 
- I 
-2 

Figure 2.13. Examptes of random fractures with 5 = O and various vaIues of cr,lb,. 
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(a) a,=O.O 

Figure 2.14. Examples of random fractures with a, lb, = 0.0625 and various values of 0;. 
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Figure 2.15. Plot of the relatiooship between the final relative roughness ab/(b) and fraction of 
contact c versus the initiai relative roughness a,lb, of the n o d y  distributed random aperture 
fields used in this work. AU the fields used are shown as symbols, and the line represents the 
mean. Also show as a dashed luie is the value of c as calculated with (2.15). 



CHAPTER 3. Fluid Flow and Solute Transport in Single 
Fractures 

3.1 introduction 

Single fractures have been widely studied because they forrn the building bIocks for large 

fracture networks. fnitially, single fractures were id&ed as set of parallel plates in order to 

obtain a tractable mathematical description of fluid flow, namely the cubic law. However, it is 

now well estabfished in the literature that singie fractures are rough-walled conduits with variable 

aperture and points of contact. In fact, laboratory rnethods have been developed that directly map 

the void space of fracture sarnples (see Section 2.3). These methods have verifkd the rough-walled 

nature of single fractures, and more irnportantly, provide the unique opportunity of simulating flow 

and transport at the scale of these rneasurernents- This in turn, allows for srnall scale phenomena 

to be directIy simulated and cornpareci to larger scale approximations. For exarnple, much of the 

work presented in Section 3.3 focusses on comparing the s m d  scale two-dimensional local cubic 

law (LCL) simulations to the large scale one-dimensional cubic law calculations. The work 

presented in thiis thesis goes a step further by simulating srnaIl scale flow and transport phenomena 

in rhree-dimensions with the Navier-S tokes equations and random walk particle method- 

The next section (Section 3.2) presents the governing equations used in this thesis to simulate 

multi-dimensional fluid flow and three-dimensional sohte transport through rough-walled 
fractures. Section 3.3 provides a review of empincal and theoretical studies of fluid flow and 

solute transport through single fractures. 
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3.2 Governing Equations 

3.2.1 Fluid Flow 

The rnost general description of fluid flow in single fractures is given by the Navier-Stokes 

(NS) equations which express mornentum and rnass conservation over the fracture void space, 

Considering the steady larninar flow of a Newtonian fluid with constant density and viscosity 

through a fracture with impervious walls, the NS equations rnay written in vector form as [Bird er 

al., 19601 

p(u=V)u = /lV2u - vp , (3-1) 

where p is the fluid density, C( is the fluid viscosity, u(u, y, u;) is the velocity vector, and p(x, y, z) 

is the hydrodynamic pressure. The hydrodynamic pressure at a point in the fracture is sirnply the 

difference between the total and static components of pressure [Milne-Thomson, 19681, which rnay 

be given as 

P = P r -  y d =  yh  (3 -3) 

where p, (x, y, z) is the total pressure, y is the fiuid specific graviv, d(x, y, z) is the depth below 

the free surface, and h(x, y, z) is defineci as the hydrauiic head. Equation (3.1) is the rnomentum or 

force conservation equation and (3.2) is the rnass conservation equation. The first term in (3.1) 
represents the inertial forces, the second viscous forces, and the third pressure forces. 

The NS equations fonn a nonlinear system of partial differential equations that are difficult to 

sohe  in dornains with complex geometry, such as a rough-wded fracture. Even in dornains with 

simple geometry, such as a set of paralle1 plates, the computation burden of solvhg the t h e -  

dimensional systern of equations is signZïcant. It is therefore common practice to simpMy the NS 

equations. This ~ i m p ~ c a t i o n  may be performed in three successive levels. 

The first level of simplification is to assume that the inertial forces in the flow field are 

negligibly srnall compared to the viscous and pressure forces. In this case, (3.1) reduces to 

O = p v 2 u  - v p ,  (3 -4) 

which along with (3.2) form a linear system of equations called the Stokes or  creeping flow 

equations. This linear system of equations is easier to solve than the non-linear NS equations; 

however, the inertial forces must be verïfied as being negligible. A cornrnon rneasure of the relative 

strength of inertial forces to viscous forces in flowing fluids is the Reynolds number. The 

Reynolds number for flow through a single fracture may be defineci as 
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where IV is the characteristic length of the viscous forces, and Ui is the characteristic velocity for 

the inertial forces. In this work, 1" is defined as mean fracture aperture (b) and Ui is d e h e d  as the 

bulk flow rate through the fracture Q divided by the average cross-sectional area ((b) W). 

Experirnental observations of flow through smooth parailel plates have shown that the critical 

Reynolds number (as defmed here) markhg the beginning of turbulence and the dominance of 

inertiai forces in the flow field is approxirnateiy 1200 [Lomize, 195 1 ; Rornrn, 1968; Louis, 19681. 

Considering typical values of subsurface hydraulic gradients, the value of Re in natural fractures 

will be much lower than this critical value; however, experimental observations using natural 

fracture sampIes have demonstrated that inertial forces may be non-dominmt but significant at Re 
values above 1 to 10 [Sharp and Maini, 1972; Iwai, 1976; Schraufand Evans, 19861. 

Consequently, there have been severai theoretical attempts to quantiSc the influence of inenial 

forces in single fractures. Z immemn and Bodvarsson [1996] examined the perturbation andysis 

of Hasegawa and Izuchi [1983] for one-dimensional flow through a simple fracture with sinusoidal 

aperture variation. This approximate solution of the NS equations predicts the total flow rate 

through the fracture and has a correction term dependent on the amplitude (A) and wavelength (A) 
of the sinusoidal aperture variation, (b), and Re. Constraints for a geornetrical parameter ((b)/A , 
discussed in more detail below) and Re were detennined by limiting the magnitude of this 

correction terrn. The contribution of inertiaI forces to the correction term was Limiteci to 10% when 

Re was below unity , Using an order-of-magnitude analysis, Oron and Berkowitz [ 19981 es tirnated 

the magnitude of tenns in the NS equations for two-dimensional flow through fracture profdes with 

random topography. They determined that the product of Re and a,/b, shouId be significantly 

below unity for the Stokes equations to approximate the NS equations with second-order accuracy. 

Using a similar analysis, Zimrnerman and Yeo [1998] suggested that the product of Re and (b)lAb 

should be significantly below unity. This result was also compared with the perturbation analysis 

of Hasegawa and Izuchi [1983] to provide a more practical evaluation of the condition. The 

contribution of inertial forces to the correction term was limited to 10% when Re @)/Ab was below 

8. 

The second level of simplification is to approximate the three-dimensional flow field given by 

the Stokes equations with a two-dimensional description. Assurning that the variabiiity in the 

fracture aperture is gradual, then the velocity normal to the fracture walls will be approximately 

zero (un =: 0) and the viscous forces in the flow field will be dominated by the shear forces acting 

normal to the fracture wall (Vb = a'u /an2 ). Incorporating these velocity conditions into (3 -4) and 

assumuig that the fracture walls are approxirnately normal to the 2-axis gives 

where u (un u ,  O) is a three-dimensional velocity vector with a direction parallel to the x-y plane. 

Incorporating the no-slip condition (u = O) at the fracture walls, (3.6) with (3.3) and (3.2) may be 
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integrated across the local aperture as [see Zimmennan and Bodvarsson, 19961 

where U(U, U,.) is the average in-plane velocity vector, H(x, y) is the average hydraulic head, and 

b(x, y) is the local aperture parallel to the z-axis. Note that u has a parabolic distribution along the 

z-axis, and that the change from lower to upper case in velocity and head symbols represents 

integration across the fracture aperture, Finally, (3 -7) and (3 -8) rnay be combined as 
r 1 

which is comrnonly known as the local cubic law &CL) for fluid flow in a rough-walled fracture. 

It is also quivalent to a simplifieci form of the Reynolds equation (stationary w d s  and constat 

viscosity) usai in field of hydrodynamic lubrication, It expresses the local force and mass 

conservation of fluid flow through a discrete portion of the fracture void space where ali fluid flow 

vectors and pressure variables are integrated across the local aperture and are assumed to lie within 

thex-y plane. In the event that the fracture has a large degree of undulation (Le., the rnean wail 

topography or rnid-surface is not approxirnately parallel the x-y plane), (3.9) rnay be recast using 

local orthogonal coordinates as 

where & and are pardel to the local mid-surface, 77 is normal to the local mid-surface, b,(&, GJ 
is the aperture defuied normal to the local mid-surface, and H(4, a is the hydraulic head field. 

Alternatively, (3.10) rnay be shoum to be quivalent to adding a correction tenn to (3.9) as 
r .I 

where Q is a correction tensor that adjusts the aperture and spatial dimensions of the local void 

space to reflect undulation in fiacture mid-surface. Section 4.4 presents the developrnent of a two- 

dimensional flow mode1 that incorporates mid-surface corrections similar in form to (3.1 1). 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the LCL has b e n  widely applied and currently represents the 

state-of-the-art for simulating fluid flow in rough-wded fractures. Several of these applications 

are discussed in detail in Section 3.3. However, it is again important to delineate limits or 

constraints on the underlying assumptions used in the derivation of the LCL; the most crucial being 

that the aperture variation is gradual. Brown Cl9871 examinai the velocity gradients calculated in 

LCL simulations in random fractures and suggested that A, shouId be at least 50 times larger than 

a, for the LCL to be a valid approximation to the Stokes equations. Zimmerman et al. [199 11, 
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Zimmerman and Bodvarsson Cl9961 and Zimmennan and Yeo [1998] examined the perturbation 

analysis of Hasegawa and Ituchi [1983] for one-dimensional flow through a simple fracture with 
sinusoidai aperture variation, As mentioned previously, this approxùnate solution of the NS 

equations predicts the total flow rate through the fracture and has a correction terrn dependent on 

A, A, (b), and Re. By setting Re equal to zero, this perturbation solution approxirnates the Stokes 

equations, and the correction tenn may be s h o w  to represent the relative discrepancy or error 

between the Stokes and LCL solutions- Zinunennan et al. [1991] detennùied that the error 

between the Stokes and LCL solutions was at most 10% when A was 5 times greater than a,. 

Zimrnemn and Bodvarsson Cl9961 and Zimrnerman and Yeo [1998] found this same discrepancy 

when A was approximately 2.6 to 3.3 times greater than (6). 

The third and final level of simplification is to approximate the two-dknensional flow field 

given by the LCL with a one-dimensional description. The fracture may be conceptualized as a set 

of parallel plates by assumùig that the fracture rnid-surface is planar and that the variation in 
aperture is srnall relative to its mean value. Consequently, the flow field wili be one-dimensional 

between the inlet and outlet boundaries of the fracture and rnay be described by integrating (3.7) 
over the Iength L of the fracture as 

where U is the average one-dimensional velocity, b is the constant plate aperture, Hi and H, are the 

values of hydrauiic head at the inlet and outlet boundaries, and Hi -Ho / L is the hydraulic gradient 

applied across the fracture. Ln turn, this average velocity rnay be integrated over the aperture and 

width W of the fracture to obtain the totai fiow rate as 

which is the so-caiied cubic law for fluid flow between paralle1 plates. Tt is a simple linear flow 

law that predicts that the flow rate is proportional to the cube of the plate aperture. This behaviour 

has been experimentally verified using smooth pardel plates with apertures ranging fron 1 cm to 

below 1 prn provided that Re was below the cnticaI value of - 1200 [e.g., Lornize, 195 1; Romm, 

1968; Louis, 19691. Equations (3.12) and (3.13) are andogous to forms of Darcy's law which 

describes one-dimensional fluid flow through traditional porous media. In comparing these two 

flow laws, the permeability and transmissivity of a parallel plate fracture (k and T )  may be defmed 

as b2/ 12 and W b3/1 2, respectively. 

It is well known that the one-dimensiond cubic law is unable to properly descnbe the complex 

interna1 flow fields through rough-walled fractures. Nonetheless, (3.13) is widely used to fit the 

observed relationship between the bulk flow rate and hydraulic gradient in single fractures, 

especially in field borehole tests. This empiricd procedure defines effective flow parameters 

(aperture or transmissivity) for the fracture, which are cornmonly defmed as hydraulic pararneters 
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(b, or TH). For example, the hydraulic aperture of a single fracture with a linear flow fieid is 
defined by (2. la), which is simply (3.13) rearranged in terms of the aperture. As discussed in 

Section 2.2, the hydraulic aperture is often used to characterize the void space of a single fracture, 

and is largely influenced by regions of high head loss within the flow field. Several theoretical 

studies have demonstrated that 6 ,  depends on the mean and standard deviation of the aperture 

distribution, and the degree of fracture closure te-g., Tsang, 1984; Brown, 19871. These studies 

are discussed further in Section 3.3. 

This secticm has presented the goveming equations for fluid fiow in single fractures at four 

levels of complexity. The fust and most complex level is the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equations given by (3.1) and (3.2). The second level is the three-dimensional Stokes equations 

given by (3.2) and (3.4). The third level is the two-dimensional local cubic law or Reynolds 

equation given by (3.9). Finaily, the fourth and most basic level is the one-dimensional cubic law 

given by (3.13). The assumptions required to progressively s ï m p w  the NS equations to the cubic 
law are discussed. While the limitations of the cubic Iaw have been clearly demonstrated and 

understod the limitations of the LCL and Stokes equations are less clear. Table 3.1 s u d e s  

several proposed kinematic and geometrical constraints for validity of these equations. 

3.2.2 Solute TranspoH 

A general description of solute transport in a single fracture may be given by the advection- 

difision equation [Scheidegger, 19741: 

where C(x, y, z) is the solute concentration, and Dm is the molecular diffusivity of the solute. The 

fust term in (3.14) represents the transient change in solute storage, the second terni represents the 

advection of solute by the fluid flow field, and the third represents the molecular diffusion of 

solute. This equation is a subset of the general advection-dispersion equation for traditional porous 

media [ s e  Bear, 19721, where the dispersion tensor has b e n  simplifed to the diffusion coefficient 

Dm and the porosity of the medium is set to unity. The simplification of the dispersion tensor is 

justifed for the the-dimensional simulations in this thesis since the flow fields are fuily mapped 
at the scale of the fracture void space. Therefore, the transport of solute by dispersion or 

mechanical rnixing is dûectly captured by the flow field. Conversely, the typical flow fields in 

traditional porous media are volume averages at scales much larger than the pore space. 

Consequently, the dispersion tensor is required to account for solute transport by mechanical 
mixing of the pore space and various path lengths. 

A common rneasure of the relative strength of solute advection to diffusion is the Péclet 

number. The Péciet number is a ratio of time-scales for each process and rnay be given as 
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where fw is the the-scale for diffusive transport defined as the square of the diffusion length ldw 
over the difisivity of the solute, and tdv is the he-sca le  for advective transport defmed as the 

advection length id,, over the characteristic velocity CI. A large Pe indicates that diffusion is 

significantly slower than advection, and consequently, that solute transport is dorninated by 

advection. Conversely, a low Pe indicates that diffusion is significantly faster than advection, and 

that transport is dominateci by diffusion. For traditional porous media. Pe is often used to compare 

hydrodynamic dispersion and advection over the length-scaie and direction of the b u k  flow. 

Applying this convention for a single fracture (3.15) rnay be given as 

Pe = 
L 2 4  - L U -  - - -  L Q  
LIU Dm W ( b ) D ,  ' 

where the diffusion and advection lengths are both defued as the fracture length, and the advection 
veiocity is defmed as the b u k  flow rate over the average cross-section area. This defmition of Pe 

compares the tirne-scales of diffusion and advection across the fracture length. For the transport 

simulations performed in this thesis, Pe is always very large since the time-scale for difision 

across the Fracture length is very large comparai to advection in the buk  flow. 

An alternative definition of the Péclet number for a single fracture may be given as 

- W I D ,  - - ( b ~  ua - - ( b ) Q  

p e ~  - L I &  Dm W L D ,  ' 

where the diffusion length is defhed as the mean fracture aperture. This definition is referred to as 

the rnixing Péclet number and compares the time-scales of diffusion across the fracture aperture 

and advection across the fracture length. A high Pe, indicates that advective transport through the 

Fracture will occur more quickly than the diffusive transport across the aperture. Consequently, the 

solute will experience a low degree of k i n g  across the fracture aperture. Conversely, a Iow PeM 
indicares that transverse diffusion will provide a high degree of rnixing across the aperture relative 

to advection through the fracture- 

A traditional numerical solution of (3.14) is potentidy difficult because advection domhates 

difision dong the length of the Fracture (Le., Pe is very large). This results in sharp solure 

concentration fronts that rnay introduce numerical iastability andor dispersion into the solution 

[see Zherzg and Bennet, 19951. A tradition cure to this numerical problem is to refme the spatial 

and temporal discretization of the solution; however, this is computationally expensive, especially 

in the-dimensions. An alternative approach, is to solve (3.14) usùig the random-walk particle 

rnethod (RWPM) [Tompson and Gelhur, 19901. This rnethod transports a large number of 

rnarker particles through the fracture dornain in such a way that the ensemble of particles satisfies 

(3.14). According to the RWPM, the advective-diffusive transport of a single particle may given 
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by [Kinzelback und Uflink, 199 11 
= r  = =[-Al + ut-At  ~t + z\I2D,hr, 

where r(x, y, z) is the position vector of the particle, Z(Z, ZJ, 2,) is a vector of independent random 

numbers sarnpled from a standardized normal distribution (mean of zero and variance of unity), At 
is the time step, and the superscripts t and t - At refer to the current and previous tirne step, 

respectively. The second term on the RHS of (3.18) represents advection by discretely tracking the 

particle within the flow field using Euler integration over the time step. The last term on the W S  
of (3.18) represents diffusion by assigning a random Gaussian displacernent to the particle- The 

variance of this Gaussian displacement is assigneci 2 Dm At, which is characteristic of a Fickian 

diffusive process [Bear, 1972; Scheidegger, 19743, It is noteworthy that (3-18) is a subset of the 

general RWPM equation for solute transport by advection and dispersion, which includes 

additional ternis associated with the dispersion tensor [see Kinzelback and Uflink, 199 11.  

Effeçtively, (3.18) calculates the advective and diffusive transport of a particle independently, 

and then combines or superimposes these two components. In this way, the RWPM is not as 

susceptible to the numerical dïf£iculties associated with large Pe values as are more traditional 
solution rnethods. In fact, provided that a suitable time step is selected, there wiU be a negligible 

amount of numencal dispersion in the solution of (3.18) [Khzelback and Uflink, 199 11.  Finally, 

an obvious consideration in the RWPM is the number of particles required to properly characterize 

the ensemble behaviour of transport through the domain of interest. 

3.3 Review of Previous Work 

The purpose of this section is to provide the background material that shaped the development 

of this thesis and focuses on iiterature associated with the field of groundwater hydrology. For a 

more general review of fractures in the subsurface, the reader in referred to NRC [1996]. 

3.3.1 Empirical Studies of Fluid Flow und Solute Transporl 

Early empincal studies of fluid flow in single fractures conceptualized fractures as a set of 

ngid parallel plates with srnall scaie wall roughness, which is analogous to the conceptual mode1 

used in pipe flow [see review by Iwai, 19761. The rnost notable of these early studies are Lomize 

[l9S 11 and Louis 119681. These two studies used pipe flow techniques to examine the relationship 
between the friction factor and Reynolds number in laminar and turbulent flows through rough 

parallel plate fractures. The wall roughness was quantified using a relative roughness parameter, 

defmed as the absolute roughness height over the hydraulic diameter of the paraiiel plates (€ID). 

Note that the hydraulic diameter for a set of wide parallel plates may be shown to be equivalent to 
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twice the plate aperture (D = 26). Under farninar flow conditions, the total flow rate through pIates 

with e/D less than or qua1 to 0.033 was o b s e ~ e d  to obey the cubic Iaw. However, the total flow 

rate through plates with E/D greater than 0.033 was observed to deviate from the cubic Iaw. 

These empincal observations m y  be represented as 

where Qobs is the obsewed flow rate, QcL is the flow rate predicted by the cubic law using the 

measured plate aperture, b, is the observed hydraulic aperture of the plates, which is back- 

calculated from the cubic Iaw using Qoh, and C is a fitting parameter equal to 17.0 in Lornize 

[1951] and 8.8 in Louis [1968]. This equation indicates that Q,JQ, was less than unity when 

E/D was greater than 0.033, and that this ratio decreased as the relative roughness increased. 

Interestingly, the RKS of (3.19) does not depend on the flow rate, which suggests that inertial 

effects did not influence the observed deviation. Equation (3.19) also demonstrates that the flow 

ratio may be given as the ratio of the hydraulic and measured plate apertures cubed. These studies 

concluded that rough plates with E/D values l a s  than or equal to 0.033 were hydraulicaily smooth. 

Iwai [1976] reviewed these studies along with measurements of E made on natural fractures 

[Rornrn, 19661, and concluded that natural fractures with apertures above 20 pm may be regarded 

as hydraulically smooth. In other words, srnail scale wall roughness is not expected to influence 

the total Flow rate through natural fractures with any appreciable aperture. 

The next series of laboratory smdy examined fluid flow through fractures in rock samples 

under various degrees of normal stress [e-g., Shurp, 1970; Gale, 1975; Iwai, 19761. The scale of 

roughness for these natural or induced rock fractures was larger than the simple roughened parallel 

plate mode1 used previously. These fractures had variable aperture, points of contact, and 

undulation within their void space. The stress-strain behaviour of these rock sarnples was observed 

to be non-linear, hysteretic, and exhibit permanent deformation. However, the flow rate through 

these fractures was shown to be a unique function of the mechanical or volume aperture, defmed 

by (2.6), (2.7), or (2.8). NonetheIess, the relationship between the total flow and measured 

aperture did not exactly follow the cubic law. Sorne studies suggested that the deviations from the 

cubic law were relatively srnall and concluded that the cubic iaw was valid [e-g., Witherspoon et 

al-, 19801. This conclusion was probably influenceci by the typically large uncertainties associated 

with estirnating fluid flow in the subsurface. Other studies observed significant deviations which 

were attributed to tortuous channels in the flow field and concluded that the cubic law was invalid 

[e-g., Raven and Gale, 19851. Furthemore, three of these studies [Sharp and Maini, 1972; Iwai, 

1976; Schrauf and Evans, 19861 clearly observed a non-linear relationship between the total flow 

rate and the pressure gradient, which suggested that inertial forces in the flow field were 

significant. 
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Laboratory experirnents of fluid flow and sohte transport through singie rough-walled 

fractures have also îndicated that tortuous channels may control transport through the fractures. 

Neretnieks et al. Cl9821 and Moreno et al. Cl9851 observed breakthrough curves of conservative 

tracers through natural fractures that containeci sudden jumps or steps which suggested that 

channels with different flow pathways and velocities contributeci to the breakthrough at different 

tirne.. The breakthrough curves also displayed long taïis indicating that a portion of the tracer 

mass was transported dong slow moving channefs or zones- Figure 3.1 shows the experimental 

breakthrough curve~ of Moreno et al. [1985]. Hakami and Burton [1990] mapped the flow 

pathways of dye injected at various locations at the inlet boundary of transparent fracture replicas 

and found that the average pathway tortuosity (pathway length over f'racture length) ranged from 

f -02 to 1.34. The fracture with the largest relative roughness a,l(b) was observed to have the 

Iargest tortuosity. Brown et al. Cl9981 used a nuclear magnetic resonance technique to rnap the 

average in-plane velocity field for fluid flow through a transparent fracture replica. The velocity 

components in the direction of the buik flow were found to Vary over severai orders-of-magnitude, 

with a maximum 5 tirnes larger than the mean. Photographs of dye transport through the fiacture 

showed that the dye initially travelled through large aperture channels, and at a Zater tirne appeared 

in the lower aperture regions. The geometry of the dye channels was dependent on the imposed 

flow rate and the interplay between advection and diffusion processes. The tortuosity along several 

flow charnels was estimated to range fonn 1.05 to 1.37- 

Field studies examining fluid flow and solute transport in large singk fractures and fracture 

networks have demonstrated that channelling also occurs at Iarger scales. Raven er al- [1988] and 

Navakowski and Lapcevic 119941 perforrned in situ hydraulic and tracer tests in large horizontal 

fractures accessed with boreholes. The b u k  aperture values deterrnined (see Table 2.1) at various 

borehole locations clearly demonstrated aperture variability. Breakthrough curves at extraction or 

observation boreholes were fit to various one-dimensional advection-dispersion mudels. Ruven et 

al. El9881 suggested that the tracer transport was largely uifluenced by mass transfer between fast 

and slow rnoving zones within the fracture. Novakowski and Lapcmic il9941 required tortuosity 

factors (as dehed here) ranging frorn 1 .O3 to 1.9 to fit the observed data. Birgersson et al. 119931 

exarnined the distribution of fluid flow and tracer transport through a intensely fractureci rock zone 

that intersected the Stripa underground research laboratory in Sweden. The majority of 

groundwater and tracer influx was observed in only a few sampling areas (e-g., 90% of 

groundwater was collecteci in 8 of 150 collection areas). 

Laboratory measurements of the fracture aperture distribution have been been used with the 

cubic or LCL to predict the total flow rate through the fractures. Hnkami and Barton [1990] 

observed fluid flow through umsparent fracture repiicas and sampled the aperture distribution 

using a visualization technique. Cubic law calculations using (6) overestirnated the observed flow 

rate by a factor of 1.3 to 5. Keller et al. [1995] observed bulk fluid flow and solute transport 
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through a rock fracture with an aperture distribution characterized using a CAT X-ray scanning 

technique. The cubic law transmissivity W b3/l/12 was estirnated using the geornetnc mean of 

b(x, y13 and underestirnateci the observed total fiow rate by 13%. Hakami and Larsson [1996] 

rneasured 8uid flow through a natural rock fracture and the aperture distribution of the fracture 

using an injection method. A LCL simulation using the rneasured aperture field predicted a flow 

rate through the fracture 2.4 times greater than the measured flow rate. Yeo et al. Cl9981 

perforrned fiow experiments on a transparent fracture analogue that was formed by replicating the 

wall of a sandstone fracture and then creating a mate from its own negative cast. The aperture 

distribution of the fracture under different mating conditions was rneasured using a casting 

technique. Using these measured aperture fields, LCL simulations predicted flow rates through the 

fracture 1.3 to 2 times higher than those rneasured. Nicholl et al. Cl9991 examined fluid flow 

through a set of roughed g l a s  plates and measured the aperture distribution using a visible bght 

transmission technique. LCL simulations using the rneasured aperture dis tribu tion with various 

geornetrical corrections (discussed in Section 4.2) predicted a total flow rate 1.2 to 1.3 times 

greater than the rneasured flow rate. The relationship between the flow rate and hydraulic gradient 

was observed to be slightly non-linear at highest flow rate, which corresponded to a Re of -4. 

Table 3.2 provides a detailed surnmary of various empirical studies which compared 

measured flow rates through single fracture to values predicted using aperture measurements with 

the cubic law (CL) or local cubic law (LCL). The rectanguiar dimensions of linear flow 

experiments (W x L) and radial dimension of radial flow experiments (r, - ri which is the ciifference 

in the radial position of the outlet or observation weil and the radius of the injection weli) are 
included. The bu& aperture or aperture statistics are also given, including estimates of contact 

fraction c and Re. In general, the CL and LCL predicted flow rates through the fractures on the 

order of 1.5 to 10 times greater than those rneasured. The largest deviations were observed for the 

CL predictions, which are Likely caused by flow channebg  within the void space, as observed 

directly by Hakami and B a m n  [1990] and Brown et al. [1998]. However, even the LCL 

simulations using the measured aperture dismbution over-predicted flow rates by a factor of 1.2 to 

2.4. Of the five studies Iisted in Table 3.2 with reported or esthatecl Re values above 1, o d y  two 

[Iwai, 1976 and Schrauf and Evans, 19861 clearly observed non-linear inertial effects. 

It is noteworthy to re-examine the b u k  apertures presented and discussed in Section 2.2. The 

most comrnon definitions are the hydraulic, tracer, and rnass balance apertures (b,, b ,  and b,), 

which are often observed to follow (2.4), as s h o w  in Table 2.1. Using (2.4) and assurning that b, 
is a good approximation of (b) [Tsang, 29921, suggests that 

( b ) r  b, (b)3 i b i  Q C L >  Qobr , (3 -20) 

which indicates that cubic Law calculations using (b) will be qua1 to or greater than the measured 

flow rate. This staternent is in agreement with the results from these empirical studies. 
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3.3.2 Theoretical Studies of Fluid Flow 

Theoretical studies of fluid flow through single fractures have conceptualized the fracture void 

space using two general methods: the f i s t  method places asperities or colurnns of contact between 

two parallel plates [e.g., Walsh, 1981; Zirnrnennun et al., 19921, and the second methoci defkes 

voids with variable geornetry betweerr rough w d s  in potential contact [e-g., Tsang, 1984; Brown, 
19871. The work presented in this thesis follows the second method (see Section 2.5) and therefore 

this section will focus on theoretical studies that conceptuaiize fiactures with rough walis, 

Local Cubic Law 

Patir and Cheng [1978] examinai the flow of lubricating fluids between rough-walled 

bearings using the Reynolds equation or LCL. The topography of the each bearing waU was 

generated independently using a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and specified standard 

deviation a,. The spatial correlation of each wali was modelled using a simple linear auto- 

correlation function, although the correlation length was not reported. The local film thickness or 

aperture field b(x, y) between the wails was defmed as 

b = rnax(b, + 2, - Z,, 6 , )  (3.2 1) 

where b, is the mechanical aperture, ZU (1, y) and 2, (x, y) are the random surfaces of the upper and 

lower walls, respectively, and b, is the contact aperture equal to zero. Equation (3.21) creates a 

nomially distributed aperture field that is tmncated at b, where 6, represents contact between the 

walls. The total flow rate through various aperture fields was sirnulated using the LCL (QL,3 and 

compareci to cubic law catculations (Q,3 using (b). The differences between these predictions 

were descnbed by 

QLCL - b i  - - - -  - 1 - 0.9 exp ( - 0.56 b,/ c) , 
QCL (bY 

where om is the standard deviation of b without truncation, which may be shown to be equivdent to 

2% a, since 2, and 2, are independent. The flow ratio predicted by (3.22) is plotted agains t b,l a, 
in Figure 3.2(a) as originally presented by Patir and Cheng [1978]. Figure 3.2@) shows the flow 

ratio from (3.22) versus %Ibn using a serni-logarithmic plot, which represents the format used in 
this thesis. It is clear that the cubic law over-predicts the flow rate as cornpared to the LCL, and 

that their relative clifference increases as the relative roughness (defied by om 16,) of the aperture 

field increased. The authors noted, that points of contact in the aperture fields were expected when 

O, was greater than 3 b,,, . This is a result of sampling fiom Gaussian distributions with a f ~ t e  

range of 3 standard deviations on each side of the mean. The fraction of contact c in these f i t e  

aperture fields may be estimated using (2.15). Figure 3.2 displays (2.15) and shows that c 

increases exponentialiy as q,lb, increases above 3. Interestingly, the original numerical data 
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points and (3.22) Vary smoothly as the walls corne into contact, and do not exhibit a c1ea.r 

discontinuity in slope. It is important to note that Patir and Cheng LI9781 state that the cubic Iaw 

calculations used b,; however, the relationship depicted by (3.22) suggests that (b) was use& If b, 

had been used in the cubic law calculations, the flow ratio would not continue to decay with 

increasing am /b, as predicted by (3.22), but would eventually approach and perhaps exceed unity. 

This is because the value of b, is unaffecteci by truncation in the aperture field and eventudy 

becornes a conservative estimate of the hydraulic aperture as the fracture closes. An example of 

this behaviour is clearly shown in Figure 11 of Brown [1987]. 

Brown Cl9871 performed LCL simulations of flow through rough-walled fractures using a 

methoci simiIar to Patir and Cheng [1978]. The topography of the each fiacture wail was 

generated independently using a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and specified standard 

deviation aW, Wowever, the spatial correlation of each wali was modelled using a fracture 

correlation structure quantifiai by the fractal dimension. The fractal dimension D is a measure of 

the wall texture and has been found to range from 2 (smooth) to 2.5 (jagged) for natural rock 

surfaces [Brown and Scholz, 19851. The fracture aperture field of each fracture was defined using 

(3.21) wiih b, set equal to a s d  positive value (e-g., 0.01 b,). Oncz again, the flow rate through 

various aperture fields was simulated using the LCL and compared to cubic law calculations using 

(6). The differences between these predictions were fit to a slight variation of (3.22): 

where A and B equa10.807 and 0.478 when D equals 2, and 0.697 and 0.459 when D equals 2.5. 

The flow ratio from (3.23) is plotted for these two bounding values of D in Figure 3.2 against 

bm/am and cr,/bm where o, equals 2E a. The figure shows that (3.23) for both D values are very 

sùnilar, especiaily for smooth surfaces, which indicates that flow rate deviations using fiactal 

surfaces are not very sensitive to the fracture dimension D of each surface. Interestingly, the 

smoother surfaces (D equals 2) had larger discrepancies than the jagged surfaces. Furthermore, 

comparing (3.23) to (3.22) suggests that flow rate deviations using the fractal surfaces are less 
than those observed in Putir and Cheng [1978]. Note however, that if om and a, are assumed to 

be equivalent [Brown, 1987; Zimrnemtan and Bodvarsson, 19961 then (3.22) and (3.23) are in 

better agreement. In a later study, Thompson und Brown Cl99 11 demonstrated that anisotropy 

within the structure of the fractal surfaces was more important in predicting fIuid flow than the 

degree of roughness (6, la,). Surface roughness oriented parallel to the prirnary direction of flow 

was found to enhance fluid flow, and roughness oriented perpendicular to the primary flow 

direction inhibited fluid flow. Consequently, the deviations between the LCL and cubic Iaw for 

fractures with an anisotropic correlation structure were found to be very different than (3.23). 
- Tsung [1984] created rough-walled fractures by randomly generating two-dimensional planar 

aperture fields. These fields were spatially uncorrelated and sampled from normal and gamma 
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distributions. Fracture closure was simulated by truncating the original aperture fields b, (x, y) 

according to 

b = rnax(b, - 6,. 0 )  (3 -24) 

where b, is the mechanical aperture. LCL simulations using an aperture-resistor analogue 

predicted flow rates one to three orders-of-magnitude s W e r  than the cubic law using (b) when the 

fraction of contact was 15 to 35%- These large deviations were likely due to the absence of spatial 

correlation within the aperture fields, and consequentiy, the absence of persistent flow channels 

[Brown, 19871. Later work by Tsang and CO-workers added spatial correlation to the fracture 

aperture fields [e-g., Tsang and Tsang, 1987, 1989; Moreno et al,, 1988; Tsang er al., 19881. 

These studies used LCL simulations to rnap the flow channels through the variable aperture field 

and did not compare the total flow rates to the cubic law. However, the b u k  of the total flow was 

observed to foilow a few pceferred pathways. These studies also used particle tracking to simulate 

solute transport along these preferred pathways (see Section 3.3.3). 
Renshaw [1995] examùied the relationship between b, and bH in rough-walled fractures using 

a statistical analysis. The fracture aperture fields were assumed to be two-dimensional, planar, 

isotropic, uncorrelated, and log-normally distributed. These fields were not truncated, and 

therefore, b, was always equivalent to (b), Using a weil-known result of stochastic theory for 

isotropic log-normal fields, bH was approximated as the geomeuic rnean of aperture field (bG = 

exp((1n b ) )  which is equivalent to b,' in the notation used in this work). Fmally, the following 

ratios were determineci: 

which depend oniy on the variance of the log-aperture field cm". These ratios are plotted in Figure 

3.2 for various values of a,'. It is interesthg to observe that for bm/am > 2 (or am/bm < 0.5) that 

the hnctions (3.25) and (3.22) are very similar. 

Zimrnerman and Bodvarsson [1996] reviewed severai analytical treatrnents of the LCL and 

two-dimensional flow through heterogeneous porous media. They concluded that bH3 for any 

variable aperture field was lùnited to the following contraint: 

(b - ) ) - '  5 b i  s ( b 3 )  (3.26) 

where the bounds are the harmonic and arithmetic means of the b ( ~ , ~ ) ~  field. They also compared 

irarious estirnates of bH from stochastic and equivalent medium theory to the laboratory flow data 

of Haknmi [1989] and Gale et a[. [1990]. The best estimates of the observed bH3 values were 
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given by an expression developed by the authors: 

which is the product of a stochastic solution for isotropie log-normal aperture fields and a contact 

area correction term. Equation (3.27) is plotted on Figure 3.2 by approximating q,/(b) and c with 

a truncated standardized normal distribution. The expression is shown to be quivalent to (3.25) 

for smali values of c, and predicts the lowest flow ratio as c increases. 

Navier-Stokes Equations 

The Navier-Stokes equations are dificult to solve in rough-wded fractures- For exarnple, 

Coakley et al. [1987] attempted to solve the NS equations in a realistic variable aperture fracture, 

but were forced to use a simple fracture with four saw-tooth constrictions because the 

computational burden of the numerical solution was too large. Consequently, there are apparently 

no published studies solving the NS equations in a realistic three-dimensional rough-walled 

fracture. The closest efforts have b e n  made by Mounenko et al. Cl9951 and Brown et al. [1995]. 

Mourzenko et al- Cl9951 solved the the-dimensional Stckes equations in three-dimensional 

rough-waIled fractures formed using the rnethod of Patir and Cheng [1978] and Brown [1987]. 

The total flow rate predicted by the Stokes equations Qs was compared to the total flow rate 

predicted by the LCL QLa in order to evaluate the LCL approach. Figure 3.3 shows the predicted 

flow ratio versus a relative roughness parameter a,lbm for fractures with independent and 

dependent walls. The wall topography was sampled from a Gaussian distribution with a quadratic 

correlation strucnirz. Figure 3.3 displays signifcant deviations between the Stokes and LCL 
simulations; however. there are two unusual propedes in the figure that are noteworthy. The first 

is that the deviation in the flow rates is significantly larger for the dependent fractures for a given 

~ ~ , l b ,  value, and the second is that the tlow ratio levels off as owlbm becomes large. The opposite 

of these properties is expected since the degree of closure and tortuosity increase for the 

independent fractures and increasing values of qJbm, and therefore, the two-dimensional LCL is 

expected to be less viable. 

Brown et al. Cl9951 performed Stokes (defuied as Re equal to zero) and Navier-Stokes 

simulations based on a lattice-gas automaton rnethod 'in two-dimensional fracture profües formed 

from several cycles of a sinusoid. These simulations showed that the fluid velocity distribution 

perpendicular to the fracture plane was not parabolic at al l  locations and the NS simulations 

predicted zones of recirculation at high Reynolds number. Figure 3.4(a) shows the predicted flow 

ratios between Stokes and LCL simulations through fracture profües iIlustrated in Figure 3.4(b). 
Two parameters were used to quantify the roughness of these profiles: the amplitude over the 

minimum aperture Nb,, and the amplitude over the wavelength NA The first parameter 
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masures the reIative roughness of the profile and the second masures the rate of change in the 

roughness or the roughness slope. The Stokes simulations are shown to be significantly lower than 
the LCL as Nb,, increases, and are also Iower for the steeply sloped profiles. Figure 3.4(b) also 

shows the predicted flow ratios between NS and Stokes sirnuIations versus the Reynolds number 

for the steeply sloped fracture profdes, and demonstrates that the inertial forces becorne significant 

for Re values above LO- 
This subsection discussed theoreticai studies which have clearly demonstrated that cubic law 

calculations based on (b) significantly deviate fiom LCL simulations for large values of the relative 

roughness 5 /(b). Figure 3 -2 illustrates several expressions that quanti@ these deviations for 
different types of synthetic rough-walled fractures. In Section 5.4.1 these expressions are 

cornpareci with simulations p e r f o d  in the present research- These expressions are potentially 

useful to correct large scale network problerns which often employ the cubic law CO simulate flow 

through single fractures. However, these corrections are based directly on LCL simulations or 

statistical arguments assurning that the LCL is valid- This reliance on the LCL has prompted 

several researchers to investigate its validity using approxirnate techniques (see Section 3.2.1). A 

more direct numerical method of vaiidating the LCL is to solve the complete Navier-Stokes 

equations; however, this is a difficult task, and is the main objective of this thesis. The results of 

two numerical studies discussed above suggest that the LCL may ~ i ~ c a n t l y  overestimate the 

total flow rate through rough-walled fractures as compare to NS or Stokes simulations. These 

deviations were generally shown to increase as the relative roughness and roughness dope of the 

fracture increased. Finally, the work of Brown et al- LI9951 demonstrated that inertial forces can 

signZicantly influence the fracture flow field. 

3.3.3 Theoretical Studies of Solute Transpofi 

Parallel Plates 

As with fluid flow, the most basic conceptual mode1 of solute transport through a single 

fracture is transport between a set of parallel plates. Using this conceptual mode1 it is possible to 

analytically describe the bulk transport between the parallel plates at two extrerne tirne scales that 

rnay be quantified by Pe, (se (3.17) in Section 3.2.2). Note that for this discussion it is assurned 

that Pe as defmed in (3.16) is always large. 

The first time scale occurs when PeM is much greater than unity, which indicates that difision 

across the fracture aperture is insignif~cant compareci to the advective transport across the fracture 

length. Consequently, sohte transport at high PeM values rnay be approximated as purely 
advective, and therefore, is describeci by the velocity distribution between the parallel plates, which 

may be given as [Zimrnerman and Bodvarsson, 19961 
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where u(z) is the longitudinal velocity pardel  to walls, b is the plate aperture, and z is the local 

coordinate perpendicufar to the walls. This z-coordinate defines layers or sheets of fluid flowing at 

a same velocity parailel to the walls, and it ranges from -b/2 at the lower plate to 612 at the upper 

plate. The velocity distribution given by (3.28) is parabolic with a maximum value at the z-ongin, 

and values of zero at the Iower and upper plates. Note that the average velocity through the plates 

rnay be obtained by integrating (3.28) as 

which is simply the velocity f o m  of the cubic law. Furthemore, (3.28) and (3 -29) rnay be used to 

estirnate the time required for solute to travel by advection along the plate length L. The travel 

time t(z) for solute rnass flowing along a specific fluid layer is given by 

and the average travel t h e  r, for the entire plate cross-section rnay be given by 

These travel times rnay be cornbined to defme a dimensionless travel time for solute flowing along 

a specific fluid layer as - rnass flux m(z) of solute crossing the outlet boundary rnay be estirnated as an integral of fluid 
Iayers accordhg to 

where Ci is the d .e t  concentration, and the travel tirne for each fluid layer is given implicitly by 

(3.32). The relative concentration at the outlet rnay then be defended as 

which is the ratio of (3.33) to the total rnass flux rn, after complete breakthrough. FinaUy, (3.32) 
and (3.34) may be evaluated for z values between O and b/2 to obtain the dimensionless 

breakthrough curve for advective transport through paralle1 plates [for a slliular development for 
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advective transport through a pipe see Bear, 19721. Figure 3.5 plots this characteristic 

breakthrough c w e  (defining Pe, and Pe to equal -), which displays a sudden and steep rise at 

early tirnes and a long tail at later times. This sudden rise is a characteristic of plug-flow 

transport, and the large, steep increase in C/Ci indicates that a large portion of solute mass is 

transported along the high velocity (or high flux) layers in the rniddIe (A) of the plates. The tail 

indicates that a portion of the solute mass transported in the Iow velocity Iayers next to the plate 

walls. 

The second time scde for solute transport through a set of plates occurs when Pe, is much 

lower than unity, which indicates that transverse diffusion is significant and effectively mixes the 

solute across the fracture aperture. This transverse rnixing introduces dispersion in the 

longitudinal direction as the solute moves to dEerent fluid layers within the paraboiic velocity 

distribution between the plate. Therefore, the buk  transport rnay be describai by the traditional 

one-dimensional advection-dispersion equation, given as 

where x-axis defuies the Iongitudinal direction, and De is the effective longitudinal dispersion 

coefficient, which has b e n  determineci analyticdy for parallel plates by Aris Cl9561 as 

where Dm is the molecular diffusion coeffkient, and the second tenn on the RHS is often referred to 

the Taylor dispersion term. Equation (3.36) shows that De is analogous to the hydrodynarnic 
dispersion coefficient used in one-dimensional transport through porous media, aven as 

D, = D m  + a u ,  (3 -37) 

where a is the dispersivity of the medium Both (3.36) and (3.37) have a diffusion component and 

a mixing component that depends on velocity. The effective dispersion coeficient rnay be used to 

redefme (3.16) as 

which describes the strength of advection to the effective dispersion across the length of the 

fracture. The analytical solution of (3.35) for parallel piates of ffite length with no solute initially 

present withh the fracture, constant solute injection at the idet boundary, and no concentration 

gradient at the outlet boundary. is given by van Genuchren and Alves [1982]. This solution is 

displayed in Figure 3.5 for several values of Pe and PeLW (the values of ~ e '  given by (3.38) are also 

s hown), and clearly dis play classical Fickian or Gaussian s-s haped breakthrough curves. In 

eontrast to the curve with no mixing (Pe, = =), these curves have gradua1 transitions at both the 

head and tail of the curves, and have larger median arriva1 times. 
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Rough-Walled Fractures 

Empiricd studies of fluid fiow and solute transport through rough-walied fractures have 

clearly demonstrated that the bulk of flow and transport occurs along tortuous channels. This 

property has led to the development of the channel model for solute transport through single 

fractures. According to this model, the solute travels by advection dong independent channels 

Erom the fracture inlet to the outlet. These channels behave as ducts with equal lengths and widths, 

but have different apertures that rnay vary dong the channel length. This channel model is 

attractive because the advective transport dong each channel is sirnulated as one-dimensional plug- 

fiow, and the bulk transport is sirnply described by sumrning the independent contributions of -ch 

channel. This approach is analogous to the one used to develop (3.30) and (3.33). and results in 

equations that are ûasy to invert or fit to rneasured laboratory data. Neremiekc et al. [1982] used 

the chamel model with l o g n o d y  distributed apertures that persisted along the channel lengths to 

simulate the breakthrough of conservative tracers through a rough-wded fracture. This channel 

model reproduced the general shape of the observed brealahrough curves, but could not reproduce 

the stair-step behaviour. Interestingly, the value of Pe, for the experimental data may be estimated 

to range from 0.001 to 0.01, which suggests that mixing across the fracture should have smoothed 

out the observeci stair-step features. Tsang and Tsang [1987] used the channel model with 

lognomially distributed apertures that varied along the len,d of the channels, and found that the 

model could reproduce the steep initial rise, long tailing, and stair-step features observed in 

experimental work of Moreno et al. [1985] (see Figure 3.1). The value of PeM for these 

experimental data rnay be estirnated to range IÏom 6 to 19. 

An alternative to the channel model is to sirnulate transport through the entire void space of a 

rough-walled fracture. Moreno et al. [1988] randomly generated planar aperture fields that were 

lognormally distributed with a spatial correlation structure given by the exponential auto- 

correlation function. The fluid flow field was simulated using the LCL, and advective transport 

was simulatuig using particle tracking through the two-dimensional flow field. These high Pe, 
simulations conf i ied  the presence of dominant tlow and transport channels across the fractures, 

and produced particle breakthrough curves with steep rise, long tailing, and subtle stair-step 

features. T h o m  and Brown [1991] simulated flow and transport through two-dimensional 

aperture fields forrned by the rnethod of Brown [1987]. Fluid flow was simulated with the LCL 
and solute transport simulations used a modifed form of the two-dimensional advection-diffusion 

equation used in porous media. The solute concentration breakthrough curve for an isotropie 

aperture field displayed a fairly steep rise and long tail, but was smoother than the diffusion-free 

particle tracking rnethod and did not exhibit stair-step features. The value of Pe, for the 

simulation may be estirnated to be on the order of 0.001. Meakin et al. [1998] examuieci three- 

dimensional fluid flow and solute transport through a Bacture formed by rnating random surfaces 

with fractal correlation. Fluid flow was sirnulating using the Stokes equations and solute transport 
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was sirnulated ushg  the advection-dision equation (3-14). Shaded contour plots showed that a 

transport simulations with low Pe produced homogeneous pIurnes with smooth fronts, whereas 

simulations with hi& Pe produced heterogeneous or  chamelleci plumes with sharp fronts. Finally, 

James and Chrysikopoulos [ZOO01 examineci three-dimensionai transport of variable diameter 

colloids through parallel plates and rougti-walled fractures using the RWPM under Iow Pe, 
conditions. FIuid flow was simulating using a quasi-three-dimemional approach: the LCL was 

used to simulate the average two-dimensional velocity field, and then a parabolic velocity 

distribution (e-g., see (3.28) and (3.29)) was assigned across each local aperture region- The 

colloid breakthrough curves displayed the traditional s-shaped Gaussian characteristics (see Figure 
3.5); however, the rnedian arriva1 time and tailing significantly increased as the aperture variability 

increased. This increased spreading of the colloid plume was attributed to-the increased 

heterogeneity in the flow field caused by the aperture variability, 

In summary, solute transport through a single rough-walled fracture occurs primarily dong 

tortuous channels. For conditions where there is 1ow degree of mixing across the fracture aperture 

(i.e., hi& values of Pe,) the channels cause the breakthrough curves to exhibit a sudden and steep 
initial rise, intermediate stair-step features, and long tailing. Conversely, the breakthrough curves 

for conditions where there is appreciable mixing across the fracture aperture (i-e., low values of 

PeM) tend to resemble more traditional Gaussian s-shaped curves with long tails. These 

characteristics have been observed in laboratory experirnents and numerical simulations using one- 

dimensional charme1 models, two-dimensional variable aperture models, and three-dimensional 
fracture models. 

Table 3.1 Summary of constraints for the LCL 
- 

geomeuic 
source constraint 

kinematic 
consirain t 

Brown [1987] a,/ 2, < 0.02 - 

Zimrnennan et al. [1991] " ab/  I I ,  < 0.2 - 

Zimrnerman and Bodvarsson [1996ja (6) /Rb  < 0.39 R e c  1 

Oron and Berkowirz [ t 9981 a,/b, a 1 Re owlb, « 1 

Zirnmennan and Yeo [1998] (b) /db<0.3  Re (6) / Ab < 8 

a 1, was originally defined as  the wavelength of a sinusoid A 



Table 3,2. Summary of various studies ihat measured and predicted fluid flow through single rough-walled fractures. 
- - - - - ---- 

aperture fraction of Reynolds predicied flow ratio 
source flow cxperiment and fracture type measuremcnts contact, c number, Re flow ~cfl,c/c?o, 

[dimensions in mm] h m ]  [%] [-1 cquation [-1 

hvai [ 1 9761; 
Wit/rersp«otr et 
ul. [1980] 

Raveri ard Gale 
[ 19851 

Scii rauf urid 
Evaris [ 19861 

Hakanii and 
Bartori [ 19901 

Ditrliartl urid 
Boririer [ 19941 

Keller et al, 
[ 1 9951 

Hakurrii urid 
Larssoti (19961 

Yeo et al. 
[ 19981 

Nicholl et al. 
[ 1999) 

linear (121 x 207) and radial (128) flaw 
through induced granite, basalt and 
tiiarble Sractures 

radial (100-294) flow through natural 
granite fractures 

linear (282 x 254) and radial (- 1 14) air 
flow through a naiural granite fracture 

linear (59- 159 x 148-208) watcr flow 
through transparent replicas of natura 
Ieptite, quartz rnonzonite, and granite 
fractures 

linear (1  36 x 142) îiaw through induccd 
well-mated and offset granite fractures 

lineas (52 x 100) flow through a natural 
granite fracliirc 

Iinear (190 x 4 10) flow through a natural 
granite fracture 

linear (200 x 200) and radial (-94) watcr 
llow ihrough a natural granite fracture 

linear (148 x 302) water flaw through 

(Inb) 0.38 
Olnb *6 

(b) 0.360 
ab 0,150 

(6) 0,607 - 1.024 
a,, 0.160 - 0.332 

(0) 0.226 

CL 

CL 

CL 

CL 

CL 

CL' 

L.CL 

LCL 

LCL 
a,, 0.062 glass fracture analog 

Noies: sec Sections 2.2 and 2.3 for aperiurc definitions; CL = cuhic law; LCL = local cubic law; tcalculaiion uscd gcomciric mean of b(xy)' 
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time [min] 
Figure 3.1. Breakthrough curve (norrnalized concentration C/Ci versus tirne) of a consemative 
tracer through a single rough-walied fracture. Laboratory data extracted from Moreno et  al. 
[1985]. The fracture length and width were 185 and 100 m m  The mean apernire and Péclet 
number were estimateci to be 0.14 mm and 14, respectively, 
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(a) 6 . 
1.0 - 

- 

(3.22), Patir & Cheng 
. . . . . . . (3.23), Brown D = 2 

Q .  . O - .  .O (3-23), Brown D = 2.5 
- - -  (3-25), Renshaw 
C+ * -0 (327), Zimmer. & Bodvar. 
c-t-r fraction closed c 

O 2 4 6 8 10 
b / 0 [-] 
rn rn 

Figure 3.2. The total flow rate fiom LCL simulations QrcL compared to the cubic law Q, ushg 
(b)  for various values of: (a) relative smoothness b,,, / 4, @) and relative roughness q/ bm. The 
legend refers to both (a) and (b), and gives the equation number for each curve. 
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*. uncorrelated w a k  
\ \ 
\ a 

correlated walls \ 
\ 
\ 

Figure 3.3. The total flow rate frorn Stokes simulations Qs compared to LCL simulations QrcL for 
various values of relative roughness a, / b,,, from Mourzenku et al. [1995]. The dashed lines 
correspond to fractures with uncorrelated walls, and the soiid h e s  correspond to correlated walls. 
The lines without symbols represent fracture walls with o,/ A, = 113, and the lines with symbols 
represent walls with O,/ A, = 1. Note that owand A, are the standard deviation and correlation 
length of the waU roughness (where o, = ou = O- and 5 = .lu = Ad. 
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A l  b [-] 
min 

Figure 3.4. Results of various simulations through sinusoidal fracture profües (see schernatic in 
part (b)) from Brown et al. [1995]. (a) The total flow rate fiom Stokes simulations QS compared 
to the LCL QLa for various values of relative roughness A / b,,. The dashed line represents 
profües with mild slopes (A/li = 0.1 l), and the solid luie represents profiles with steep slopes 
(A/II = 0.43). (b) The total flow rate from Navier-Stokes simulations QNS compared to Stokes QS 
for various values of Reynolds number Re. These simulations used steeply sloped profdes 
(AIA = 0.43). 
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figure 3.5. Dirnensionless breakthrough curves of solute transport through a set of paraIIel plates 
for various values of Péclet numbers: Pe, Pe,, and Pe' (see text for description). Concentration C 
is norrnalized b y the inlet concentration Ci, and tirne r is normalized by the hydraulic residence or  
plug-flow travel tirne t,. 
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CHAPTER 4. Development of Fluid Flow and Solute 
Transport Models 

4.1 introduction 

The formulation of two- and three-dimensional models for predicting fluid flow and solute 

transport through rough-walled fractures are presented in this chapter. The flow models employ 

the Finite Volume (W) methoci to approximate the goveniing differentid equations over the 

fracture void space or domain. The model domains are forrned by subdividing the fracture void 

space into a stmctured grid of closed two-dimensional polygons or three-dimensional prisms which 

are called Control Volumes (CVs). The FV rnethod integrates the goveming differential equations 

over each CV, and transforms the resulting volume integrals of flux terms into surface integrals by 

applying Gauss' divergence theorem. Furthermore, the methoci specifies that all flux terms must be 

consistent across neighbouring CVs. In other words, all te= defined at a CV surface must be 

equivalent for both of the CVs sharing that surface. This property ensures that the FV method is 

inherentiy conservative over each single CV, and additionally over the sum of all the CVs in the 

domain. 

The three-dimensional flow mode1 solves the steady-state incompressible Navier-S tokes 

equations and is presented in Section 4.3. This mode1 features a stnictured non-orthogonal CV 
grid with CO-location of the prirnary variables (velocity and pressure) at the cell-centre of the CVs 

and is Iargely based on the work of Ferziger and Peric' [1999]. The two-dimensional flow model 

solves the local cubic Iaw or Reynolds q a t i o n  and is presented in Section 4.4. This model 

features a traditional structureci orthogonal CV grid with a single prïmary variable (pressure) 

located at the cell-centre of the CVs. 

This chapter also presents the formulation of a three-dimensional model for solute transport 

through rough-wded fractures (Section 4.5)- The model is based on the random wak  particle 

method (RWPM) and uses the velocity field deterrnined by the three-dimensional flow model. The 

RWPM simulates advective transport by tracking particles through the fracture velocity field and 

diffusive transport by randornly displacing the particles. This model uses the sarne CV grid as the 

ihree-dimensional flow model, but interpolates the velocity field to the CV vertices. 
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The next section (Section 4.2) discusses the discretization of the fracture void space for the 

flow and solute transport models, 

4.2 Discretization of Fracture Void Space 

Section 2.5.1 described the methodology employed in this work to generate random three- 

dimensional fiactures. The fracture void space is represented as two-dimensional fields of aperture 

and mid-surface elevation that are defined over N, x N, uniforrnly spaced grid points. The two- 

dimensional grid is defuied parallel to the x-y plane, and the aperture and rnid-surface elevation 

fields are defined perpendicular to the x-y plane. Figure 4.l(a) presents an example of the synthetic 

fracture generated on a 1 1 x 1 1 grid. A consequence of creating the fracture over the uniform 

planar grid is that the dimensions A, and A ,  of the local voids formed between the grid points are 

constant, whereas b(x,y) and Z(x,y) vary at each grid point location. This variability along the z- 

axis causes the geometry of the local voids to be non-orthogonal. 

h order to sirnulate three-dimensional fluid flow and solute transport through the synthetic or 

real fractures the void space was subdivided or discretized into ni x n, x n, non-orthogonal CVs. 

Figure 4.1 (b) presents an example of a three-dimensional CV grid for& b y discretizing the 

fracture void space s h o w  in Figure 4.l(a). GIobally, the i- and j-directions of the CVs correspond 

to the x- and y-axes, however, locally the i- and j-directions are generally non-parallel to the x- and 

y-axes. The values of ni and ni are defined as (N,- l)nsub and (N,- l)n, where n,& is the number 

of subdivisions in the original x-y grid, The k-direction is definexi parallel to the z-axis since the 

aperture and elevation fields are defrned perpendicular to the x-y plane. The resulting dimensions 

6, 6, and 6, of the CVs are given as A,/nsh A,./n,* and b(x,y)/n, , respectively. Section 4.3.1 
provides a detailed discussion of the 3D CVs used in fluid flow simulations and Section 4.5.1 

describes the 3D CVs used for solute transport simulations. 

For the two-dimensional fluid flow simulations the three-dimensional void space was 

discretized h t o  ni x nj orthogonal CVs where the i- and j-directions correspond to the x- and y- 

axes. Figure 4.l(c) shows an example of a the two-dimensional CV grid formed by discretizing the 

fracture void space shown in Figure 4.1(a). As in the three-dimensional discretization, the values 

of ni and n, are defuied as (4- l)nSub and (N,- l)n, remking in CV dimensions 6, d,. given by 

Ax/nSub and A,./n,,. 
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4.3 Three-Dimensional Flow Model Based on the Navier- 
Stokes Equations 

4.3.1 Description of the Three-Dimensional Control Volume 

A useful starting point in the developrnent of the three-dimensional fiow mode1 is a detailed 

description of a typical three-dimensional CV used in this work. Figure 4.2 shows a typical CV 

from the intenor of a discretized fracture domain (see Figure 4.l(b)). The CV is a hexahedron 

which has six sides or faces and is defined by the Cartesian coordinates of its eight corners. This 

hexahedral CV has constant dimensions dong the x- and y-axes (6, and 6,) and variable 

dimensions dong z-axis (62. These dimensions are a consequence of subdividing the original 

fracture void space which has uniform spacing in the x-y plane and variable spacing dong the z- 

mis. Since the values of 6, and 8, are constant, the voIume of the CV indexed as P rnay be 

estiraiated using mid-point integration as 

where z, and Zb are the elevation values at centre or integration points of the top and bottom faces. 

The computational node or ceil-centre of the CV is defined as 

which is the mean position of the eight CV corners where rp and r, are Cartesian position vectors 

of the CV node and CV corners. Also shown are the nodes of the neighbouring CVs that share 

faces with the CV of interest. These nodes are indexeci relative to the central node P using the 

following local directions: east, west, north, south, top, and bottom [Pantankar, 19801. The 

neighbouring nodes in each of these local directions are represented with the upper case syrnbols: 

E, W, N, S, T, and B. As shown in Figure 4.2, the local directions are sirnply defrned by 

connecting each neighbouring node to the node P. East and west correspond to the positive and 

negative i-directions, north and south correspond to the positive and negative j-directions, and 

finally top and bottom correspond to the positive and negative k-directions. 

The compass method is also used to index the centres or integration points of CV faces. The 

integration points on faces in each local direction are represented by the lower case syrnbols: e, w, 

rz ,  s, r, and b. Figure 4.3(a) shows a more detailed view of the east-face taken from the CV in 

Figure 4.2. The surface of the 

coordinates, and consequently, 

of the four corners, or 

face is defmed by bi-linear interpolation of the four corners 

the position of the integration point is defuied as the mean position 
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where r, is the position vector of the integrattiou point on the east-face. Two local vectors may be 

defined tangentid to the bi-linear surface of the east-face as 

where the four corners are indexed with the right-hand convention as shown in Figure 4.3(a). 

These two local surface vectors intersect at point e and may be used to approxirnate the normal 

surface area vector of the face as 

se = xexF.  9 (4-5) 

which is defined using the positive outward sign convention. Given this approximation for Se, the 

unit outward normal of the face rnay be d e f d  as 

A local vector 

east-face as 

dong the east-direction rnay be defined by 

E r  = rE - r p  , 

connecting the nodes on either side of the 

(4-7) 

where the point of intersection between the vector and face is defuied as point e', and a 

corresponding unit vector may be defined as 
r 

For the CV grid used in this work, the position of e' was detemiined using 
- 1 1 re, - rP + = - ( r E + r P ) ,  2 (4.9) 

which is simply the mid-point of 5, and is a consecpence of the rnethod used to defme and discretize 

the fracture void space. 

Figure 4.3 (b) shows that an addition local vector rnay be defmed across the east-face as 

qe = rE'-rP, (4.10) 

which is paralle1 to P, and passes through the integration point e. The location of points P' and E' 
are ,@en by [Feniger and Perié, 19991 

rp. = re - [(rc - rp)-ii,]iie , (4.1 la) 

which defue the intersection of the n o r d  line passing through point e with two planes that are 

also normal to the line (or pardel  to the face) and contain nodes P and E, respectively. As shown 

in Figure 4.3(b), n o m l  lines may be projected frorn the face corners onto the planes passing 
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through nodes Pr  and Er to define a CV that is orthogonal to the est-face- Using rnid-point 

integration the volume of this interfacial CV may be given as 

The points Pt and Et,  and volume V, are used to calculate gradients and rnass fluxes n o d  to the 

CV face. 

Equations (4.3) to (4.12) are defined using the east-face of the CV shown in Figure 4.3; 

however, these equations may be easily adapted for each of the remaining CV faces. For a general 

CV face f and adjacent CV node F, (4.3) to (4.12) m a y  be generaked by reptacing the indices e, 

e t ,  and E with f, f ', and F. 

The value of a generic variable t$ may be defrned at the integration point of a general CV face 

f as [Ferziger and Perit, 19991 

&f = $. + v#;g-(rf - r,. 1 , (4.13) 

where #f. is the value of @ at point f' and Vql,." is the lagged gradient of @ at point f '. The value 

and gradient of gl,. are hterpolated between the nodes P and F as 

4e = w p  #p + wF #F 9 

where w, and w, are hear weights of interpoIation given by 

The numerical values for the CV grid used in this work are shown in (4.15), and pra iict that the 

interface value is the rnid-point or arithmetic average of nodes P and F. For this general condition, 

(4.13) may be expanded as 

#f = f - ( @ p +  4,) + p & + v & 3  -0,- cf.) - (4.16) 

Equations (4.13) and (4.16) simply interpolate between #p and &, and add a lagged correction 

term based on the interpolated nodal gradient. Note that if the point f' coincides with the 

integration point f the correction term vanishes. 
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Nodal Gradients 

The gradient of a generic variable 4 definecf at the CV node P may be expanded as 

04, = (am, Y, 3) , 
ax ay a2 

where each Cartesian component may be estimated using a volume average given by 

where V, is the volume of the CV. The volume integral in (4.18) rnay be transformed into a 
surface integral using Gauss' divergence theorem as [Ferziget- and PeriC, 19991 

where S is the surface of the CV, & is the Cartesian direction vector, and â is the outward unit 

normal vector to the surface. Given that the CV is comprised of a number of discrete faces. (4.19) 

may be approximatd as 

where @f is the interpolated value of t$ on each face5 and Si-fis the Cartesian component of the 

outward surface area vector. Fùially, (4.1 3) rnay be substituted into (4.20) yielding 

Examination of (4.21) shows that the nodal gradient is dependent on the lagged or old nodal 

gradient field. This dependancy may be removed by zeroing the old gradient field and iteratively 

solving the current gradient field accordig to [Feniger and Perit. 19991 

where m refers to the iteration number. In this work (4.21) is used to calculate the gradient of the 

primary variables (velocity and pressure) and (4.22) (with m = 2) is used to calculate the gradient 

of the pressure correction. 
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Normal interfacial Gradients 

The gradient of a generic variable normal to a CV face may be approximated usuig the 

central diference scheme (CDS) between the points F' and Pr (see Figure 4.3) as [Ferziger and 

Perit7 19991 

where the values of 4 at the points Pr and F' are interpolated From the nodal values with 

where the position vectors of P' and F' are given by (4.11). Findy, (4.24) rnay be substituted into 

(4.23) to yield 

where the first term represents the implicit part of the gradient and the second represents the 

explicit part. The second term may be considered as a non-orthogonal correction factor that 

disappears when the vectors Sf and q coincide. 

43.2 Approximation of the Maso Conservation Equation 

The mass conservation equation (3.2) rnay be integrated over an arbitrary CV as 

or alternatively, as 

where the volume integral in (4.26) is transformai into a surface integral using Gauss7 divergence 

theorem This surface integral represents the divergence of rnass flux over the CV by summùig the 

norrnaI mass flux to the CV surface. Given that a CV is cornprised of a number of discrete faces, 

(4.27) rnay be approximated as 

where ni, is the rnass flux normal to each face$ For the hexahedrd CVs used in this work, (4.28) 

rnay be expanded by setting f equal to e, n, t, w, s, and 6, and noting that the outward normal sign 

convention is used so that positive t e m  are rnass fluxes in the direction of the outward normal of 

the face. Or in other words, positive rnass fluxes are oudlows from the CV and negative rnass 
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fluxes are inflows. In this work, the normal mass flux is defined using mid-point integration of the 

velocity normal to the CV face, which may be given for a general face f as 

where i = (1,2,3) or (x7 y, r), Sf is the outward nomial surface area vector with Cartesian 

components SLIP and uf is the interface velocity vector with Cartesian components uiVf which are 

interpolateci using (4.13). Finaliy, (4.28) and (4.29) rnay be combined as 

which is the discrete FV approximation of the rnass conservation equation. Note however, that 

since the NS equations (i-e., both mass and momentum conservation) are being solved on a co- 

Iocated grid, (4.29) wiii be dtered in Section 4.3.3 to suppress oscillations in the velocity and 

pressure fields. 

4.3.3 Approximation of the Momentum Conservation Equation 

The momentum conservation equation (3.1) rnay be written in sumrnation notation and 

integrated over an arbitrary CV as 

which represents three equations conserving mornentum in each Cartesian direction (i = 1,2,3). 

The first term in (4.31) represents the inertial forces acting over the CV, the second term viscous 

forces and the third pressure forces. Once again, Gauss' divergence theorem rnay be used to 
transform these volume integrals into surface integrals, resulting in 

which may be approximated over a discrete CV as 

F,.;~ + ~~f~ + F& = O , (4.33b) 

where K.?, and F$ are the Cartesian components of the advective and diffusive momentum fluxes 

crossing normal to the f face, and F,f is the Cartesian component of the pressure force acting on 
the f face. Equation (4.33b) shows that the sum of these surface forces may also be expressed as 

F,:,, &tp, and F,P, which are the Cartesian components of the advective or inertid force, the 
d i i s i v e  or viscous force, and the pressure force acting on the CV P- For the hexahedral CVs 

used in this work, each tenn in (4.33) may be expanded by sening f equai to e, n, t, w, s. and 6, and 

~o t ing  that the outward normal sign convention is used so that positive t e m  are mornentum fluxes 

or pressure forces in the direction of the outward normal of the face. The formulation use for each 
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Adveetion Term 

The advection term for a general CV face is approximated as 

where ui>s the advected Cartesian component of the velocity vector crossing the face. Although 

the mass flux does not carry the superscript O, it is defmed using the previous or lagged velocity 

field in order to hearize this advection tertn. The advected velocity component is approximated as 
I 

which is the upstrearn diflerence scheme (UDS). The UDS is h o w n  to be very stable at the 

expense of introducing nurnericai diffusion into the solution. Substituting (4.35) into (4.34) yieIds 

the frnal form of the advection term as 

F,; = r n a ~ ( m ~ , O ) u ~ , ~  + min(tiif70)ui., . (4.36) 

This work ernpIoyed the UDS after atternpts of using a higher order blended scheme proposed by 

[Ferziger and Perit, 19991 resulted in oscillatory solutions for the fracture systems investigated. 

Diffusion T erm 

The diffusion term for a general CV face f is defmed as 
- I 

which rnay be approximated using (4.25) as - 

Note that the fust term in the brackets is the irnplicit part of the gradient and the second term is the 

explicit part. 
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Pressure Term 

The pressure term for a general CV face is approximated as 

5% = Pf Sipf ' 

where pf is the intexfacial pressure interpolated ushg (4.13). Note that the total pressure force 

acting on the CV P is given by the sum show in (4.29) as 

FiPp = C F;'f = C PI Si, 9 

f f 

which may be shown to be equivdent to 

where the nodal pressure gradient is calculated using (4.20). 

General Algebraic Equation 

A general algebraic equation of momentum conservation for an interior CV P may be obtained 

by substituthg the interfacial terms defmed above into (4.33a), yielding 

A: I < ~ , ~  = A: uinF + B;,'~ , (4.42) 
F 

where A/ are the velocity coefficients at the neighbouring nodes, and A< and B,',are the velocity 

coefficient and source term at node P. The vebcity coefficients and source term may be expanded 

as 

A; = D, - - ( m e ,  O) , A; = D, - &(hW, O) , 

A: = D, - rnin(k,, O) , A: = D, - rnin(m,, O) , 

A; = Dr - ( O )  A; = D , - m i n ( k b , O ) ,  

where Df is the interface conductance dehed as - 

and Hf is the explicit part of the diffusion term defmed as 
d I 

B ; . ~  = D~ ( rF# - rF) - ( rp, - r p  1) . 
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Equations (4.42) to (4.45) may be appiied to each intenor CV over the discrete dornaïn to forrn a 

linearized set of algebraic equations that are soIved iteratively using the strongl y implicit procedure 

(see Section 4.3 -6). However, the non-linearity present in the advection terms require under- 

rehxation between subsequent steps or outer iterations in the steady state solution [Patankar, 

19801, Consequentiy, (4.42) may altered to include under-relaxation as 

where a; is the velocity under-relaxation factor, and A,"* and BTi are the altered velocity 

coefficient and source tenn at CV P. 
Tt is important to note that the velocity coefficients are equivalent for each Cartesian 

component of velocity. This is a convenient property of the CO-located grid and is lncorporated into 

the iterative solution of the velocity field, To preserve this property requires that certain boundary 

conditions be implemented explicitly (see Section 4.3.4). 

4.3.4 Coupling the Momentum and Mass Conservation Equations 

The solution of the steady incompressible NS equations with CO-located variables is 

cornplicated by two factors. The first is that an independent equation couphg the velocity and 

pressure fields is absent for incompressible flows. A traditional solution to this problem is the 

semi-implicit-pressure-linked-quations (SMPLE) algorithm [see Patankar, 19801. Essentially, 

this algorithm provides coupling by constnicting a pressure field that satisfis the mass 

conservation equation, The second compiicating factor has to do with the CO-located variable 

arrangement. It is weU known that solving the NS equations on a CO-located grid is susceptible to 

oscilIations or so-called checker-boarding in the velocity and pressure fields, whereas a solution 

based on a traditional staggered grid is not [see Patankar, 19801. A solution to this problem is the 

pressure-weighted-interpolation (PWI) method which is often attributed to Rhie and Chow (19831. 

The PWI method mimics the desirable properties of a staggered grid on a CO-Iocated grid by 

interpolating the velocity/mass flux to the face of a CV in a special way. The implementations of 

the SIMPLE algorithm and the PWI rnethod in this work are discussed below. 

PWl Method 

The PWi method begins by solving the mornentum equations based on initial estirnates of the 
velocity, pressure and mass flux fields. Then the influence of the pressure tenns is rernoved from 

ihe resulting velocity field to defuie a pseudo-velocity fieid. This is perfomed by rearranging the 

generaI algebraic mornentum equation (4.42) in terms of the nodal velocity as 
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where the source term is expanded and the pressure term given by (4.41). The pseudo-velocity 

field is then defined as 

where the pressure term is sirnply removed from (4.47). Equation (4.48) rnay be used to de f ie  the 

pseudo-velocity value at the CV face. The interfacial velocity for a general CV face f rnay be 

where the first two terms are the implicit part of the interpolation and the gradient term is the 

explicit part resulting from the non-orthogonality of the grid. An interfacial pseudo-velocity rnay 

be defined by removing the influence of the pressure terms from the irnplicit terms of (4.49) 
y ielding 

- - 1 - 1 - 
' i ~  - 1 ' i . ~  + 7 Ut-, F + ( r f  - rf,) , (4-50) 

The next step in PWI is to reuitroduce a pressure term into (4.51) that is local to the CV face, 

yielding 

which may also be given as 

- i VP a p  UiVf - Uif + -- - 
2 A; ax- 

where û,, is cornrnonly defined as the advecting velocity. l$ is the volume of the interface CV (see 

Figure 4.3(b)) defined by (4.12), and A,-" is the interface velocity coefficient dehed  by 

P 

vp a p  
c i l  = " i ~  + 2 a;; 

Finally, the advecting velocity is used to define the mass flux normal to the face as 

+ _ _ -  -- Yi ap 

which rnay be expanded and simplifieci as 

where the local pressure term is a function of the norrnai pressure gradient defmed by (4.25). 

Effectively, (4.55) mimics a staggered grid defintion of mass flux since the local pressure term is 
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staggered or offset from the interface velocity. Consequently, the mass flux calculation is able to 

detect local pressure oscillations and properly influence the mornentum and conservation equations 

to suppress checkerboardïng in the nodal velocity and pressure fields. 

It is noteworthy that n$ was originally defieci as [Ferriger and Peric, 19991 

where the over-bar indicates that the pressure gradient normal to the face is interpolated from the 

nodal values. Equation (4.56) is a more eIoquent version of (4.55) where the nodai pressure 

gradients and coefficients at P and F are approxirnated with a single interpolated pressure gradient 

and interfacial coefficients atf. Nonetheless, for the flow simulations performed in this study 

(4.55) provided a more robust numerical solution than (4.56)- 

SlMPLE Aigorithm 

The SIMPLE algorithm begins by defining corrections for pressure, velocity and mass flux as 

PP = P P O + P ~  9 (4.57a) 

mf = th; + m i  , (4.57~) 

where the superscript o indicates the previous or old value, and ' indicates the correction. M e r  

solving the mornentum equations, (4.57) may be substituted into the implicit ternis of (4.42) to 

yield 

where the old values of velocity and pressure afready satisQ the mornentum q a t i o n .  The 

SIMPLE algorithm approximates (4.58) as 

which couples the nodal velocity correction and the nodal pressure correction gradient. Sirnilarly, 

after calculating the mass flux. (4.57) and (4.59) rnay be substituted into the irnplicit ternis of 

(4.55) to yield 

which rnay be expanded using (4.12) and (4.25) as 
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The expression may be sirnpLified by neglecting the expiicit part of the normal pressure correction 

gradient as 

where cf is defmed as the interface redistribution coefficient. Equation (4.62) couples the mass flux 

and pressure corrections through the CV face and rnay be used to update the pressure field to 

satisS. rnass conservation over the adjacent CVs. 

In general the initial solutions of the momentum equations and subsequent calculation of 

interface rnass flues wilI not satisfy mass conservation since the initial pressure field is incorrect. 

This mass conservation error may be represented as 

where Amp is the rnass flux residud over the CV P. Finally, the SIMPLE pressure correction 

equation may be formed by substituthg (4.57c), (4.62), and (4.63) into (4.28) as 

C - cf ( p i  - = - Am,  . 
f (4.44) 

General LUgebraic Equation 

The general algebraic equation of the pressure correction equation (4.64) for a CV P rnay be 

given as 

AFP; = A ; ~ ;  + l3pP (4.65) 
F 

where A+' are the pressure coefficients at the neighbouring nodes, and A$ and B,Pp are the pressure 

coefficient and source term at node P. The pressure coefficients and source term are defmed as 

A[ = c, , A: = c,, , A: = c, , 

A; = c , ,  A{ = c , ,  A: = cb , (4.66) 

Equations (4.65) and (4.66) rnay be applied to each interior CV over the discrete domain to form a 

linear set of algebraic equations that are solved iteraùvely using a SIP solver. Once the pressure 

correction field is obtained, the pressure correction gradient field is detemiined using (4.22) with rn 
equalling 2. Then the velocity field is updated using (4.57b) and (4.59), and rnass flux field is 

updated using (4.57~) and (4.62). However, it is important to note, that the pressure field is 
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updated using [Pantankar, 19801 

where ap is the pressure correction under-relaxation factor. Equation (4.67) under-relaxes the 

updating of the pressure field, since (4.59) tends to significantly overestimate the pressure 

correction field, and consequentiy, the momentum equations becorne susceptible to oscillations 

(over acceleration/deceleration) in the velocity field, 

4.3.5 Boundary Conditions 

There are three types of boundaries defmed over the fracture domah ( s e  Figure 4.4): the 

fracture inlet and outIet are flow boundaries where the pressure is prescribed, the sides of the 

fracture are symmetry boundaries, and the fracture walls are impermeable boundaries. These 

boundaries influence the algebraic equations of CVs that have a single or multiple faces that 

coincide with the boundaries. As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, a benefit of using a CO-located grid, 
is that the velocity coefficients for each Cartesian component are equivalent. In this work, the 

boundary conditions are implernented so that this property is rnaintained for CVs with boundary 

faces. It is important to note, that before the boundary conditions are implernented in this section 

their influence on the general dgebraic equations ((4.42) and (4.65)) is removed. Accordingly, the 

following coefficients and variables are set to zero, depending on whkh boundary or boundaries 

the CV fies on: 
D west inlet boundary: A; = Bi., = p ,  = A; = O , 
D 

east outlet boundary: A: = Bi. = pe = A: = O , 
D south side boundary: A: = Bi,, = p, = A! = O , 
D 

north side boundary: A: = Bi,,  = p,  = A: = 0 , 
D bottom wall boundary: A; = BiSb = pb = A: = O , 
D top wall boundary: A; = Bi,, = p, = A{ = O . 

Effectively, (4.68) initidizes the momentum fluxes and pressure forces at boundary faces as zero. 

The formulation of the three boundary types and further modifications to the general algebraic 

momentum and pressure correction equations are presented beIow. 

Boundary Interface Extrapolation 

An important component to al1 three types of boundary conditions is the extrapolation of 

velocity and pressure from the CV centre to the boundary face@) of boundary CVs. Figure 4.5(a) 

shows a general boundary face with its adjacent node P and the next interior n d e  PP. The 

integration point of the boundary face is indexed as bf and local vectors rnay be defined between P 
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and bf as 

In general. the value of a generic variable at  the boundary face (&) may be extrapolated from 

interior nodes P and PP as 

@bf = =wp #P + ~ P P  (4.70) 

where w, and w,, are the linear weights of the extrapolation. Two options for evaluating these 
weights are used in this work The f ï s t  is to simply approxirnate the boundary face value with 

nodal value at P, which corresponds to the following weights: 

w p = l ,  w p p = o -  (4.7 1) 

This option was used for the velocity vector on the inlet and outlet boundaries to ensure numerical 

stability. The second option is to linearly extrapolate using both nodes. and corresponds to the 

following weights: 

This second option was used for pressure on the wall and side boundaries and the velocity vector 

on the side boundaries. 

lnlet and Outlet Boundaries 

The inlet and outlet of the fracture domain have prescribed pressures and are flow boundaries 

to mass and mornentum transport. This pressure condition may be given as 
- 

Pbf - Pprescribed * (4.73) 

or in tenns of a boundary pressure force as 

Fi% = pp-ritxxj Si. bf 

which drives the mornentum transport through the interior of the fracture dornain through the 

velocity source ternis of CVs with inlet or outlet faces. The velocity vector at these faces is 

approximated with the nodal velocity of the CV holding the boundary face ((1.70) with (4.7 1))- 

This boundary velocity vector rnay be used to cdculate the mass flux at a boundary face as 

and both of these conditions may be incorporated into the boundary advection term as 

The diffusion tenn at the boundary interface rnay be approximated with a one-sided difference 
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between the auxiliary node Pr and integration point bf (see Figure 4.5(b)) as 

and rnay be expanded using (4.25a) as 

where the position of Pr is given by (4.1 la) with the index bf replacing e. 

The above terms rnay be incorporated into the algebraic momentuni equation ((4.42) 

initiaiized with (4.68)) as 
u old 

A: = Ap + ( D ~ ~  - e ( m b l ,  O)) , 

~ , d ~  is the explicit part of the boundary diffusion term defmed as 
d 

Bi,bf = - Dbf vu>. ( rp*  - f p )  9 

and the superscript old refers to the initialized or cumulative (i.e., after sequentiai boundary 

modifications) values of the centrai coefficient and source term. 

The prescnbed pressure at the boundary faces indicate that 

p h =  0 

and the m a s  flux correction at these faces may be approximated fiom (4.6 1) as 

Finaiiy, (4.83) may be incorporated into the algebraic pressure correction equation ((4.64) 
initialized with (4.67)) as 

A; = + Cbf ' 
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Wall Boundaries 

The wdi boundaries of the fracture domain are impermeable no-slip boundaries which means 

that only difisive momentum fluxes in the form of viscous shear stresses act tangentially on the 

boundary faces, while the wall velocity, mass flw, advective and normai diffusive mornentum 

fluxes are zero. This is the dominant boundary condition for resisting flow through the fracture 

domain and may be represented as 
- 

Ubf  - uiJf = O . (4-85a) 

F:~~ = 0 , (4.8%) 

where F , ~ ~  is the normal diffusive momentum flux, and pressure is extrapolated from the interior 

to the waU boundary using (4.70) and (4.72). The first condition may be easily satisfied by setting 

the wall velocity to zero, and the second condition is already satisfied by (4.68), but the third 

requires some manipulation of the locai velocity vector next to the wall boundary in order to 

properly zero the normal diffusive flux. 

First the velocity vector is interpolateci to the boundary auxiïiary node P' (see Figure 4.5(b)) 

using (4.25a). Then the normal component of this velocity vector may be calculated as 
A 

= uPr- nbf7 (4.86) 

which in turn rnay used to defme a Cartesian normal velocity vector as 

Then a tangential velocity vector rnay be defmed at P' as 
l -  n - Ui,p. - U i , p .  - U i , p .  - UiJ + v ~ ; ~ * ( r ~ . - r ~ )  - u ~ ; ~ ? ,  

which simply removes the normal velocity component from the interpolateci velocity. This 

tangential velocity vector is then used to approximate the diffusive flux at the wall boundary, and 
effectively zeroes the normai component of the diffusive flux. Using a one-sided difference 

between the auxiliary node P' and integration point bf, the diffusion term at the wall may be aven 

as 

and may be expanded using (4.87) and sirnplifIed as 

where the Cartesian cornponent of the normal velocity is lagged. Equation (4.89) is similar to 
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(4.77) except that an addition term removing the normal component of the flux is present. 

Incorporating (4.89) into the algebraic momentum equations results in the following 

modifxcation to the central velocity coefficient and source t e m  
u old 

A," = Ap + Dbf , 
(4.90) 

u old n O d 
Bi.uP = Bi, P + Dbf ' i ,  P' + P b f  Si. bf + Bi. b/ 

where Dy and B : ~  are given by (4.80) and (4.8 l), and p y is the extrapolated boundary pressure. 
Finally, the impermeable condition, (4.85b), indicates that 

mb; = O (4-9 1) 

which does not introduce modifications to the algebraic pressure correction .equation. 

Side Boundaries 

The side boundaries of the fracture domain are symmetry boundaries which rneans that only 

the n o m l  component of the diffusive rnornentum flux is allowed to cross the boundary faces, 

while the mass, advective and tangential diffusive fiuxes are ail zero. These conditions are 

simplifed since the side boundaries are normal to the y-axis, and may be represented as 
- 

un. 6 1  - Uy.bf = O 9 (4.92a) 

d - d 
cbbf = Fx.l>f - FIbf  = O 9 

(4.92~) 

where un. is the n o d  velocity cornponent, and F : ~  is the tangential diffusive flux. The f ~ s t  

condition is satisfied by setting the y-component of velocity to zero at the boundary and the 

remaining velocity components, along with pressure, may be extrapolated from the interior using 

(4.70) and (4.72). The second and third conditions are satisfied by initializuig the algebraic 

equations with (4.68)- and the normal Cy-axis) diffusive flux rnay be approximated with a one-sided 

This term is fully Iagged and was directly 

) - V U ; ~ - ( T ~ .  - r p ) )  - ( ( O  - U ~ . P  (4.93) 

irnplemented into the general algebraic equations withou t 

significantly affecthg the convergence of the numerical solution. This is not surpriskg since the 

magnitude of (4.93) is typically small compared to the balance of the momentum fluxes passing 

through the side boundary CVs. This diffusive flux term and the pressure force term acting nomial 

to the boundary were added to the y-axis source terms of algebraic mornentum equations as 
u old d 

B : ~  ' B y . ~  + P b f S , b f  + G. bf (4.94) 
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Finally, the rnass tlux condition (4.92b) indicates that 
r i z b ; = o y  

and does not intrduce modifications to the algebraic pressure correction equation. 

4.3.6 Segregated Solution Algorithm 

The momentum equations (one for each Cartesian direction) and the pressure correction 

equation are solved separately and sequentially. This is referred to as the segregated solution of the 

Navier-Stokes equations, and the algorithm used in this work is summarized in Table 4.1. The 

main or outer loop of the algorithm orcurs over steps 2 to 10. There are several minor or inner 

loops that are irnplicit to steps 4,7 and 8; however, there are no formal inner loops that are 

required for hansient solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. These inner loops enforce 

convergence after each outer (tirne) iteration, but are not required for the steady-state solution. In 

this thesis work, convergence is d e t e d e d  when the solution satisfis the following cntena: 

[ A n i l  
- - "i 

I tol, , (4.96b) 
miniet 

where nomF and no- are nomialized parameters for m e a s u ~ g  the force and mass balance 

over the domain, noms is a normalized parameter for uidicating when steady-state across the 

domain has been achieved, and tol refers to specified tolerances for each nonnalu.ed parameter. 

The numerator of (4.96a) determines the average absolute sum of force residuals along the x-axis 

(the direction of the bulk flow) and the denorninator is the difference in total pressure forces acting 

on the inlet and outlet boundaries. The numerator of (4.96b) determines the average absolute sum 

of mass residuals along the x-axis and the denorninator is the total mass flux crossing the inlet 

boundary. Equation (4.96~) rneasures the absolute fractional difference between the old and 

current total rnass fluxes crossing the inlet and outlet boundaries. 

Typically, (4 .96~)  was the limiting condition for obtaining a converged solution. In fact  the 

force and rnass balance conditions were satisfied early in the simulations, while the s teady-st ate 

condition marked the end of the simulations. This is a cornmon situation when pressure boundary 

conditions are used at inlet boundaries of Navier-Stokes simulations [Ferziger and Peric, 19991. 

The pressure force terms acting on these boundaries influence the velocity field explicitly through 

5 tol, , G , e t  1 - ,  
'inlet 

. O 

moutiet 1 - -  
mouciet 
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the momentum source terms. However, the net pressure force across the CVs dong inlet boundary 

depends on the nodal pressure gradient, which in turn depends on the evolution of the intemal flow 

field. Consequently, the velocity field accelerates slowly, as compared to the traditional velocity 

boundary condition, to satisfi the pressure boundary condition. 

4.3.7 Solution of the General Algebraic Equafions 

A general algebraic equation for a generic variable may be given as 

# p  =  CA^ + ~p 7 

F 

and rnay also be represented over the entire domain as 
P E N T 

$k = &+ 1 j k  + Aijk $+ ik  + @ijk+i 
W S B 

+ Aijk @i-ijk + @ij- lk  + A i j k  @ijk-l + * 

where (i, j7 k) are the indices of the CV grid. Equation (4.98) is a three-dimensional ma& 

equation that may be solved iteratively using Stone's [1968] method of incomplete factorization, 

often referred to as the strongly implicit procedure (SIP). This method may be divided into two 

steps: the calculation of SIP coefficients, and the calculation of the correction. 

The coefficients in the SIP fonn the lower (L) and upper (U) triangular matrices of the 

incomplete factorization. In this work, these coefficients are defmed as seven three-dimensional 

matrices with the same structure as the coefficients shown in (4.98). The recursive equations 

defming the seven SIP coefficient matrices are shown in Appendix A. Once these SIP coefficient 

matrices are defmed, they need to be redefined only when the coefficients in (4.98) change. 

Therefore, for the sequential solution of the momentum equations (un u,, and u=), the SIP 
coefficients are defmed ody  once since the velocity coefficients for each component are equivalent. 

Incorporateci within the defuition of the SIP coefficients is the SIP parameter (a,), which 

influences the convergence properties the algorithm. For al1 simulations, the SIP parameter was set 

equal to 0.92. 

The correction step of the SIP begins by calculating the residual of (4.98) as 

and then forward and backward substitution loops (see Appendix A) involving the SIP coefficient 

matrices are used to solve an estimate of the correction matrix. This estirnate rnay be refmed by 
repeating the correction step over a specified number of iterations. Note again that the SIP 
coefficients rernain fixed over these correction iterations. Convergence of the correction step may 

be monitored by cornparhg the current absolute sum of the residuals to its initial value. 

Ln tfiis thesis, the multigrid method is used to accelerate the convergence of the SIP. The 
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rnethod is based on the additive correction approach mtchinron and Raithby, 19861 and uses the 

V-cycle algorithm which may be divided into two steps: the restriction or passing of residuals to 

coarser Mds, and the prolongation or injection of corrections to the finer grids. 

The restriction step begins by using the SIP to solve (4.99) over the original CV grid, which is 

defmed as the level-1 or fine grid. The residual field and coefficients from this level-1 grid are then 

passed to a coarser levei-2 grid, which is forrned by agglomerating the CVs into 2 x 2 ~ 2  blocks if 

possible. This results in a level-2 grid with (ni + 1)/2 x (9 + 1)/2 x (n, + 1)/2 CVs. The level-2 

residual field is formed by summing the level-l residuals over the agglomerated CVs. The level-2 

coefficients are formed by removing the level-1 coefficients of faces contained within the interior of 

the agglomerated CVs, and summing the level-1 coefficients that share a cornmon exterior face. 

Level-2 SIP coefficients may then be defineci, and the SIP may be used to solve a correction field. 

This level-2 correction field has an associated residud that Uiturn may be passed, dong with the 
Ievel-2 coefficients, to a coarser level-3 grid. A level-3 correction field may be obtained in a 

similar manner as the level-2 grid. This restriction may be repeated over a speciEed number of 
levels. 

The prolongation step begins at the coarsest grid level. The correction field detennined from 

the SIP is injected into the h e r  grid of the previous level using a simple block correction. Then 

the SIP is used to smooth the resulting correction field on the fmer grid. This prolongation is 

repeated on subsequently fuw grid levels until the Level- I grid is reached, which marks the end of 

the V-cycle. 

The SIP-multigrid solver developed in this work is surnmarized in Table 4.2. For al l  three- 

dimensional simulations, the solver used 1 V-cycle with 5 grid levels and 1 iteration per SIP call 

(i.e, n, = 1, nL = 5, and n, = 1). These solver parameters reduced the residual fields moderately 

during each call to the solver. This was desirable in terms of the overall efficiency of the 

segregated solution algorithm, since the convergence was limiteci by the slow acceleration of the 

Row field. Therefore, by the t h e  that the flow field had obtained steady-state, the residual force 

and rnass flux fields were reduced to acceptable IeveIs. 
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4.4 Two-Dimensional Flow Model Based on the Local Cubic 
Law 

4.4.1 Description of the Two-Dimensional Control Volume 

An example of a two-dimensional CV grid or dornain exnacted fkom a three-dimensionai 

fracture is shown in Figure 4.l(c). The grid spacing dong the x- and y-axes are uniform and equal, 

and consequently, the CVs are orthogonal and square. Figure 4.6(a) displays a single CV from the 

interior of the domain dong with its central node, integration points, and neighbouring nodes. As 

displayed in the figure, the lines connecting neighbouring nodes pass through the integration points 

of each CV face. The aperture field is defined at each corner, and usuig biIinear interpolation, the 

average aperture for the CV rnay be defmed as 

where 6, is the aperture at the CV corners indexed from 1 to 4. Figure 4.6@) displays a general 

CV face between the nodes P and F that contains the integration point$ The dashed Iine defines a 

square interfacial CV with point f at its centre. The aperture at the integration point is simply 

defineci as 

where 6, and b, are the corner aperture values associated with the face. As noted in Section 3.2.1, 
the LCL assumes that the mean wall topography or mid-surface of the fracture is approximately 

planar. This situation is iilustrated in Figure 4.7(a) which is a cross-section or profile through the 
nodes P and F in Figure 4.6(b). Even though the CV grid is fonnally two-dimensional, the profile 

reveals the underlying geometry used to define the effective fiow parameters through the CV grid. 
As shown the wd-surface of the profde is planar and perpendicular to the definition of aperture 

used in this thesis. Figure 4.7@) displays a profüe with the same aperture values but undulation in 

the rnid-surface. Consequently, the definition of aperture is not perpendicular to the mid-surface, 

and the distances between the nodes and integration point are larger than the grid spacing. 

Considering this situation, an aperture may be defined perpendicular to the rnid-surface b, as 
b,, = brî, 

where b is the vertical aperture, and fi, is the z-component of the unit normal of the mid-surface 

( s e  Figure 4.7(c)). For a planar fracture fir, equals unity and for a undulating fracture f ir falls 

below unity. Furthemore, a tortuosity factor for the distance between the node P and integration 

point f rnay be defined as 
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which yields a value of unity for planar fracnues, and a value above unity for undulating fractures. 

In the next section (4.102) and (4.103) are used to correct the LCL to reflect fracture unduIation. 

4.4.2 Approximation of the Local Cubic Law 

The LCL (3-9) may be integrated over an arbitrary CV as 
r .) 

or alternatively, as 

(4.1 OS) 

where the volume integral is t r a n s f o d  into a surface integral. The discrete approximation of 

(4.105) is given by 

&lif=O, (4.106) 
f 

where nif is the mass flux normal to each face f defuied as 

where bl) is a characteristic average of b3 defuied over the CV centred around f (see Figure 4.7@)), 

&,f and ndL, are width and length of the interface CV, and H is hydraulic head at each node. 

Equation (4.107) is simply a local application of the one-dimensional cubic law between nodes P 
and F. In this stuciy the value of b,) is defmed using a weighted harrnonic mean as 

where the subscriptsfP andjF indicate values dehed over adjacent halves of the interface CV, 

and p is a term correcting the aperture and spatial step values to reflect undulation. The 

characteristic values of b3 for each half CV are defmed using three rnethods. Using the half CV 

associated with node P, the first methoci is given as 

which is simply the cube of the arithmetic mean aperture defined over the half CV [Brown, 1987, 

as reported by Nicholl et aL, 19991. The second method is derived from the analytical solution of 

the LCL for one-dimensional flow between mildly tapered plates [Iwai, 19761 and is given as 
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The third method is derived from the analytical solution of the Stokes equations for two- 
dimensiond radial fiow through tapered plates (Le., Harnel's problem) [Nicholl et al,, 19991 and is 
given as 

where the angle B,, masures the relative slope of the tapered plates ( s e  Figure 4.7(c)), given as 

where K is a term correcting the aperture and spatial step values to reflect undulation. Finally, the 

correction terms p and K rnay be defmed as 

which are unity when the fracture is planar and beiow unity with fracture undulation. 

The algebraic equation of the LCL for a single CV P may be given as 

where A: are the head coefficients at the neighbouring nodes, and APH and B," are the head 

coefficient and source terrn at node P. In general, the head coefficients and source term are defmed 

where b:/6,, is given by (4.108) to (4.1 14) depending on the method used to approximate b;. 
Equations (4.1 15) and (4.116) rnay be applied to each CV over the dornain to form a linear set of 

algebraic equations. As with the the-dimensional flow model, the coeff~cients of CVs lying on a 

boundary are defined in order to initially remove the influence of the boundary. The following 

coefficients are set to zero, dcpending on which boundary or boundarks the CV lies on: 

West inlet boundary: A$ = 0 , 

east outlet boundary: A: = 0 , 

south side boundary: A: = 0 , 
H north side boundary: A, = O . 
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Effectively, (4-1 17) sets the coefficients of all boundary faces to be no-flow boundaries,   hi ch is 

the desùed boundary condition for the side boundaries. The iniet and outlet boundaries are flow 

boundaries with prescribed pressure, and therefore, the coefficients of CVs lying on the inlet and 

outlet must be modified according to 
- 3  

H Hold + A, = Ap bbf * w ~ ~ P Y  
4 b f  12p ' 

where bf refers to boundary faces, old refers to the cumulative value of the central coeff~cient. The 

rnass flux through these boundaies is given by 

After incorporating the boundary conditions, the set of algebraic equations are solved 

iteratively using a two-dimensional version of the SIP-multigrid solver presented in Section 4.3.6 

(see Table 4.2). For a i l  two-dimensional simulations, the soIver used 5 V-cycles with 5 grid levels 

and 5 iterations per SIP cali (n, = 5, n, = 5, and ns = 5). The SIP solver was called successively 

until the convergence critena (4.96b) and (4.96~) fell below IO4. 

4.5 Three-dimensional Solute Transport Model Based on the 
Random Walk Particle Method 

4.5.1 Description of the Three-Dimensional Control Volume 

The three-dimensional solute transport simulations employ the velocity fields from the three- 

dimensional flow simulations, and therefore, use the same CV grid, except that the noda1 velocity 

field is interpolated from the CV nodes to the CV corners. An inverse distance scheme was 

employed (see Figure 4.8(a)) to interpolate the velocity vector at the CV corners u, as 

where the subscripts c and F refer to the CV corner of interest and surrounding nodes involved in 
the interpolation, and w is the inverse distance weight for each node. This scherne used a 

maximum of 8 nodes for interior CV corners, and a minium of 4 interpolation points for boundary 

CV corners. The velocity at any point within the Eracture domain was defined by first identifying 
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the CV which hoIds the point and then tri-linearly interpolating from the CV corners to the point of 

interest. The tri-linear interpolation scheme for a specifrc CV may be aven as ( s e  Figure 4.8(b)) 

where u, is the velocity vector at a point rp (x, y, d with trilinear weights (w,, w,, wL ), and 

TF, 7, and Tc are local coordinates for ûach corner which may be defineci as 

Ti = -1, + l ,  +l,  -1, - 1 7 + 1 ,  +l, - 1  1 7 

Tk = { -1, -1, -1, -1, + 1 7 + 1 ,  4, + 1 1  7 

where each row vector is indexed fiom corner 1  to 8 as displayed in Figure 4.8(b). 

4.5.2 Approximation of the Advection-Diffusion Equation 

As presented in Section 3 -2.2, the three-dimensional advection-diffusion equation is 

approximated by the RWPM which simulates transport of a large number of particles n, through 

the fracture domain- The transport of each individuai particle is govemed b y 

where the advective term tracks the particle within the predeterrnined steady state flow field, and 

the diffusive term displaces the particle randornly with a variance 2 Dm At that is characteristic of 

Fickian diffusion. Each particle is introduced or injected into the domain at random locations on 

CV faces Iying on the d e t  boundary. Each CV boundary face is assigned a number of particles 

npbf as a fraction of n,, according to 

where m,/r&, is the ratio of mass flux passing through boundary face bf to the total rnass flux 

through the ùrlet. Equation (4.122) explicitly describes the transport of each injected particle 

through the fracture domain over sequential tirne steps. The spatial history of each particle was 

stored, and the end or breakthrough time of the simulation was determined as the particles crossed 

the outlet boundary. 

The main boundary condition used with (4.122) is the reflection boundary . This boundary 

satisfies the no-flow and syrnrnetry requirements of the wall and side boundaries, and is also used 

at the inlet boundary afier the particles are injected. it ensures that particles that are assigned 

positions that are outside of the fracture domain are reassigned positions within the dornain using a 

simple reflection property. Figure 4.9(a) illustrates this property for a particle with an initial 

location r, and a new location rT which is outside of the domain. The reflection boundary assigns 
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the new position rz by setting the distance 6w to equal &'. Figure 4.9(b) illustrates the same 

principle used for a non-horizontal wall. In this situation, the particle is also assumed to be 

reflected by setting the distance 6w to qua1 &'. This clear approximation was implemnted since 

it reduces the computational burden of fmding the actual point of intersection between the bilinear 

wall faces and the pathway of the particle. For fractures with very rough walIs this approximation 

may influence the particle transport; however, this influence may be reduced by choosing a suitably 

s r n d  time step. Fhally, a secondary boundary condition sets the minimum distance that a particle 

rnay approach a wd. In the event of very IOW or zero diffusive transport, this condition prevents 

particles fiom becorning trapped dong the w a k  with velocity components that approach zero (see 

Figure 4.9(c)). The minimum distance was specified as a fraction of the CV dimension along the z- 
axis as 

*wmi, = Fw % (4.124) 

where the fraction F, equailed O or O. 1 for all transport simulations. 

Table 4.1. Summary of the segregated solution algorithm. 

step description equations 

if criteria are met then end solution, othenivise go to step 2 

initialize velocity, pressure and mass flux fields 

calculate velocity and pressure gradients 

assemble algebraic momentum equations 
and incorporate boundary ,-onditions 

solve momentum equations sequentially 
with -aY = 0.75 to 0.95 

calculate mass flux and mass residuai fields 

assemble algebraic pressure correction equation 
and incorporate boundary conditions 

solve pressure correction equation 

calculate pressure correction gradient with rn = 2 

correct velocity, mass flux, and pressure with q, = 0.10 

check convergence criteria with tol, = tol, = tol, = IO4, 
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Table 4.2. Sumrnary of SIP-multigrid solver algorithm. 

0 define A coefficientst on grid levels 2 to n, 
0 caiculate SIP coefficientst on al1 grid levels 
0 V-cycle hop: i = 1 ton, 

0 SIP solve level, grid using n, iterations 
0 restriction Iwp: j = 2 to nL 

0 caiculate residualt on levelF, grid 
0 pass residual to leveIj grid 
0 SEP solve levelj grid using ns iterations 

0 prolongation loop: j = n, to 2 by -1 
0 inject levelj correctiont into levelj-, grid 
0 SiP solve levelF, grid using n, iterauons 

al1 coefficients, residuals, and corrections on levels 2 to nL were stored in 
three-dimensional matrices with dimensions: 

n: x ni x ni = (nt'- 1)/2 x (nfL- 1)/2 x (nf '- 1)/2 
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Figure 4.1. Examples of fracture dorriauis: (a) 3D void space generated over an x-y grid with 
uniform spacing Ax and A, and variable aperture b(x, y), (b) 3D CV domain formed by subdividing 
void space into uniform x-y increments 6, and 6, and variable z increments 4 (x, y), (c) 2D CV 
dornain formed by subdividing void space into uniform x-y increments 4 and 4. 
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Figure 43. Example of a 3D CV from the interior of the 3D domain shown in Figure 4.1 (a). The 
compass rnethod is used to index nodes (circles) and integration points (triangles). The indices or 
corners of the CV are represented with square symbols. 
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Figure 4.3. Details of the east face from the 3D CV s h o w  in Figure 4.2. (a) Defuiition of 
tangential vectors Ce and L, unit norrnai vector îi, and the local vector Se which connects nodes P 
and E. (b) Definition of normal vector qe passing through integration point e comecting auxiliary 
nodes P' and Er, and the outline (dotted line) of the CV asscxiated with the face. 
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top wau* z = Zu 
impermeabIe no-slip 

north side, y = W 
symmeûy (no-flow. no-shear) 

east outlet. x = L 
specified pressure 

West inlet. x = O 
specified pressure 

south side. y = O 
symmetry (no-flow, no-shear) 

bottom wall, z = ZL 
impermeable no-slip 

Figure 4.4. General boundary conditions used for the 3D simulations. The 2D simulations used 
the inlet, outlet, and side boundary conditions. 
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Figure 4.5. Details of a generai 3D CV boundary face bf. (a) D e f ~ t i o n  of unit normal vector hW 
and the local vector which connects node P to integration point bf. (b) Defmition of n o d  
vector qw connecting awriliary node P' to integration point bf, and the boundary interface CV 
(dotted line). 
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Figure 4.6. (a) An example of a 2D CV fiom the interior of the 2D domain shown in 
Figure 4.l(c). The corners (rectangles) are indexed I to 4, and the compass method is 
used to index the nodes (circles) and integration points (triangIes). (b) Detail of a general 
2D face and the outline (dotted line) of the CV associated with the face. 
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Figure 4.7. Profies through nodes P and F shown in Figure 4.6(b) with: (a) planar 
mid-surface (dashed line), and (b) undulating rnid-surface. The soiid line delineates the 
portion of the profiles associated with the interfacef, the circles represent nodes, and 
the triangles represent integration points. (c) Detail of profüe shown in Part (b). 
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Eïgure 4.8. (a) Layout of nodes (circles) used to interpolate velocity at CV corner 
(square). The solid lines represent CV edges, and the dotted lines represent the distance 
between the corner and nodes used in (4.120). (b) Layout of CV corners used to interpolate 
velocity at a general point p within the CV. 
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Figure 4.9. Illustration of RWPM wall boundary conditions for various situations: 
(a) particle reflection off a planar wall, (b) particle reflection off an undulating wall, 
and (c) particle adjustrnent for the minimum waU separation distance. The dashed line 
represents the unadjusted pathway of the particles, and the solid represents the final or 
adjusted pathways. The circles are the particle positions at the begiTLning (point 1) and 
end (point 2) of a time step, and the tnangIes are points of reflection. 



CHAPTER 5. Simulation Results and Discussion 

5.1 Introduction 

The primary purpose of this chapter is to present and discuss the results of various fluid flow 

simulations performed on progressively more complex domains. The simuIations begin with flow 

through paralle1 plates, move to flow through sinusoicial surfaces, and end with ffow through 

synthetic rough-walled fractures. The Fust two ideal domains are used to ver* the three- 

dimensional and two-dimensional flow rnodels presented in Chapter 4. The rough-walled fracture 

domains are used to demonstrate the complex nature of frstcture flow, and to compare the total flow 

rate predicted from the developed rnodels under different conditions. By comparing the predicted 

total fiow rates, geornetric and kinematic constraints on the usage of the LCL and Stokes 

simulations are presented. Numencal accuracy, errors, and variability in the observai numerical 
simulations are also presented. 

It is important to note that numerical simulations referred to as Stokes simulations in this 

thesis differ fiom the NS simulations oniy in that aLl the inertiaI terms (see (4.36)) are set to zero. 

Otherwise, the three-dimensional NS and Stokes shulations use the same discretization, boundary 

conditions, and solution methods. However, in generai, the linear Stokes simulations were 
nurnerically more stable than the non-linear NS simulations. This property allowed for larger 

relaxation parameters to be used in the iterative solution of the Stokes equations, and consequently, 

Ied to a greater rate of convergence than the NS equations. 

This chapter also presents and discusses the results of solute transport simulations perforrned 

on parallel plates, and two laboratory samples of rough-walled fractures. The parallel pIates 

simulations are used to verify the RWPM mode1 presented in Chapter 4, The laboratory rough- 

walled fracture simulations serve to ver@ the physics and numerical solution methods for both the 

flow and transport modets developed in this thesis by rnatching experirnental hydraulic and tracer 
tests. 
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5.2 Fluid Flow through Parallel Plates 

Fiuid flow through parallel plates was simulated using the three-dimensional Navier-S tokes 

mode1 and cornpareci to the exact solution given by (3.13) or (3.28). For this domain the two- 

dimensional LCL model reduces to the exact solution and hence wiU not be further discussed in this 

section. The parameters for the three-dimensional parallel plate simulations are sumrnarised in 

Table 5.1, and several simulation results are presented in Figure 5.1. These simulations employed 

the boundary conditions presented in Section 4.3.4. Figure 5.1 (a) shows the velocity field between 

the plates oriented in the direction of flow for the simulation with 20 CVs along the vertical axis 

(i-e-, n, equals 20). The velocity vectors are parallel to the plate walls and their magnitudes vary 

parabolically along the vertical axis. Figure 5.1@) displays the nonrialized velocity profile 

between the plates predicted by the mode1 and the exact solution. As shown, the model compares 

very weU with the exact solution. In addition, a normalized pressure profile is shown to match the 

pressure profde that is implicit to the exact solution. It is important to emphâsize here that the 

Navier-Stokes and Stokes simulations were identical even though the Reynolds nurnber of the flow 

field was high (Re = 0.8). This occurred since the velocity vector at a specific vertical position z 

was one-dimensional and ccnstant throughout the domain, and consequently, fluid inertial forces 

rernained negligible. Figure 5.l(c) displays the observed relationship between the relative error e~ 
of the numerical solution and the verticd grid spacing 4. 

- I Qa-Q, I  
e~ - 

Qa 

The relative error eQ is defrned as 

(5.1) 

where QcL is the exact flow rate from the cubic law, and Q6 is the tlow rate from NS simulations 

using a specific 4 value. As expected, the relative error decreases as the vertical grid spacing 

decreases, or in other words, the relative error decreases as the number of CVs in the vertical 

direction increase. The regressed power relationship between the relative error and grid spacing is 

also displayed, yielding an exponent of approximately 2. This indicates that the numerical syctem 

of equations display second-order accuracy in approximating the exact solution. This result is 

expected since the accuracy of the viscous and pressure forces terms used in the CV formulation 

are dso  second-order. 
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5.3 Fluid Flow through Sinusoidal Fractures 

Fluid flow through fraccures with sinusoidal walls was simulateci using the three-dimensional 

Navier-Stokes and the two-dimensional LCL models. The profle of a general sinusoida1 fracture 

is shown in Figure 5.2(a) while Table 5.2 summarizes the mode1 pararneters used in these 

simulations- These simulations used the standard boundary conditions presented Sections 4.3.4 

and 4.4.2. Two important parameters describing the aperture variability in the sinusoidal profile 

are the relative roughness Nb,, and the roughness slope NA. Various values of relative 

roughness were examined and huo values of the roughness slope, 0.1 and 0.4, were used to 

represent miId and steep roughness variations. 

Figures 5.2@) and (c) present the velocity field through the rniddle oscillation of a relatively 

rough (Nb,  = 1) and steeply sloped ( M A  = 0.4) Fracture profile as predicted by Stokes and 

Navier-Stokes simu1ations for a gradient qua1 to 0.033. The flow solution is symmetric about the 

centre iine, however, the vectors below the centre line of the profiles are transformed by taking the 

quad root of their magnitude to reveal the flow pattern in the low velocity region. Figure 5.2(b) 

displays a vector distribution at the constriction that is qualitatively parabolic and parallel to the x- 

axis. The direction of the vectors spread or fan out as the aperture of the profile increases so that 

the vectors next to the walls become parallel to the wall and vectors travelling along the vertical 

centre of the profile remain parallel to the x-axis. Essentially the direction of the vector field 

conforrns to the shape of the fracture profile. It is also clear that the magnitude of the vectors is 

largest in the constriction and smallest in the large aperture portion of the profile. Figure 5.2(c) 

displays simiiar behaviour to Figure 5.2@) except that the vectors tend to remaui parallel to the x- 

axis, and the magnitude of the vectors close to the vertical centre of the profde are larger. 

Additionally, vectors in the large aperture region recirculate due to separation in the flow field. 

These properties indicate that inertial forces significantly influence the flow field by resisting 

changes in magnitude and direction. Figures (c) and @) are in good agreement with Figure 6 in 

work of Brown et al. [1995]. 

Figure 5.3 displays vertical prof* of two velocity components u, and u ,  and pressure p for 

three locations (P 1, PZ, and P3) along the x-axis as indicated on Figure 5.2. The vertical position 

is nonnalized by the aperture value at the profile locations, and the velocity componenrs and 

pressure are normalized by the maximum value of ux and p observed along the profde. AIso 

included are the ideal velocity and pressure profiles assumed by the LCL approximation. It is clear 

that both simulations display non-parabolic profiles for u, and, non-vertical profiles of uz and p, 

with the NS simulation displaying the largest deviations. This behaviour suggests the LCL 

approximation may be invalid for predicting the b u k  flow through this sinusoidal fracture and 

hydraulic gradient. 

Figure 5.4 displays the ratio of bulk flow rates predicted by the Stokes and LCL simulations 
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QslQ,, for sinusoidal fractures with various values of Nb,, and rnild and steep values of AIA. 

AIso displayed on the figure are data h m  Brown et al. [1995]. The LCL simulations used three 

different definitions of 6 '  giVen by (4.109), (4.1 IO), and (4.1 11). According to Nichols et al. 

[1999], (4.109) was the definition used in LCL mode1 developed in the work of Brown II9871 and 

subsequently applied in the work of Brown et al. [1995]. Therefore, the flow ratios represented as 

square symbols should be in agreement with the data fiom Brown et al. [1995k The flow ratios 

for the r d d  sioped fractures are in good agreement, but the flow ratios for the steep sloped 

fractures significantly deviate as the relative roughness of the fracture decreases. This suggests 

that there are differences in the Stokes simulations performed in this work and those perforrned in 
Brown et al. [1995] using a lattice-gas automaton methoci. This also suggests that for steeply 

sloped sinusoidal aperture variations the LCL with (4.109) will overestirnate the flow rate by a 

factor greater than 2 even for a small relative roughness. The flow ratios using the LCL 

simulations with (4.11 1) are shown to be quite different from the data of Brown et al. [1995]; 

however, these ratios are close to unity which indicate very good agreement with the Stokes 

simulations. Therefore, the LCL with (4- 11 1) ciosely approximated the Stokes equations for fluid 

flow through the sinusoidal fracture with mildly and steeply sloped aperture variation. Equation 

(4.1 1 1) incorporates the effects of non-orthogonal flow into the LCL approximation which is 

demonstrated to be important for the sinusoidd fractures examined- 

Figure 5.5(a) displays the ratio of flow rates predicted by the NS and Stokes simulations 

Q,/& for a steeply sloped sinusoidal fracture with a relative roughness of unity and various 

values of Re. Again data Erom Brown et al. [1995] are included on this figure. Interesti~gly, even 

though there are apparent differences in the Qs/QLa data presented in this thesis work and the 

work of Brown et al. [1995], the relationship between QNs/Qs and Re for a single sinusoidal 

fracture are in good agreement. 
Figure 5 3 3 )  displays the observed relationship between the relative error ep of the numerical 

solution and the number of subdivisions applied to a CV grid originally containing 60x1~20 CVs- 
For example, subdividing the domain by a factor of 2 creates 1 2 0 x 2 ~ 4 0  CVs with reduced grid 
spacing. The relative error for each simulation was definrd as 

where Q5 is the total flow rate Erom a reference simulation using n,& equal to 5. The sinusoidal 

fracture exarnined is steeply sloped and has a relative roughness of unity (see Figure 5.3). The 
relative error decreases as nsh-' decreases or as the number of CVs increases. The regressed power 

relationship between eQ and nS,-' is also displayed, yielding exponents of approxirnately 2.1 and 
1.3 for the Stokes and NS simulations, respectively. For this fracture flow scenario, the exponents 

indicate that the accuracy of the numerical system of equations is higher for the Stokes equations. 

This result is expected since the viscous and pressure forces terms used in the CV formulation are 
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second-order accurate, whereas the inertial force tenns are first-order accurate, Consequently, as 

the influence of the inertial terms increases in the system of equations, the overall accuracy will fd l  

below second-order and approach first-order. 

5.4 Fluid Flow through Synthetic Rough-Walled Fractures 

Synthetic rough-walled fractures were generated ushg the method presented in Section 2.6. 
FIuid flow through these synthetic fractures was simulated using the two-dimensional LCL and 
three-dimensional Navier-S tokes models. The parameters for these simulations are surnrnarised in 

Table 5.3 and the boundary conditions are presented in Sections 4.3 -4 and 4-4.2 ( s e  Figure 4.4). 

The following subsections discuss the comparison of the LCL simulations to published results, the 

comparison of the LCL to the Stokes simulations, and fuially, the comparison of the Navier-Stokes 

and Stokes simulations. In addition, exarnple simulations are presented of fluid flow through 

relatively smooth and rough fractures (om lb, equals 0.125 and 1 .O, respectively) with moderate 

undulation (a; q u a i  to 0.5 mm). These smooth and cou& fracture examples have the sarne 

mechanical aperture (6, equahg 0.5 mm) and are shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. 

5.4.1 LCL Simulations versus Cubic L a w  Calculafions 

Figure 5.8 displays the two-dimensional fluid flow fields through each exarnple fracture 

predicted by the LCL simulations usuig (4.109) with Pp set to unity (i.e., no correction for 

undulation, which is equivalent to assuming o; = O). The fluid flow vectors for the smooth fracture 

Vary mildly in magnitude and direction over the dornain, whereas the vectors for the rough fracture 

exhibit strong heterogeneity and form distinct flow channels across the domain. This charmelling 

behaviour is chqracteristic of fluid flowing through persistent or correlated large aperture pathways 

across the domain. In addition, the totaI flow rate through the rough fracture is oniy two thirds of 

the flow through the smooth fracture even though they have identical b, values. This decrease in 

total flow is caused by a reduction in the cross sectional area available to flow, and then forcing the 

flow field through the small aperture regions dong the channels. In this situation, the local velocity 

must increase, which leads to larger interna1 head losses and srnaller total flow rates for a given 

hydraulic gradient. As discussed in Section 3.3, this channehg and hydraulic behaviour has been 

well docurnented in theoretical [e-g., Brown, 19871 and experirnental [e.g., Brown et al,, 19981 

studies. 

Section 3.3.2 discussed the results of various theoretical studies examinhg fluid fiow through 

random or synthetic rough-walled fractures. Figure 3.2 presents the functional relationships 

(equations (3.22), (3.23), (3.25), and (3.27)) that were observed between the total flow rate 

predicted by the LCL and the parallei plate cubic law using the arithrnetic mean aperture (b) of the 
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fracture. Note that this fiow ratio Qtcr/QcL rnay be shown to be equivalent to the cube of the 

hydrauiic aperture over the arithmetic mean ( b,l(b) )'. The figure displays that the LCL, under- 

predkts the total flow rate as compared to the cubic law when the relative roughness om 16, of the 

fracture is high (or aiternatively b , l c  is srnall). These functional relationships were deterrnined 

ushg different theoretical models of rough-wded fractures and predict a range of Q,,/Q, values 

that diverge as a, lb, increases. 

Figure 5.9 superimposes the results of LCL simulations using (4.109) perforrned in this thesis 

work ont0 Figure 3.2 for fractures with various values of rnid-surface variation or undulation. The 

symbols represent fractures with n o r d  or lognorxnal aperture distributions with two correlation 

length Ab values. The equation and source of the functional relationships From Figure 3.2 are also 

shown. Figure 5.9(a) displays the results for fractures with planar mid-surfaces (4 = 0) and 

represents the cornmon situation where fracture undulation is neglected in the LCL approach. The 

LCL results for all the fracture types are shown to fa11 withh the range of the previously 

deterrnined relationships- The results for the fractures with n o d y  distnbüted aperture fields 

behaved most Like the relationships of Petir and Cheng [1978] and Brown [ 19871 which also 

produced n o d y  distributed aperture fields. The results for the fractures with lognonnally - 
distributed aperture fields are shifted downward dong the flow ratio-axis toward the relationship of 

Renshaw [1995] which is based on statistical arguments for lognormally distributed aperture fields. 

Additionally, for both normal and lognornial distributions there was a shift downward for the 

smaller correlation lengths. The magnitude of the shift was consistent with Brown [1987] who 

observed a second-order difference between fractures with smoothly and roughly textured aperture 

fields with fiactal correlation. However, Brown [1987] observed that QLa/Qa shifted upwards 

for the fractures with roughly textured aperture fields, or in other words, the LCL and cubic law 

were in better agreement for the roughly textured fractures. Conversely, this thesis work observed 

that the LCL and cubic Iaw were in better agreement for fractures with milder spatial variation in 

aperture as quantified by the traditional correlation length. 

Figures 5.9@) and 5.9(c) display the LCL results for fractures with two values of undulation 

(oz = 0.5 and 1 .O mm), superirnposed on the functional relationships from Figure 3.2. These 

figures show a shift downward in QLu/Qa for low O, Ib, values as 4 increases. Essentially, the 

undulation decreases the local aperture field and reduces the flow predicted by the LCL. This 

aperture field reduction seems to be more important when the fracture is smooth, or the relative 

roughness o, lb, is low. 

This subsection has presented two-dirnensional flow fields ( s e  Figure 5.8) from LCL 
simulations on the smooth and rough example fractures. These results are consistent with other 

published data [cg., Brown, 19871 and clearly illustrate that cr, Ib, is an important parameter for 

describing the distribution of flow in a roua-walled fracture. Furthemore, the total flow rates 

from LCL simulations on rnany synthetic fractures were compared to the totaI flow rate from the 
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cubic law using (b) (se Figure 5.9). In other words, the LCL total flow rate was cornpared to the 

total flow through a set of parallel plates with a constant aperture equal to the arithmetic mean of 

the synthetic fracture. Figure 5.9(a) shows that the results of this work are within the range of 

several published correlations and again that a, fb, is an important parameter in terms of predicted 

the total flow. Figure 5.9(c) illustrates that large values of mid-surface variability or fracture 

undulation reduce the effective aperture for srnooth fractures and shoutd be included into the LCL 

approach. 

5.4.2 Stokes versus LCL Simulations 

Figure 5.10 displays two-dimensional vector plots of the integrated fluid flux field within each 

kacture predicted by the the-dimensional Stokes simulations. Qualitatively. these results are 

identiczl to the LCL simulations shown in Figure 5-8. The fluid flux vectors for the smooth 

fracture Vary mildly in magnitude arid direction over the domain, and the vectors for the rough 

fracture form distinct tortuous channels that convey the majority of the fluid across the domain. 

Quantitative differences are displayed in Figure 5.1 1 which was formed by sub tracting the Stokes 

integrated flux fields from the LCL flux fields. This figure shows that the largest flux difference 

vectors are located along the highest flux pathways with maximum values equal to 10 and 23% of 

each total flow difference. These total flow differences indicate that the Stokes simulations predict 

total flows 3% and 14% lower that the LCL simulations for the smooth and rough fracture 

examples, respectively . 
Figure 5.12 displays velocity fields over a two-dimensional cross-section through the centre of 

the fracture domains and paraiiel to the x-z plane ( s e  Section C-C on Figure 5.10). The 

variability of the fracture geometry along each cross-section is clearly displayed, with the rough 

fracture cross-section displayhg two points of contact. The resulting velocity fields are not 
entirely paraliel with the fracture walls, and qualitatively, do not agree with an ideal parabolic 

profile between parallel plates. Figure 5.13 displays vertical velocity profdes through each cross- 

section in Figure 5.12 at the points labellecl P 1, PZ, and P3. These profiles are nomialized by the 

local aperture and the ideal maximum x-axis vdocity for the integrated local flow rate. 
Additiondy, the velocity distribution is resolved into its x- and z-components, and includes the 

corresponding ided velocity profiles. Interestingly, the x-velocity is shown to be very close to the 

ideal parabola, whereas the z-velocity is different from the ideal value of zero. This non-zero z- 
velociv reflets the radial or convergïng-diverging nature of the flow field, and is shown to be 

more significant, and even asymmetric, for the rough fracture example. A consequence of this non- 

zero z-velocity is that larger viscous shear stresses are produced within the flow field as compared 

to the LCL approximation. Therefore, the Stokes simulation for the rough fracture example 

predicts a total flow rate 14% lower than the LCL simulation. 

The fracture examples discussed so far have demonstrated srnd to rnoderate (second order) 
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differences between the fluid flux fields and total flow rates predicted by the LCL and Stokes 

equations. In order to generalize this observation, mmy LCL and Stokes simulations were 

performed on synthetic fractures wÏth various values of relative roughness a,/& and rnid-surface 

variability oz (see Table 5.3). Figure 5.14 displays the ratio of the total flow predicted fiom 

Stokes and LCL simulations QslQLcL versus the fracture relative roughness. These results used 

synthetic fi-actures with a,/b, values ran,oing from 0.0625 to 2, a, values of 0, 0.5, and 1 .O mm, 

and normally distributed aperture fields with a correlation length of 2 mm, The correspondhg 

LCL simulations used (4.109), (4.1 IO), and (4.1 11) with pp and K~ set to unity so that no 

geornetric correction for undulation was included. Each part of Figure 5.14 displays flow ratios 

that decrease exponentially in response to increases in the relative roughness. This response is 

s i d a r  to the response of the QLcL/ QcL shown in Figure 5.9 except that the magnitude of the 

decrease is smailer. Figure 5.14(a) shows that the total flow predicted by LCL simulations using 

(4.109), (4.1 IO), and (4.11 1) were all very close to the Stokes simulations up to a relative 

roughness value of 0.25. Above 0.25 the flow ratio began to decrease exponentially with the LCL 

simulations using (4.1 10) and (4.11 1) predicting total flows within 10% of the Stokes simulations. 

The LCL simulations using (4.109) predicted slightly larger flow rates within 15% of the Stokes 
simulations. Parts (b) and (c) of Figure 5.14 display uniforrn decreases of approxirnately 5 and 

15% across the entire range of relative roughness values in response to increases in the rnid-surface 

variability. Interestingly, these simulations demonstrate that mid-surface undulation rnay be an 

important component of fracture roughness even when the relative roughness is low. Furthemore, 

the constant shift downward ira Qs/QLa for the given rnid-surface standard deviations suggests that 

geornetric corrections based on the rnid-surface fields may be effective in correcting the LCL 

simulations. 

Figure 5.15 displays Qs/QLcL results for the same fractures used in Figure 5.14 except that 

the LCL simulations incorporate the mid-surface correction terrns. Figure 5.14(a) and 5.1 5(a) are 

identical since the correction terms are equal to unity when the mid-surface is a plane (Le., a, 

equals O). Parts (b) and (c) of Figure 5-15 clearly demonstrate that the correction terms effectively 

rcmove the downward shift in Qs/QLCL in response to mid-surface variability. As a result, the 

relationship in Part (c) is very sirnilar to Part (a) except that Qs/QL, leveis off at a value of 1-02 

instead of 1 .O. In other words, the LCL with mid-surface corrections slightly under-predicts the 

total flow as cornpareci to the Stokes sirnulations. 

Figure 5.16 presents the results of Stokes and LCL simulations using (4.1 1 1) with rnid- 
surface corrections for three different fkacture types. These fiacture types include normally 

distributed aperture fields with correlation lengths of 2 and 5 rnm, and lognonnally distributed 

aperture fields with a correlation length of 2 mm, Figure 5.16(a) shows that Q,/Q,, for al1 three 

fracture types are identicai for relative roughness values iip to 0.25. Above 0.25, the Qs/QLa 
values decrease exponentiaily to a minium value of 0.9. The es/&, values for the fractures with 
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a correlation length of 2 mm are very sirnilar and the Qs/QLa values for fractures with a - 
correlation length of 5 mm are slightly closer to unity. Once again the effectiveness of the 

correction terms is demonstrated in that Parts (b) and (c) are very su-nilar to Part (a). Effectively, 

the corrections have removed the uifluence of the mid-surface variability. 
Figure 5.17 presents the QS/QLa values from Figure 5.16 for the normally bistributed 

aperture fractures with Ab equalling 2 mm versus three roughness pararneters: the actual relative 

roughness q,/(b), the actual roughness dope a,/&, and the rnean aperture aspect ratio @)/Ab. 
These actual pararneters are different from a,/b,, a, /A, and b,/Ab when the fracture aperture 

field is truncated during ciosure ( s e  Figure 2.15). These three parameters are presented in order 

to examine geometric constraints on the LCL to approximate the Stokes equations (see Section 

3 -2.1 and Table 3.1). Foilowing the work of Zirmzennan et al. [ lW 11, an acceptable level of error 

betweeri the Stokes and LCL is set to be 1096, which corresponds to a minimum Qs/QL, value of 

0.9. This minimum value is s hown as a dotted h e  in Figure 5-17 and clearly demonstrates that al1 

of the simulation data are within the acceptable range of error- The trend in Figure 5.17(a) 

suggests that qJ(b) should be limited to values below 1.0 to maintain this property. This also 

corresponds to a a,/b,  value of 2.0. These limits contrast the recommendation of Oron and 

Berkowitz [1998] to limit a,/b, to values an order of magnitude below 1.0. The trend in Figure 

5.17(b) suggests that %/A, should be lirnited to values below 0.2 which is identical to the iirnit 

proposed by Z i m m e m n  et al. [1991]. ALthough Figure 5.17(c) does not display a defrnite trend, 

the results are not as expected. According to the work of Zimrnerman and Bodvarsson [1996], the 
value of Qs/QLa should approach unity as the value of (b)/& decreases. Conversely, the 

numerical simulations performed in this work predict values of QS/QLcL that approach unity as the 

value of (b)/Ab increases. Zimrnerman and Yeo [1998] proposed that (b)l& be limited to values 

below 0.3, and this work demonstrates acceptable error Ievels for values up to 0.5. 

Finaily, a portion of the flow ratio results from this thesis work are cornparcd with the work of 

M o u m k o  et al. [1995] in Figure 5-18- The hollow symbols are the lowest flow ratios observed 

in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 and the a,/b, values have been transformed into a,lb, using (2.20) 

where a, is the standard deviation of the wall topography which equals a, and a-. It is very clear 

that the discrepancy between the LCL and Stokes simulations was much srnaller in this work than 

observed in the results of Mounenb et al. [1995]. One cause of this discrepancy may be that 

different methods were used to represent the synthetic fracture geometry in each work. In this 

study the synthetic fractures are formed by combining two-dimensional random fields of aperture 

and mid-surface elevation that are point values (see Section 2.6). The resulting fracture walls are 

two-dimensional fields of elevation point values that are inter-connected with bilinear surfaces. 

Thus, each fiacture wall may be described as a piece-wise continuous surface. Mourzenko et al. 

[1995] generated two-dimensional random elevation fields for each fracture wall as an array of 

horizontal plates inter-comected by vertical steps. Thus, these fracture walls are stair-stepped 
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fizlds of block elevation values, which forrn piece-wise discontinuous surfaces. And upori rnating 

the fiacture walls, the resulting aperture fields have the same stepped block value structure. 

Consequently, the fiacture geometry used by Mourzenko et al. [1995] has an additional component 

of roughness due to the stair-stepped structure and the block value fields are statisticaliy different 

than point value fields. Moreover, plotting the flow ratio data fiom Figure 5.18 against the 

roughness slope om /Ab, and aperture aspect ratio bm /Ab ( s e  Figure 5.19) demonstrates that 

M o u m k o  et al. Cl9951 used more steeply sloped fractures with larger aspect ratios. Note that the 

uncorreIated data from Mourzenko et al. [1995] was transformeci by assuming that a, equals 
2'" a,, This transformation is appropriate since Mourzenko et al. [1995] defmed b as Zu minus 

Z', and therefore, am2 is approximately equal to a$ + or 2 0:. Interestingly, the unclear trend 

observed in Figure 5.17 is clearly observed in Figure 5*19(b), where the value of Qs/QLa 

approaches unity for as &/Ab increases, rather than decreases. 
This section compared Stokes and LCL simulations using various aperture defmitions and 

aperture corrections. Simulations using synthetic exarnple fractures demonstrated that the 

integrated fluid flux fields from the Stokes simulations were qualitatively identical to the fluid flux 

field fiom the LCL simulations. Differencing these fields revealed some qualitative differences 

along the high flow pathways which corresponded to signifxcant vertical components in the velocity 

field. Simulations using rnany synthetic fractures demonstrated that totai flow rate predicted by the 

LCL with geometric corrections were within 2% of Stokes for am/bm values below 0.25 and within 

10% for qJbm values above 0.25 and below 2. These results clearly demonstrate the utility of 

LCL and were used to set Lunits on two roughness parameters for its validity. Observïng trends in 

Qs/Q,ra suggests that a,/@) and %/Ab be h t e d  to values below 1.0 and 0.2, so that Qs and QLa 

are within 10%. The observed trend in Qs/QLa versus (b)/& was the inverse of what is predicted 

in theoretical work of Zirnrnemn and Bodvarsson [1996], and suggests that (b)/& rnay not be 

useful as a single parameter to limit the validity of the LCL. Finally, the values of Qs/QLa in this 

thesis work were much closer to unity than the work of Mourzenko et al. [2995] which used 

synthetic Fractures with stair-stepped features and iarger values of O, /A, and b, /A, 

5.4.3 Navier-Stokes versus Stokes Simulations 

Figure 5.20 displays two-dimensional vector plots of the integrated fluid flux field within each 

example fiaciure predicted by the three-dimensional NS simulations. Qualitatively, these results 

are identical to the LCL and Stokes simulations shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.10. Once again, the 

fluid flux vectors for the srnooth fracture vary mildly in magnitude and direction over the domain, 

and the vectors for the rough fracture form distinct tortuous channels that convey the rnajority of 

the fluiO across the domain. However, the vectors in Figure 5.20 are more concentrated in the flow 

channels and define srnoother pathways of fluid flux as compared to Figure 5.10. This indicates 
that inertial forces are resisting changes in direction and magnitude within the velocity field. 
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Figure 5.31 clearly quantifies these differences by subtractïng the integrated flux fields from the 

NS simulations from the Stokes simulations- The largest fiux difference vectors are located along 

the highest flux pathways with maximum values equal to 8 and 22% of each total flow difference, 

These total flow merences indicate that the NS simulations predict total flows 8% and 36% Iower 

that the Stokes simulations for the smooth and rough fracture examples, respectively. 

Figure 5.22 displays velocity vector plots over a two-dimensional cross-section through the 

centre of the fracture dornains and pardel to the x-z plane (see Section C-C on Figure 5.20). As 

with the Stokes simulations (see Figure 5-12), the resulting velocity fields are not entirely paraIlel 
with the fracture wails, and quaiitatively, do not agree with an ideal parabolic profiie between 

parallel plates- Given the wide range in vector magnitude displayed in Figures 5.12 and 5.22 , it is 

diff~cult to observe differences in the NS and Stokes profies. Figure 5.23 displays vertical velocity 

profiles through each cross-section in Figures 5.12 and 5.22 at rhe points IabelIed P 1, Pz, and P3. 
These profiles are n o d z e d  by the local aperture and the ideal maxirnumx-axis velocity for the 

local integrated flow rate, This normaiization d o w s  for differences in the x and z-components of 

the velocity profiles to be clearly observed and compared to the ideal situation. As stated 

previously, the Stokes x-velocity profiles follow the ideal profde very closely, and the z-velocity is 

non-zero to reflect the radial or converging-diverging nature of the flow field. Relative to the 

Stokes profiles, ail the NS profdes are skewed in the direction of mean local flow, or in other 

words, resist changing direction as irnposed by the fracture walls. Interestingly, several NS 

profiles have flatter peaks or noses which indicates the formation of an inertial core between the 
walis. Once again these properties reflect that the inertial forces are significant and resist changes 

in direction and magnitude in the flow field. Consequently, viscous shear stresses are altered by 

the skewed vefocity profiles, and most irnportantly, a portion of the hydraulic (pressure plus 

gravity) forces are balanced by inertial forces so that the forces driving the flow field are reduced. 
Therefore, the total flow rate rnay be signif~cantly reduced. For example, the NS simulations for 

the smooth and rough fiacture examples predicted total flow rates 8 and 36% Iess than the Stokes 

simulations. 

In order to generalize the influence of inertial forces on the total flow rate through rough- 
w d e d  fractures many NS simulations were perforrned on synîhetic fractures and compared with 

corresponding Stokes simulations (see Table 5.3). Figure 5.24 displays the ratio of the total flow 

predicted from NS and Stokes simulations &/QS versus the fracture relative roughness. Since the 

only difference between the NS and Stokes simulations is the presence of the inertial force terms, 

Qm/Qs values below unity reflect the influence of inertid forces alone. As with the LCL and 

Stokes simulations presented in Figure 5-14, these results used synthetic fractures with a, /b, 
values ranging from 0.0625 to 2, a, values of 0,0.5, and 1.0 mm, and n o d y  distributed 

aperture fields with a correlation length of 2 mm. In addition, these results are delineated into three 

values of mechanical aperture b,,, (0.25,0.5, and 1 .O mm) and hydraulic gradients i (0.0 1, O. 1, and 
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1 .O)- Both of these parameters S u e n c e  the magnitude of inertial forces within the flow field since 

they d k t l y  influence the fracture conductivity and the dnWig forces across the fracture. Figure 

5.24 ciearly demonstrates the influence of inertial forces on the total flow rate and the interrelation 

between b, and i. The simulations using the srnallest values of b, and i have &/QS values close 

to unity even as the relative roughness increases. However, increasing b, ancilor i causes Qivs/Qs 

to fail weil below unity and decrease exponentially with increases in om/bm. Clearly the 

simulations using the largest values of b, and i have the lowest QNs/Qs values at approxirnately 

0.4- Interestingly, increases in the rnid-surface vaiability oz shifts Q,vs/Qs downward for the lower 

am /b, vaiues, and slightly shifts &/QS upward for the higher values of 0, /b,- Again, this 
indicates that mid-surface variation or fracture undulation is an important component of fracture 

roughness when the reIative roughness is Iow. Figures 5.25 srnd 5.26 display the results for 

fractures with nonnally and Iognormally distnbuted aperture fields with A, equalling 5 mm and 2 

mm, respectively. These figures are very similar to Figure 5.24, especially in response to increases 

in O-, at lower values of a,/b,. This is not surprishg because at Iow values of om/bm al1 three 

aperture distriiutions are very sirnilar (e.g., see Figure 2.9@)). However, there are subtle 

differences at higher a, lb, values, where the normally distributed aperture fractures dispIay more 

decay in QNs/Qs as &lbm increases, and the lognormally distributed aperture fractures display less 

decay, In the normaliy distributed aperture fractures with A, equalling 5 mm this behaviour 
reflects that more dominant channels formed as am/b, increases or the fracture closes, and that 

these channels have a greater influence on the inertid forces. In the lognornially distributed 

aperture fractures with Ab equalling 2 mm this behaviour reflects differences in om/bm and rr,'/b,' 
as the fiacture closes and the distribution becomes positively skewed (e-g., see Figure 2.9(c))- 

Figures 5.24, 5.25, and 5.26 present many NS simulations with signifiant inertial forces that 

predict total flow rates that are substantially Iess than the Stokes simulations. However, these 

figures also demonstrate that there are situations when the NS and Stokes shuiations are in close 

agreement. Given that the numerical solution of the Iinear Stokes equations is more straight 

forward than the non-linear NS equations, it is important to identiSr the situations where the NS 

equations c m  be replaced by the Stokes equations with minimal error. In other words, it is 
important to delineate the kinernatic constraints of ignoring the inertial terrns in the NS simulations. 

In addition, the previous section demonstrated that the total flow rate from Stokes and corrected 

LCL simulations were within 10% for the ail synthetic fractures used in this thesis work. 

Therefore, delineating kinematic constraints by comparing the total flow rates from NS and Stokes 
simulations will also be applicable to LCL simulations. Table 3-1 presents three dirnensionless 

kinematic constraints for the LCL that are discussed in Section 3.2.1 and are based on approximate 
analytical solutions of fluid flow through ideal fracture geometries. 

Figure 5.27 displays QNs/Qs values for all three fracture types versus the Reynolds number 
Re of the bulk flow across the synthetic fractures. In this work Re is defmed as (3.5) and 
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represents the strength of hertial forces relative to viscous forces through the fractures. The 

QNs/& values for all three fracture types are shown to be very close to unity for Re values below 

1. At Re values above 1, the values of Q,/Q, decrease exponentially with sirniIar rates of decay. 

Cornparhg Parts (a), @), and (c) of the figure displays a leftward shift in the data to lower Re 

values as % increases. Furthermore, data points with QNS/QS values close to unity and high Re 
values are shifted downward to Iower QNs/Qs values as a, increases. These data that are shifted 

downward represent fractures with low o , / b ,  and hi& b, and i values which were shown to be 

very sensitive to a, in Figures 5.24 to 5.26. OveraU these data demonstrate for Re values above 1 

to 10. that the inertial forces becorne more ~ i ~ c a n t  as the fracture unddation Uicreases. 

Conversely, for Re values below 1, the idluence of inertial forces is negligîble so that QMIQs is 

close to unity. This limiting vahe of Re corresponds exactly with the constraint proposed by 

Zimmerrnan and Bodvarsson [1996]. 

Figure 5.28 displays QNs/Qs values for aU three fracture types versus the parameter Re (b)l& 

which was proposed by Zimrnetnzan and Yeo El9981 (see Table 3.1). The distribution of the data 

for each vaIue of a, is very similar to Figure 5.27, except that the Q,/Qs values are skewed 

toward the lower Re (b)lA, values. For Re @)/Ab vaiues below 0.1, the influence of inertial forces is 

shown to be s r n d  so that QNs/Qs is close to u n e .  m s  h i h g  value of Re (b)l& is significantiy 

lower than the constraint proposed by Zimrnemn and Yeo Cl9981 equal to 8. 

Figure 5.29 displays QNs/Q, values for all three fracture types versus the parameter R e  qI(b) .  

which is a modifieci version of Re q / b ,  proposed by Oron and Berkowitz [1998] ( s e  Table 3.1). 

As shown in the figure, this pararneter concentrates the QwfQs data into a narrower range and a 

clearer trend. Again, the data respond to increases is a shi lar  rnanner to Figures 5.27 and 5.28. 

For Re q,/(b) values below 1,  the influence of inertial forces is shown to be negligible so that 

QNs/Qs is close to unity. This limiting Re @(b) value is substantially higher than the proposa1 of 

Oron and Berkowitz Cl9981 to constrain Re o,.lb, to be much Iess (i.e., one to two orders-of- 

magnitude) than 1. 

This subsection has compared NS and Stokes simulations of fluid flow through synthetic 

rough-walled fractures. Velocity vector and proNe plots from the exarnple fracture simulations 

demonstrated that the veiocity field resisted changes in direction and magnitude when the inertial 

forces becarne sigdïcant, In addition, the increase in inertial forces balanced a portion of the 

driving hydraulic forces, thus reducing the overall flow rate through the example fractures. The 

results of many synthetic fracture simulations clearly demonstrated that QM/Qs may fail 

~ i ~ c a n t l y  below unity for larger values of om/bm, b,, and i. Furthermore, increases in the 

fracture rnid-surface variability a; were shown to reduce &/es, especially for low a l b ,  values. 

FinalIy , severai dirnensionless kinematic constraints were determined b y limiting QNs lQs to be 

close to unity. 
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5.4.4 Navier-Stokes Simulations versus Cubic Law Calculafions 

Up to this point in Section 5.4, LCL simulations have been compared to cubic law 

calcuIations, Stokes to LCL simulations, and NS to Stokes sirnuiations. This comparison has 

focussed on total flow rates and has demonstrated for certain flow and fracture properties that the 

LCL, Stokes, and NS simulations predicted very s i d a r  vaiues. This subsection takes tkis 

comparison to the logical endpoint by directly comparing the NS simulations to cubic law 

calculations. The NS simulations represent the most cornplete and cornplex flow solution and the 

cubic Iaw based on the arithmetic mean aperture of the fracture represents the most straight 
forward and simplest flow solution. 

Figure 5 -30 displays &/Qct versus a, lb, for the normal type fractures with /26 equalling 2 

mm, The results for the lowest i and b,,, values are very similar to the QLa/Qu data displayed in 

Figure 5.9, that is, the decrease in Q,lea is controiled by a,/bm. This dernonstrates that the 

differences between the LCL, Stokes, and NS models are srnall compared to the base difference 

between aLl these rnodels and the cubic Iaw. However, for the Iarger i and b, values the influence 

of inertial forces becomes clear and QNS/Q, is shifted significantly downward, especially for iow 

om/b, values. This demonstrates that inertial forces rnay s i ~ c a n t l y  reduce the total flow rate 

through rough-wailed fractures, even when the fractures are relatively smooth. 

The frnal exercise of this subsection is to transform the flow ratio &/Q, data in Figure 5.30 

into the cornmon form, bH/ (b), which is the ratio of the hydraulic aperture to the arithmetic 

aperture mean aperture. This transformation is perforrned by taking the cube root of the QNs/QcL 

data since QNslQCt may be shown to be equivalent to ( b,/ (b)  )'. Figure 5.3 1 displays b,/ (b)  

values that range from 1 to 0.5 for the range of om/bm considered in this work. This figure 

demonstrates that b, is an appropriate estimate of (6) over a lirnited range of cr,/b, when i and b, 

are low. Otherwise, b, under-estimates (b) for larger values of omlbm, b,, and I. This numerical 

result supports the cornmon laboratory or field observation that the measured hydrauk aperture is 

srnaller than the estimated arithrnetic mean aperture (see Section 2.2). 

5.4.5 Accumcy, Errors, and Variability of Synthetic Fracture 
Simulations 

Sections 4.3 and 4.4 presented the numerical formulation of the Navier-Stokes and LCL 

models. These modeis used the FV rnethod to approximate the governing equations and the 
mjority of the FV tenns had second-order spatial accuracy. The exceptions were the first-order 

UDS approximations of the inertial force tenns (see (4.36)) and extrapolation of velocity vector to 

the inlet and outlet boundaries (see (4.72)) in the three-dimensional model. Also, it is important to 
note that the method of fracture discretization was an additional component of the numerical 

accuracy in each model. In this work, the fracture walls were approximated as piece-wise 
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continuous bi-linear curved surfaces, interpolateci over a uniform x-y grid of point values   hi ch 

defined the fracture. Consequently, refining the discretization of the fracture dornain increases the 

accuracy of both the governing equations and the fracture geometry, and thus, the numerical 

solution and physical domain are srnoothed, 

Figure 5-32 displays the relative error in the total flow rate ep ( s e  (5.2)) predicted by LCL, 

Stokes, and NS simulations versus the inverse number of subdivisions nsd-' applied to base CV 

@ds originally containing 25x25 CVs in 2D or 25x25~10  CVs in 3D. These simulations used a 

smooth and rough fracture ( Q b ,  equalling 0.0625 and 0.5) with b,,,, oz, and i values q u a i  to 1.0 

mm, 1.0 rnm, and 1.0, respectively. As expected, eQ for each mode1 and fracture type decreased as 

n , ~ '  decreased, or altematively, as the number of CVs increased. The LCL simulations displayed 

the smallest eQ values, ranging fiom 0.0001 to 0.03, the Stokes simulations displayed values 

ranging from 0.0009 to 0.07, and the NS simulations display the largest e~ values, ranghg frorn 

0.02 to 0.2, where Re equalled -220. For the LCL and Stokes simulations, the relative error for 

the smooth fracture was lower than the rough fracture, whereas the NS simulations predicted 

sunilar values. The regressed power relationships between eQ and nsUb1 are displayed in the figure 

and yield exponents ranging from 1.9 to 3.7. These exponents reflect the spatial accuracy of the 

numericai simulations. AU of the exponents are equal to approxirnately 2 or greater. The fact that 

rnany of these exponents are ~ i ~ c a n t l y  greater than 2 demonstrates the importance of domain 

smoothing on the simulations- 

It is important to discuss the magnitude of e~ for the synthetic fracture simulations used in 

Sections 5.4.1 to 5.4.3. For these simulations n,& equalled 2, which corresponds to eQ values 

ranging from 0.00 1 to 0.02 for the LCL and Stokes simulations, and values of 0.1 and 0.13 for the 

NS simulations. These eQ values suggest that the total flow rates from LCL and Stokes 

simulations are within 2% of the reference simulation, and that the large Re NS simulations are 

greater than 10% different. Therefore, the NS results with large Re values discussed in Section 

5.4.3 must be qualifïed with at least a 10% error envelope. Incidently, the absolute value used in 

(5.2) masks the direction of the errors. In general, the NS simulations under-predicted the total 

fiow rate as compared with the reference simulations. Therefore, the figures in Section 5.4.3 

overestimate the reduction in QNs/Qs for large Re values by greater than 10%. However, 

considering that the overall ieduction in ~,,&, is much greater than IO%, the influence of inertial 

forces on the flow field is still clearly demonstrated. Furthemore, the kinematic constraints are 

determined at values of Q,/Qs, close to unity, and more irnportantly, at Re values 2 orders-of- 
magnitude lower than in Figure 5.30(c). Therefore, the magnitude of errors associated with these 

constraints is likely to be on the order of 1% rather than 10%. 

To illustrate the variability of the synthetic fractures simulations, Figure 5.33 displays al1 the 

realizations (as s ymbols) used to estimate the rnean behaviour (solid hes) of Qs/QLa and QNslQs 

versus ~ / b ,  for the normal hctures with & a;, and i values qua1  to 2 mm, 1 mm, and 1, 
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respectively. For most values of O,&,,, the rnean values are calculated with 5 reaiizations. 

Obviously, more realizations and variation in fractures parameters are required to rigorousiy 

generalize the mean behaviour of Qs/QL, and QNs/Qs; however, the v ~ a b i l i t y  is quite low for the 

limited numtier of realizations perforxned in this work. The variability in Qs/QtcL is shown to 

increase with cqm/bm, whereas the variabiiity in QNs/Qs does not c l m l y  show this property. In both 

cases, the values are within 0.05 from the rnean values; however, this magnitude may be large 

compared to the overaii trends in Qs/QLa and the value of 0.9 used to determine the geornetric 

constraints in Figure 5.17. Conversely, this magnitude is small compareci to the o v e r d  trends 

observed in QNs/Qp Furthermore, Figure 5.33 demonstrates that the variability associated with the 

kinematic constraints (values of QNs/Qs approximately equal to 1 and Re below 1) is srnall. 

5.5 Solute Transport through ParaIlel Plates 

Two-dimensional solute transport through parallel plates was simulated using the RWPM and 

a parabolic velocity distribution given by the cubic law. Figure 5.34 displays a schernatic diagram 

of the two-dimensional domain that is characterized by the plate Iength L and aperture b. Two 

types of boundary conditions used with the RWPM are also displayed in the figure. Figure 5.34(a) 

shows reflection boundaries at the piate walls, and one-way boundaries a t  the plate inlet and outlet. 

The term one-way indicates that particles are only permitted to cross the boundary in the positive 

x-direction. Once a particle enters the domain, the inlet boundary becomes a reflection boundary, 

and as soon as a particle crosses the outlet boundary, the transport simulation of that particle 

terminates. The boundary conditions displayed Figure 5.34(b) are very simular to Figure 5.34(a) 

except that a two-way boundary is used at  the inlet. Particles are injected dong the line at the inlet 

boundary, and are allowed to move in the positive and negative x-directions (Le., they rnay cross 

the iniet boundary more than once). 

Table 5.4 presents the transport parameters for 7 simulations which correspond to a wide 

range of Pe and PeM values- For ail of these simulations the values of L and b are held constant 

and the value of the average velocity U is varied. The frnal simulation T7 represents the very ideal 

situation where the solute is sansported by advection alone. Table 5.4 d s o  displays the tirne- 

scales of advection th diffusion tw and rnixuig t ,  within the domain, the tirne step At  employed 

b y each simulation, and the effective dispersion coefficient D, given by (3 -36). 

Figure 5.35 displays particle positions for simulation T l  at three time vzlues for the two sets 

of borindary conditions shown in Fi,we 5.34. The time values are normalized by the hydraulic 

residence time of the parallel plates (r, = L / U), Simulation T l  has the lowest Pe value of the 

parailel plate simulations and represents solute transport with a significant diffusive component. 

The figure illustrates the strength of diffusion in the simulation where particles diffuse in al1 
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directions to fiU the entire dornain. Additionally, the one-way boundary is shown to enhance the 

transport of the particles toward the outlet boundary by reflecting difisive particle dis placements 

in the positive x-direction. Or conversely, the two-way boundary retards transport toward the 

outlet bounday by allowing particles to move in the negative x-direction across the idet boundary. 

Figure 5.36(a) displays particle positions fiom simulation T4 for three values of normalized 

time using the boundary conditions shown in Figure 5.34(a). Simulation T4 has a Pe value 1000 

times greater than simulation Tl, and consequently, the magnitude of diffusive transport in the 

longitudinal direction is much smaller than in simulation Tl. Instead of filling the entire dornain, 

the particles stay more concentrated around the plug-flow front. Consequently, the one-way inlet 

boundary does not influence the transport of the particles toward the outlet boundary. Note 

however, that the particles are unifordy distributed between the plates, or in other words, are well- 

mixed across the plate aperture. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, this mixing behaviour is expected 

when t,, is less than tad,,, or equivalently, when PeM is below unity. 

Figure 5.36@) displays particle positions fiom simulation 7 for three values of normalized 

tirne. This simulation demonstrates that in the absence of diffusion the vertical position of each 

particle remains constant and th2 longitudinal transport is totally controkd by the parabolic 

velocity distribution. 

Figurz 5.37 displays the particle breakthrough curves (BTCs) for simulations Tl to T7 using 

the one-way inlet boundary condition. Part (a) of the figure displays the simulations with sufficient 

diffusion to rnix the particles across the aperture, and consequently, rnay be comparecl to the exact 

solutions shown in Figure 3.5 (shown as holIow symbols). The BTC for simulation Tl clearly 

displays the influence of the one-way boundary on the diffusive transport where breakthrough is 

significantly earlier than the exact solution. The results of the remaining simulations are shown to 

be in greater agreement with the exact solution as the value of Pe increases and the front of the 

BTCs sharpen. Figure 5.37@) displays the BTCs for the simulations where the particles are no 

longer welI-mixed across the aperture. In other words, advection overwhelrns diffusion so that the 

particles are no longer uniformly distributed across the plates. The BTCs are shown to move 

between the limiting well-rnixed simulation T4 to the advection only simulation T7 as the value of 

Pe increases, Note that the BTC for simulation 7 is shown to match the exact solution given by 

(3.32) and (3.34). 

Figure 5.38 displays the particle BTCs for simulations Tl to T7 using the two-way inlet 

boundaq condition. Comparing the BTCs for simulations Tl to T3 with the corresponding 

simulations in Figure 5.37 indicates that the two-way inlet boundary condition better represents the 

exact solution. This was expected since the exact solution represents diffusion or dispersion as a 

two-way process in the longitudinal direction. It is important to note that for simulations T4 to T7 

that the BTCs in Figures 5.37 and 5.38 are identical- 
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Figure 5.39 displays the particle BTCs for simulations Tl, T2, and T4 using different values 

of the Ume step At, and number of particles n,. These BTCs are relatively insensitive to the 

halving and doubling of the base Ar and n,, values, which indicates that these base values are 

adequate to simulate particle transport through the dornain. 

This subsection has presented the results of two-dimensional solute transport simulations 

through parallel plates using the RWPM. These results demonstrate that the developed transport 

mode1 was able to accurateiy represent advective and dispersive transport through pardel  plates. 

The mudel results were shown to agree with exact solutions for solute transport when Pe was 

between 400 and 4000. For Pe values below 400, the model and exact solutions were shown to 

disagree; however, this discrepancy was related to the inlet and outlet boundary conditions rather 

than the underlying transport processes. In the ideal simulation where diffusive transport was 

neglected, the transport model rnatched the exact solution for advective transport between parallel 

plates. The flexibility of the RWPM was clearly demonstrated in these simulations since the model 

was applicable for the entire range of Pe and Pe, values considered. 

5.6 Fluid Flow and Solute Transporî through Laboratory 
Fractures 

This section presents the results of three-dimensional fluid flow and solute transport 

simulations through two Iaboratory fracture samples that were characterized by measuring the 

topography of the fracture walls on a 2 x 2 mm grid (see Section 2.5). Figures 2.1 and 2.2 display 

the wall topography of the fractures, and Figures 2.3 and 2.4 display the raw aperture fields that 

are formed by differenchg the wds .  Figures 2.6 and 2.7 display the actual aperture fields formed 

by adding the mechanical aperture b, and tmncating aperture values below the contact aperture b, 
These figures use values of b, that were estimateci from exterior measurements on the assembled 

fracture samples. In this section, the laboratory fracture characterization data presented in Section 

2.5 is altered in two ways. Firstly, the topographie and aperture fields have b e n  averaged to form 

fields defuied on a 4x4 mm grid. Secondly, the value of b, was adjusted so that the total flow rate 

given by fluid flow simulations matched those observed in laboratory tests. At this point, it is also 

important to note that the laboratory tests involving Fracture II were performed on a transparent 

replica of Fracture II, whereas the fracture characterization used the actual fracture. 

Figure 5.40 displays a schernatic diagram of the laboratory apparatus used to conduct 

hydraulidtracer tests on the two fracture sarnples. The sides of the fractures were sealed and the 

inlet and outlet boundaries were capped with semi-cylindricd cells. These cells provided pressure 

equalization and fluidltracer accessibility dong the entire width of the fracture, and more 

importantly, incorporated a recirculation system to ensure that the inlet and outlet boundaries were 
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well-mixed, The test was initialized by introducing a known concentration of tracer (bromide) into 

the reservoir, feed he, and inlet ceii, Then a fixed flow rate was pumped through each fracture 

sarnple and the head loss across the fracture, and the tracer concentration in the inlet and outlet 

ceUs was measured over time. Figure 5.40(b) displays a conceptual cross section of the apparatus 

and illustrates the direction of the bulk flow Q, and several tracer concentration values defmed at 

the inlet cell Ci, outlet ceil Co, and the end of the fracture Cf. Assurning that the outlet ce11 is 

completely and continuously mixed, the average tracer concentration at the end of the fracture may 

be estirnated by the mixing ceU equation 

where Vo and t, are the volume and average residence time of the outlet celle Figure 5.41 displays 

the values of Ci and Co observed over tirne during a tracer test on each fracture. The value of C, 
was not constant at early tirne because it was diffÎcult to initialize the cell to a known concentration 

without allowing tracer to enter the fracture. The value of Co is s h o w  to increase srnoothly over 

tirne, and levels as Co approaches Ci. The breakthrough of tracer occurs more quickly in Fracture 1 

since it has a lower hydraulic residence time than Fracture II (tR equalled 8.6 versus 14 min). Aiso 

displayed in Figure 5.41 is the estimate of Cfusing Co and (5.3) for each fracture. These Cf 
estimates are very sensitive to srnall variations in dCo/dr since the residence tirne of the outlet cells 

was quite high relative to the residence tirne of the fractures (to equalled 67 and 42 min for 

Fracture 1 and II, respectively). Consequently, Cf displays signif~cant variation. especially at early 

time as the value of Cf approaches Ci ; however, the initial breakthrough front of solute frorn the 

fractures is clearly deheated. 

Table 5.5 lists the various parameters used to simulate fluid flow and solute transport through 

the three-dimensional void space of each laboratory fracture. The goal of these simulations was to 

directly compare the predictions of the developed models to the observed flow and transport 

behaviour. The first step of this cornparison required the calibration of the flow fields for each 

fracture. As noted above, the mechanical aperture b,,, was adjusted so that the predicted total flow 

rate rnatched the observed value for the given hydraulic boundary conditions. In other words, 6, 

was used as a fitting parameter to calibrate the flow fields. These tlow shulations employed the 

boundary conditions presented in Section 4.3.4, except that the side boundaries were treated as 

wall boundaries. Fracture 1 required a bm value of 0.13 mm so that the shulated flow rate 

rnatched the observed flow rate of 0.5 W m i n  under a hydraulic gradient of 0.12, and Fracture II 
required a b,,, value of 0.585 mm to match the observed flow rate of 1.3 mWrnin under a hydraulic 

gradient of 0.002. In both cases the fined values of bm were reduced from the original values 

estirnated from extemal rrieasuremnts on the assembled fractures (0.20 and 0.74 mm for Fractures 

I and II, respectively). Figures 5.42 and 5.43 display the calibrated aperture fields of each fracture 

and the integrated flow field predicted by the NS model. These flow fields are very heterogeneous 
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throughout the hctures  with the primary flow pathways following tortuous channels of high 

aperture. 

Figures 5.44 and 5.45 display the x-y position of 10,000 particles predicted by the transport 

mode1 iising the flow fields displayed in Figures 5.42 and 5.43. The one-way inlet boundary was 

employed for these simulations since the values of Pe were very high (5.6~ IOJ and 3x 10'). The 

parameters used in these simulations are listed in Table 5.5. These figures are instantaneous 

snapshots at three values of norrnalized time (0- 1, 0.25, and OS) defined as a fraction of the 

hydraulic residence tirne. The particle distributions display fmgering along the primary flow 

channels and trapped particles in low-flow regions with srnail aperture or near the side boundaries. 

In examlliing the evolution of the particles over tirne, it is clear that particies moving along 

different fingers or channels will breakthrough the fiacture outlet at different times- This is 

especidly evident in the particle distribution for Fracture 1 at a normalized tirne of 0.5 where 

channels in the upper half of the fiacture have transportrd particles much cioser to the outlet as 

compared to the lower half. These figures aIso demonstrate that the fiont of particles in Fracture II 

display more spreadhg or dispersion as compared to Fracture 1. In other words, the particles in 

Fracture I I  move in a thicker line, which is clearly displayed at the nonnalized time of O. 1. This 

discrepancy in front thickness is caused by the differences in the overall magnitude of the aperture 

fields and the strength of advection in the flow fields. As reported in Table 5.5, the effective Peclet 

nurnbers Peg of Fractures 1 and II were 1 1,000 and 1,000, respectively. M i l e  this calcuIation 

assumes that the fractures behave as parailel plates, it indicates that on average the longitudinal 

dispersive transport along a particular channel in Fracnire II is an order of magnitude larger than 

Fracture 1. 

Figure 5.46 displays the simulateci and observed breakthrough curves for each fracture. The 

observed concentration data were n o d z e d  with Ci vaIues of 107.3 and 75.6 mg/L for Fracture 1 

and II, respectively. These Ci values reflect trends or levehg at early tirne (see Figure 5.41). The 

transport mode1 predicted the breakthrough curves for Cf and the correspondhg Co curve was 

determinexi using (5.3). As displayed in Figure 5.46(a), the simulated and obsewed results for 

Fracture 1 are in very good agreement. Two parameter adjustments were performed to achieve this 

agreement. The first is the calibration of b, to the observed flow rate, and the second is the 

nonnalization of the observed concentration data. Interestingly, the simulated Cf breakthrough 

curve displays a stair-stepped feature which indicates the late contribution of the lower half of the 

fracture to the particle breakthrough (see Figure 5.44). Figure 5.46(b) shows that the simulated 

breakthrough curves for Fracture II did not match those observed. In particular, the simulated 

curves are shown to breakthrough in approximately half the tirne as those observed. One possible 

explanation for this discrepancy is that the overall dimensions of the transparent replica fracture 

(245x160 mm) used in the laboratory test were significantiy larger than those used in the 

simulation (224x 140 mm). This ciifference occurred because the rnethod used to characterize the 
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actual fracture could not cover the entire fracture wail- Consequently, the hydraulic residence time 

of the simulation dornain was approximately 25% less than the residence tirne of the transparent 

replica fracture. 

Figure 5.47 displays the same simulated and observed breakthrough curves presented in 

Figure 5.46 except that the tirne axis has b e n  n o d z e d .  Tirne for the simulated curves is 

normalized by the hydraulic residence time, and time for the observed curves is noniialized by the 

median arriva1 t h  of the Cf front (i.e., the tirne where C,/C, equals 0.5). It is c l w  that this 

nomakation has little effect on the results for Fracture 1 since Figures 5.46(a) and 5,47(a) are 

essentially identical. Comparing Figures 5.460>) and 5.47@) shows that this norrnalization brings 

the Cf results for Fracture II into better agreement. However, if the initial discrepancy between the 

simulated and observed results for Fracture II were primarily due to the difference in overall 

dimensions (residence times), then this normalization should be successful in bringing both C,and 
Co curves into better agreement. Therefore, the continued disagreement of the Co curves suggests 

that there are other factors contributing to the differences between the simulations and 

observations. The most probable explanation is that the void space of the transparent fracture 

replica is markedly different than the void space characterized on the actual fracture. 

Also displayed in Figure 5.47 are Cf breakthrough curves for parallel plates with an aperture 

equal to the rnean aperture of the fracture sarnples and Pe* values equal to those estirnated in Table 

5.5. These ideal breakthrough curves are obviously much sharper than those observed or 

simulated. The differences are attributed to the channehg and fmgering of the solute along the 

various flow paths, and provide a clear example of macroscopic dispersion over the Fracture 

[Russell et al., 20001. 

Figure 5.48 displays the simulated particle breakthrough for Fracture I using two values of 

the minium wall distance fraction (F, = 0.1, and 0.0). This vansport parameter was presented in 

Section 4.5.2 to set the minimum vertical distance between a particle and the fracture walls ( s e  

equation (4.124)) so that particles do not becorne artificially trapped along the walls. The 

simulated Fracture 1 BTCs are not very sensitive to F,, and demonstrate that the strength of 

diffusion is sufficient to keep particles from becorning trapped along the walls. 

This section directly compared simulated and observed tracer breakthrough curves for two 

laboratory fracture sarnples. The flow field for each simulation was calibrated by adjusting the 

mechanical aperture of the fracture void space until the total flow rate matched the observed value. 

The resulthg flow fields, typical for rough walled fractures, displayed tortuous high-flow 

pathways along large aperture channels and low-flow zones in srnall aperture regions. The tracer 

transport simulations predicted particle distributions that exhibited channelling or fmgering along 

the high-flow pathways, and particle entrapment in the low-flow zones. For Fracture 1 the 

simulated breakthrough of particles was shown to be in very good agreement with the observed 

solute breakthrough c w e .  In fact, the simulation displayed a stair-step feature that matches the 
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observed data, a ~ d  has ben previously observed in other laboratory studies (e-g., see Figure 3-1). 

The simulateci particle breakthrough for Fracture II was not successful in matching the observed 

tracer breakthrough curve. Xt is fikely that the fracture characterization data used for the flow and 
transport simulations do not match the transparent fracture replica used in the exgeriments. 

Table 5.1. Parameters used in three-dimensional paralle1 plate simulations. 

parameter value(s) uni& 

x-y grid: 
total dimensions L, W 
controI volumes ni, n, 
uniforrn spacing 6, 6, 

z grid: 
aperture b O. 1 m 
control volumes n, 5, 10, 20, 40 - 
uniforrn spacing 4 0.02,O.Ot,0.005,0.0025 mm 

fluid properties: 
density p 
viscosity p 

hydraulic gradient i 1 - 
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Table 5.2. Parameters used in sinusoidal h c w e  flow simulations. 

parameter value(s) units 

x-y grid: 
length L 
width W 
control voIumes ni. ni 
uniform spacing 6, 
uniform spacing 6, 

sinusoid: 
aperture b(x) 

amplitude A 1 mm 
wave length A 2.5, IO mm 
relative roughness Mb,, 0.125,0.25, 0.5, 1,  2.4 - 

3D z grid: 
control volumes n, 
non-uniform spacing &(x) 

2D characteristic aperture cubed 5; Eq. (4, log), (4.1 1 1) mm3 

fluid properties: 
density p 
viscosity p 

hydraulic gradient i 0.001,0.033,0.01, 0.033, 0.1 - 
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Table 5.3. Parameters used in synthetic fracture flow simulations. 

vdue(s) units 

x-y grid: 
length L, width W 
number subdivisions n,, 
control volumes ni, n, 
unifom spacing S, 6, 

aperture field: 
correlation Iength Rb 
initial aperture 6, 
initial standard devation a, 
roughness slope a,/ 3, 
relative roughness a,/ b,,, 
distribution 
contact aperture b, 

rnid-surface field: 
correlation length 1, 
standard deviation a, 

3D z grid: 
control volumes n, 
non-uniform spacing e(x,y) 

2D characteristic aperture cubed b i  

fluid properties: 
density p 
viscosiiy p 

h ydraulic gradient i 

normal, lognormal 
bJ100 

Eq. (4- 109), (4.1 IO), (4.1 1 1) 
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Table 5.4. Parameters used in the parallei plate transport simulations. 

(a) constant parameters value units 

total length L 20 mm 
aperture b O. 1 mm 
number of particies n, 1000 - 
minimum wall distance fraction Fw O - 

- -  - - 

(b) simulation specific parameters 

- -- - -- 

average veIoci ty 
' molecular difision coefficient, typical for brornide ion at 20°C 

time-scaie of advective transport along plate length = L / U 
time-scale of difisive transport along plate length = LZ/Dm 
time-scde of diffusive transport across plate aperture = b2/D, 
time step of simulation 
' Peclet number (rd&*) 

mixing Peckt number (t ,  Ifah) 
effective dispersion coefficient fkom (3.36) 

'O effective Peclet number from (3.38) 
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Table 5.5. Parameters used in laboratory fracture fiow and transport simulations. 

uararneter Fracture 1 Fracture II units 

'~perture: 
length L, widtt W 
number of points Ni, Nj 
mechanical b, 
mean (b) 
standard deviation a, 
reIative roughness a,/(b) 
fiaction closed c 

Flow: 
length L, width W 
number subdivisions nd 
control volumes ni, n,, n, 

fluid density p 
fluid viscosity p 

hydraulic gradient i 
total flow rate Q 
hydraulic residence time r, 
Reynolds number Re 

Transport: 
difisivity Dm 
time step At 
number of particles n, 
wall distance fiaction F& 

Peclet nurnber Pe 
mixing Peclet Pe, 
effective dispersion coef. D, 
effective Peclet Pe' 

- 
miimin 

min 
- 

Aperture and mid-surface fields in these simulations were defined on a 4x4 mm grid by 
averaging the original fields measured on a 2x2 mm grid. 
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(cl 

exact 

Figure 5.1. Navier-Stokes simulations through paraiiel plates: (a) cross-sectional velocity vector 
plot, @) normaiïzed velocity and pressure profiles, and (c) relative error e~ versus vertical grid 
spacing 4. The trend line and equation display the regressed power relationship for the data set. 
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p /prnaX 

- . - . . . . . . ideal - - - -  Stokes Navier-S to kes 

Figure 5.3. Stokes and Navier-Stokes simulations through sinusoidal surfaces: vertical profiIes of 
(a) velocity cornponents, and (b) pressure, at vertical locations Pl, P2, and P3 in Parts (b) and (c) 
of Figure 5.2. The ideal profles are included. The vertical location z is normalized by the local 
aperture b, the velocity components ux and u, are normalized b y the ideal maximum ux for the 
verticdy integrated flow rate at each location, and pressure p is normalized by the maximum 
pressure. 
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A / b  [-] 
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- Steep 
O b  - - . - '  

1 O-' 1 oO 10' 
A l b [-] 

min 

Figure 5.4. Stokes and LCL sinusoidal surface simulations: total flow ratio Qs/QLa versus the 
sinusoidal relative roughness A/b, for (a) rniidly sloped Al11 = 0.1, and (b) steeply sloped A/A = 
0.4 surfaces. The heavy solid Iines are numerical data from Brown et al, [1995], and the lines with 
syrnbols are data fiom this work using three definitions of b: in the LCL simulations given by 
(4. log), (4.1 IO), and (4.1 1 1). 
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-1 n 
sub F I  

Figure 5.5. Navier-Stokes and Stokes simulations through steeply sloped (A/A = 0.4) sinusoidal 
surfaces: (a) Total flow ratio QNs/Qs versus the Reynolds number Re of the flow field. The heavy 
solid lines are numerical data from Brown et al. [1995] and the lines with syrnbols are data from 
this thesis work. (b) Relative error eQ in the simulations versus the inverse number of subdivisions 
n , i 1  applied to the base grid of 60x1~20 CVs. The trend lines and equations display the regressed 
power relationship for each data set. 
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(a) smooth kcture 

O O 
(b) rough fracture 

Figure 5.6. Example fracture geometry : three-dimensional surfaces plots of (a) smooth fracture 
with o, lb, = 0.125, and (b) rough fracture with a, lb, = 1 .O. These fiacnires were randody 
generated over a 26x26 grid ushg a unifom 2x2 mm spacing, normally distributed aperture (A = 
2 mm), moderate undulation (oz = 0.5 mm), and moderate mechanical aperture (6, = 0.5 mm). 
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smooth fracture 

(b) rough fracture 

aperture [mm] 

Figure 5.7. Example fracture geometry: aperture contour plots of (a) smooth fracture with cr,/b, 
= 0.125, and (b) rough fracture with o,lb,,, = 1.0- 
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Figure 5.8. LCL example fracture simulations: flow fields using (4. log) without corrections 
(&, = 1) for (a) the smooth fracture with a total fiow rate of 5.0 mL/s and a maximum vector of 
0.16 rnL/s, and (b) the rough fracture with a total flow rate of 3.1 rnL/s and a maximum vector of 
0.47 &S. 
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O . . - - - '  I 

IO-' 10° 

Figure 5.9. LCL simulations and cubic law calculations for synthetic fractures: total flow ratio 
QLcL / QcL versus the relative roughness u, lb, for three values of mid-surface variability : (a) oz = 
0, @) 4 = 0.5, and (c) q = 1 mm. The LCL sllnulations usexi (4.109) without corrections 
(& = 1). The syrnbols represent four different fracture types and each data point is the mean of 
-5 realizations. The lines are published functional relationships presented in Section 3.3.2. 
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Figure 5.10. Stokes exarnple fracture simulations: vertically ïntegrated fiow fields for (a) the 
smooth fracture with a total flow rate of 4.85 m W s  and a maximum vector of 0.16 W s ,  and (b) 
the rough fracture with a total flow rate of 2.7 W s  and a maximum vector of 0.40 W s .  The line 
C-C defines the cross-sectional view dispIayed in Figure 5.12. 
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Figure 5.11. Stokes and LCL example fracture simulations: LCL flow field (Figure 5.8) minus 
Stokes flow field (Figure 5-10) for (a) the smooth fracture with a total flow difference of 0.16 W s  
and the maximum difference vector of 0,016 mL/s (10% of maximum vector in Figure 5. IO), and 
(b) the rough fracture with a total flow difference of 0.44 mL/s  and the maximum difference vector 
of 0.10 W s  (25 % of maximum vector in Figure 5.10). 
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Figure 5.12. Stokes example Fracture simulations: cross-sectional velocity field for (a) the smooth 
fracture with a maximum velocity vector of 2.9 d s ,  and (b) the rough fracture with a maximum 
velocity vector of 3.2 m l s .  The position of this cross-section view is defmed by line C-C in Figure 
5.10. The positions Pl, P2, and P3 defuie the locations of the vertical profiles displayed in Figure 
5.13. 
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. . - - . -  - - .  ided - - - - Stokes 

Figure 5.13. Stokes exarnple fkacture simulations: vertical profiles of the x- and z-components of 
velocity at the locations Pl, P2, and P3 defined in Figure 5.12. The ideal profiles are included. 
The vertical location z is nomialized by the local aperture b, and the velocity components ux and u, 
are normlized by the ideal maximum ux for the vertically integrated flow rate at each location. 
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b eq. 
fp 

Figure 5.14. Stokes and LCL synthetic fracture simulations: total flow ratio Qs/QLa versus the 
relative roughness a, /bm for fractures with (a) q = 0, @) (T, = 0.5, and (c) 4 = 1 mm. The 
syrnbols represent LCL simulations using (4. log), (4. lm) ,  and (4.1 1 1) without corrections 
Vp = 1 and g = 1). Each data point is the mean of -5 fracture realizations. 
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Figure 5.15. Stokes and corrected LCL synthetic fracture simulations: total flow ratio Qs/QrcL 
versus the relative roughness O,,, /bm for fractures with (a) a, = O, (b) a, = 0.5, and (c) a, = 1 mm. 
The symbols represent LCL simulations using (4. log), (4.100), and (4.1 1 1). Each data point is 
the mean of - 5 fracture realizations. 
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Figure 5.16. Stokes and corrected LCL synthetic fracture simulations: total flow ratio QslQLcL 
versus the relative roughness a,/b,,, for fractures with (a) oz = O, (b) q = 0.5, and (c) oz = 1 mm 
The syrnbols represent three fracture types and the LCL simulations used (4.11 1). Each data point 
is the mean of - 5 fracture realizations. 
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Figure 5.17. Stokes and corrected LCL synthetic fracture simulations: total flow ratio QslQLct 
versus (a) the actual relative roughness q l ( b ) ,  (b) the actual roughness slope @Abr and (c) the 
mean aperture aspect ratio (b)/& The LCL simulations used (4.11 1) and the fractures used 
normaily distributed aperture with A, = 2 mm, and al1 values of mid-surface variability (o, = 0, 
0.5, 1 mm). Each data point is the mean of - 5 fracture realïzations. 
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Figure 5.18. Stokes and LCL synthetic fracture simulations: total fIow ratio Qs/QLa versus the 
wall relative roughness qJb,. The hollow syrnbols represent results from LCL simulations using 
(4.109) with and without corrections for fractures with normdy distributed aperture (A, = 2 mm) 
and three values of mid-surface variability (a, = 0, 0.5, 1 mm). The solid lines represent the 
numerical data of &fourzenko et al. [1995] for mildly and steeply sloped (%. /A ,  = '/, and 1, 
respectively) fracture surfaces. The lines without symbols represent fractures formed by rnating 
correlated surfaces, and the lines with syrnbols represent fractures forrned by matinp uncorrelated 
surfaces. 
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Figure 5.19. Stokes and LCL synthetic fracture simulations: total flow ratio Qs/QLcL versus (a) 
the mechanical roughness dope O,/&, and @) the mechanical aspect ratio b,,, /& The hollow 
symbols represent results from LCL simulations using (4.109) with and without corrections ( s e  
legend) for fractures with n o d y  distributeci aperture (Ab = 2 mm) and three values of rnid- 
surface variability (uZ = 0,0.5, 1 mm). The "+" symbols represent the n u k c a l  data of 
Mourzenko et al. [1995] for d d l y  and steeply sloped (o,/A, = '1, and 1, respectively) fracture 
surfaces that are uncorrelated. Note that the uncorrelated data from Mourzenko et al. [1995] was 
transformai by assuming that O, equals 21R a,. 
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Figure 5.20. Navier-Stokes example fracture simulations: vertically integrated flow field for (a) 
the smooth fracture with a total flow rate of 4.5 mWs and a maximum vector of 0.13 W s ,  and (b) 
the rough fracture with a total flow rate of 1.7 W s  and a maximum vector of 0.180 m U s .  The 
line C-C defines the cross-section displayed in Figure 5.22. 
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Figure 5.21. Navier-Stokes and Stokes example fracture simulations: Stokes flow field (Figure 
5.10) minus NS flow field (Figure 5.20) for (a) the smooth fracture with a total flow difference of 
0.39 rnWs and a maximum difference vector of 0.033 mL/s (25% of maximum vector in Figure 
5-20), and (b) the rough fracture with a total flow difîerence of 0.95 mL/s and a maximum 
difference vector of 0.21 m U s  (120% of maximum vector in Figure 5.20)- 
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Figure 5.22. Navier-Stokes exarnple fracture simulations: cross-section velocity field for (a) the 
smooth fracture with a maximum velocity vector of 2.7 d s ,  and the rough fracture with a 
maximum velocity vector of 1.8 d s .  The position of this cross-section view is defined by line C-C 
in Figure 5.20. The positions Pl, P2, and P3 defme the locations of the vertical profiles displayed 
in Figure 5 -23. 
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Figure 5.23. Navier-Stokes and Stokes example fracture simulations: vertical profiles of the x- 
and z- components of velocity at the locations Pl, P2, and P3 d e f d  in Figure 5.22. The ideal 
profdes are included. The vertical location z is norrnalized by the local aperture b, and the velocity 
components u, and 4 are normalized by the ideal maximum u, for the venically integrated flow 
rate at each location. 
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Figure 5.24. Navier-Stokes and Stokes synthetic fracture simulations: total flow ratio QNsIQs 
versus the relative roughness am/b,,, for fractures with (a) oz = O, (b) oz = 0.5, and (c) oz = 1 mm. 
The synthetic fractures used normally distributed aperture with A, = 2 mm. The symbols represent 
three values of mechanical aperture bm and the lines represent three values of hydraulic gradient i. 
Each data point is the mean of -5 fracture realizations. 
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Figure 5.25. Navier-Stokes and Stokes synthetic fracture simulations: total flow ratio QNslQs 
versus the relative roughness om/bm for fractures with (a) q = O ,  (b) q = 0.5, and (c) q = 1 mm 
The synthetic fractures usai n o d y  distnbuted aperture with A, = 5 mm. The symbols represent 
three values of mechanical aperture bm and the lines represent three values of hydraulic gradient i. 
Each data point is the rnean of -5 fiacture r e h t i o n s .  
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Figure 5.26. Navier-Stokes and Stokes synthetic fracture simulations: total flow ratio QNs/Qs 
versus the relative roughness cr,/b,,, for Fractures with (a) 4 = 0, @) q = 0.5, and (c) q = 1 mm. 
The synthetic fractures used lognorrnally distrïbuted aperture with Ab = 2 mm. The symbols 
represent three values of mechanical aperture b, and the Lines represent three values of hydraulic 
gradient i. Each data point is the mean of -5 fracture realizations. 
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Figure 5.27. Navier-S tokes and Stokes synthetic fracture simulations: total flow ratio QM/Qs 
versus the Reynolds number Re for fractures with (a) oz = O, (b) oz = 0.5, and (c) oz = 1 mm. 
The symbols represent three fracture types. Each data point is the rnean of -5 fracture 
realizations. 
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Figure 5.28. Navier-Stokes and Stokes synthetic fracture simulations: total flow ratio QNs/Qs 
versus the kinematic parameter Re &)/Ab for fractures with (a) 4 = O, (b) oz = 0.5, and (c) q = 1 
mm The symbols represent three fracture types. Each data point is the mean of -5 fracture 
realizations . 
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Figure 5.29. Navier-Stokes and Stokes synthetic Fracture simulations: total flow ratio QM/Qs 
versus the kinernatic parameter Re  a,/(b) for fractures with (a) 4 = 0, @) q = 0.5, and (c) q = 1 
mm The symbols represent three fracture types. Each data point is the mean of - 5 fracture 
realizations. 
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Figure 5.30. Navier-Stokes simulations and cubic law calculations for synthetic fractures: total 
flow ratio QNs/Qcr versus the relative roughness aJb,,, for fractures with (a) q = 0, @) oz = 0.5, 
and (c) q = 1 mm. The synthetic fractures used n o d y  distnbuted aperture with 5 = 2 mm. 
The symbols represent three values of mechanical aperture b,, and the lines represent three values 
of hydraulic gradient i. Each data point is the rnean of -5 fracture realizations. 
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Figure 5.31. Navier-Stokes simulations and cubic law calculations for synthetic fractures: ratio of 
hydraulic aperture to the arithmetic mean aperture b,/ (b} versus the relative roughness oJb, for 
fractures with (a) 4 = O, (b) oz = 0.5, and (c) 4 = 1 mm. The synthetic fractures used normally 
distributed aperture with Ab = 2 mm The symbols represent three values of mechanical aperture 
b,, and the lines represent three values of hydraulic gradient i. Each data point is the mean of -5 
fracture realizations . 
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Figure 5.32. (a) LCL. (b) Stokes, and (c) Navier-Stokes synthetic fracture simulations: relative 
error eQ versus the inverse number of subdivisions nsd-' applied to the base grids of 25x25 or 
25x25~10 CVs. The symbols represent smooth and rough fractures with om /bm = 0.0625 and 0.5, 
respectively . The trend lines and equations display the regressed power relationship for each set of 
symbols. 
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Figure 5.33. Stokes and Navier-Stokes synthetic fracture simulations: raw total flow ratio data 
Qs/QxL and QNIQs versus the relative roughness a , b m  for fractures with norrnally distributed 
aperture, Ab = 2 mm, and 4 = 1 mm The syrnbols represent three values of mechanical aperture 
b,, and the luies represent the rhean behzviour of each set of symbols. Each simulation used a 
hydraulic gradient i = 1. 
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Figure 5-34. Schernatic diagram of two-dimensional parallel plate dornain and boundary 
conditions: (a) one-way ide t  boundary, and (b) two-way inlet boundary. 
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Figure 5.35. Sirnulated particle position at three values of normaiized time (tltd for parallel plate 
simulation Tl  (se Table 5.4) with (a) the one-way inkt boundary, and @) the two-way inlet 
boundary . 
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Figure 5.36. Simulated particle position at three values of norrrialized time (ritR) for parailel plate 
simulations (a) T4, and @) T7. Both of these simulations use the one-way inlet boundary. Refer 
to Table 5.4 for simuIation parameters. 
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Figure 5.37. Norrnalized particle breakthrough curves using the one-way inlet boundary condition 
for parallel plate simulations: (a) Tl to T4, and @) T4 to T7. Refer to Table 5.4 for simulation 
parameters. 
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Figure 5.38. Nomlized particle breakthrough curves using the two-way inlet boundary condition 
for parallel plate simulations: (a) Tl to T4, and (b) T4 to T7. Refer to Table 5.4 for simulation 
parameters. 
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Figure 5.39. Normalized particle breakthrough curves using the one-way inlet boundary condition 
for pardel plate simulations Tl, T2, and T4. (a) Results using the base tirne step At7 '12At, and 
2At. (b) Results using the base number of particles n, '/ ,n, and 2 n,. 
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Figure 5.40. Schernatic diagram of (a) laboratory apparatus used to perform hydraulic and tracer 
tests on fracture samples [Anderson, 20011, and @) cross-section of fracture sample and inlet and 
outlet ceils. 
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Figure 5.41. Observed laboratory tracer (brornide ion) concentrations at inlet ce11 Ci, outlet ce11 
Co, and fracture exit C'over time for (a) Fracture 1, and (b) Fracture II. The concentrations Ci and 
Co were directly measured, and Cf was inferrd using (5.3). 
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Figure 5.42. Fracture 1 flow simulation: (a) aperture field, and (b) simulated integrated flow field 
for b, qua1 0.130 mm. Statistics for the aperture field are listed in Table 5.5. The total fiow 
through Fracture I is 0.5 W m i n  and the maximum flow vector is 0.054 Wrnin. 
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Figure 5.43. Fracture II flow simulation: (a) aperture field, and (b) simulated integrated flow field 
for b, eqyal0.585 mnl Statistics for the aperture field are listed in Table 5.5. The total flow 
through Fracture II is 1-3 d m i n  and the maximum flow vector is 0.18 rnUrnin. 
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Figure 5.44. Fracture 1 transport simulation: x-y position of 10,000 particles at three values of 
normalized time tftR, Refer to Table 5.5 for simulation parameters. 
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Figure 5.45. Fracture II transport simulation: x-y position of 10,000 particles at three values of 
normalized time tft,. Refer to Table 5.5 for simulation parameters. 
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Figure 5.46. Normalized solute and particle breakthrough over time: (a) Fracture 1, and @) 
Fracture II. The measured concentration at the outlet cell Co (circles) and the inferred 
concentration at the fracture exit Cf (squares) are nomialized by inlet concentrations Ci of 107.3 
and 75.6 m a  for Fracture 1 and Fracture II, respectively. The solid lines for C,/C, are the 
norrnalized particle counts of breakthrough predicted by transport simulations. The solid lines for 
Co /Ci are inferred from C f K i  using (5.3). Refer to Table 5 -5 for simulation parameters. 
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Figure 5.47. Nomialized solute and particle breakthrough over normalized time: (a) Fracture 1, 
and @) Fracture II. Time for the laboratory data (syrnbols) is normalized by median amval times 
of 8 -3 and 24 min for Fracture 1 and II, respectively . Time for the simulated data (solid lines) is 
n o d z e d  by hydraulic residence t h e s  tR of 8.3 and 14 min for Fracture I and II, respectively. 
particle. The doned line is the exact solution of solute breakthrough for parallel plates with 
equivalent residence Urnes and effective Péclet numbers as each fracture. Refer to Table 5.5 for 
simulation parameters, 
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Figure 5.48. Normalized solute and particle breakthrough over time for Fracture 1 with two values 
of the minium wall distance fraction (F, = 0.1, and 0.0). 



CHAP~ER 6. Conclusions 

The paramount conclusions of this thesis work are: 

Two numerical models that simulate three-dimension fluid flow and solute transport through a 

rough-walled fracture using the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations and the random walk particle 

rnethod were successfuUy developed. The flow mode1 employs the Finite Volume (FV) 

rnethod to solve the NS equations and features a structureci non-orthogonal colocated grid. 
The transport model uses the three-dimensional flow field fiom the flow model and the 
RWPM to transport rnassless marker particles through the FV grid. These models were 

venfied by comparing simulations to exact and published results for flow and transport 

through paralle1 plates. 

A numerka1 mode1 that simulates two-dimensional fluid flow through a rough-walled fracture 
using the Iocal cubic law (LCL) approach was successfully developed- The mode1 employs 

the FV method and features correction terrns to account for non-orthogonal grid geometry due 

to fracture undulation. The model was venfied by comparing LCL simulations to published 

results for flow through rough-wded fractures. 

c The developed flow models were used to simulate fluid flow through various randorn rough- 

walled fractures to demonstrate differences in each approach and to detennine criteria for the 

validity of the LCL approximation. These simulations ciearly demonstrated that for larger 

values of relative roughness a,lb,, mechanical or initial aperture b,, and hydraulic gradient i 

that the inertiaI forces may sigmfïcantly influence the interna1 flow field within a fracture and 

the bulk flow rate across the fracture. However, the influence of inertial forces on the bulk 

flow rate across the fractures was s h o w  to be negIigible when the following kinernatic 
cnteria were met: 

Re < 1 , Re ( b ) / A ,  < 0.1 , and Re o , l (b )  c 1 . 
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In addition, the bulk flow rates from three-dimensional simulations that met these critena-were 

within 10% of t w ~ ~ n s i o n a l  simulations using the LCL approach with geometric corrections. 

Therefore, for the range of randorn rough-walled fractures considered in this research, it may be 

concluded that the LCL is vaIid provided that the above kinematic criteria are satisfied. 

The three-dimensional flow and transport models were used to simulate hydraulic and tracer 

tests through laboratory sarnples of rough-walled rock fractures. The flow field for each 

simulation was calibrated by adjusting the mechanical aperture of the fracture void space until 

the total flow rate matched the observed value. The resulting flow fields, typical for rough 

wailed fractures, displayed tortuous hi@-flow pathways dong large aperture channels and 

low-flow zones in s m d  aperture regions. The tracer transport simulations predicted particle 

distributions that exhibited channeUing or hgering dong the hi&-flow pathways, and particle 

entrapment in the low-flow zones. For one of the fractures the simulated breakthrough of 

particles was shown to be in very good agreement with the observed solute breakthrough 

curve. In fact, the simulation displayed a stair-step feature that matches the observed data. 

Therefore, it rnay be concluded that the mdels adequately describe fluid flow and 

contaminant transport tkough a single rough-walled fracture. 

6.1 Research Contributions 

The important research contributions of this thesis are: 

The only apparent solution of the three-dimensional NS equations for flow through realistic 

rough-walled fractures- 

The determination of kinematic cntena or constraints that delineate the influence of inertid 

forces on the bulk flow rate across rough-walled fractures. 

The direct validation of the two-dimensional LCL approximation with the geometric 

corrections presented in this thesis for conditions that satisfy the kinematic criteria. 

The flexible implementation of the RWPM to complex the-dimensional fracture flow fields. 

The successful prediction of tracer transport through a fully characterized laboratory fracture 

sample. 
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6.2 Future Work 

Some examples of future extensions andor applications of the developed rnodels are: 

To perfonn additional flow simulations on a wider statistical range and a Iarger sample size of 
random rough-walled fractures, 

To develop more efficient FV grid generation and solution techniques (e.g., unstructured 

grw-  

To examine high Re laminar flow and transport processes with emphasis on improving 

convergence and accuracy of the numerical simulations. 

To compare the developed transport mode1 to the tw* and chree-dimensional advection- 

dispersion equation. 

T o  include trapped immiscible fiuids into the flow and transport models. 



APPENDIX Recursive Equations of the Strongly - 

lmplicit Procedure 

For three-dimensional systerns the strongiy irnplicit method (SIP) requires the defuition of 

seven coefficient matrices which form the lower (L) and upper 0 trianguIar matrices of 

incomptete factorization. These SIP coefficients are represented with the s ymbol E (with the 

standard indices P, IV, S, E, W. T, and B) and are dehed  as the-dimensional matrices by the 

foiiowing recursive loop: 

i = 1 to ni 
j = 1 to n, 

k = 1 to n, 

P T E~;, = - Eijk ( A,, + C3 ) 

where C,, C2 and Cj are temporary values, and a, is the SIP parameter, which was set equal to 

0.92. This step is required anytime the coefficients in (4.97) change. For the sequential solution of 

the rnomentum equations, (A.1) is required only once per outer iteration since the coefficients for 

the three velocity components are equiualent. 

The correction step of the SIP begins by calculating the residual matrix using (4.99), then 

performs the foilowing forward substitution loop: 

i = 1 to ni 

and the following backward substitution loop: 



where R becornes the variable correction that is added to 4- This correction step becornes iterative 

by successively calculating (4.99), (A.2), and (A.3) over m iterations or und the absolute sum of 
the residuals is reduced to a specified fraction of its initial value. 
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